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Abstract
Surface-based sensors take advantage of the natural high surface-to-volume ratios in
microfluidic devices, low reagent consumption and high potential for integration in more
complex micro total analysis systems (microTAS or pTAS). This thesis studies the fundamental
limits of on-chip integrated microfluidic sensors. More specifically, it focuses on detection
methods involving surface interaction in channels with thicknesses on the order of a few microns
or less.
Through mass transfer analysis, we demonstrate that, for thin enough channels, sample
detection is limited by the convective transport of analytes, and neither by diffusion nor reaction.
The results provided extend the validity of transport models to include transport in the absence of
mass transfer boundary layer. All existing analytic solutions to the Graetz problem are described
and compiled. The analysis, complemented by finite element simulations, successfully predicts
experimental observations made for on-chip immunoassays in micron-thick fluidic channels.
Subsequently, our study of on chip detection systems is carried on with emphasis on
resonating cantilever sensors. In order to interpret the output signal from these devices, we
develop a dynamic cantilever model to link spatially and temporally dependent mass adsorption
with resonance frequency change. The mass adsorption is then directly related to the sensors'
operating conditions via the mass transfer models previously developed. We then develop a 2D
finite-element model capable of predicting the devices response and of extracting bimolecular
rate constants.
Finally, since hydraulic resistance severely increases as channels get shallower, we provide a
structural analysis of polymer-based microsystems. Through scaling and numerical simulations
we demonstrate the effect of channel deformation on the flow conditions inside the device and
vice versa. Finally, channel deformation is experimentally quantified using optical methods and
compared with the models developed.
Throughout this thesis, the approach to physical modeling has been to use mathematical and
numerical analysis as predictive tools in the design of integrated lab-on-a-chip systems.
Whenever possible, scaling and analytic solutions are developed, since they provide a direct
relationship between experimental observations, geometry and the multiple dependent variables
in the system, and can be readily used as design criteria by the experimentalist.
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depending on context. Note the extent of crosstalk in the network. Diagram is not implied to
be comprehensive (e.g. location-dependent interactions have been abstracted). Courtesy of
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are not limited to linear systems and allow the parallelization of assays for higher
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Figure 1.3: Comparison of Diffusion (td=h2 /D), surface-reaction (tr=h/konCso) and convection
(tc=L/U) times scales in a conventional on-chip immunoassay (see details in Chapter 2, Fig.
2.1 D). The channel is assumed much larger than high and the pressure driving the flow is
fixed at Ap=1 atm. Left: The sensor length is 0.1 mm. The convection-time scale is fast
enough that transport is reaction limited. Kinetics is therefore directly measurable inside the
dashed circle. Middle: The sensor's length scale is increased to 1 mm, raising the overall
convection time scale. Kinetics becomes measurable directly only in a small channel height
interval. Right: Setting the sensor length to 10mm creates a situation in which transport is
either convection or diffusion-limited for all channel geometries ........................................ 29
Figure 1.4: Organization of the thesis work. Most problems addressed in surface-based sensing
require the support from theoretical groundwork in 3 distinct fields (Purple). The theoretical
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established fields (Orange). The central research objective is to be able to understand,
characterize, predict and control the quality and efficiency of microfluidic sensors (Green).
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Figure 2.1: Microfluidic applications involving convection, diffusion and surface reaction in a
flat plat geometry under fully developed parabolic flow conditions. A) Surface Plasmon
Resonance (SPR) optical sensor (Biacore Inc.). B) Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM). C)
Suspended Microresonator (Hollow Cantilever). D) General schematics describing the
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patch is given to be Co and the final, well-mixed concentration is Cf. The capture fraction of
the analyte passing over is thus given byf(L,t)=-Cf(L,t)/Co. Asymmetric reactions (as for A
and B) involve a reaction at the bottom wall only, while symmetric reactions (as in C)
involve an identical reaction at both top and bottom walls .................................................. 35
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Figure 2.2: Numerical Simulation of the Graetz problem for parallel plate geometry and
diffusion limited reaction at both walls. Left: symmetric reaction, Right: Asymmetric
reaction. A) Numerical simulation of the concentration profile in dimensionless units
( rl=x/h, 4=z/Pe/h). The axis is presented in logarithmic scale to emphasize the boundary
layer at; <<1. B) Plot of the normalized bulk concentration (). Comparison of the
asymptotic models for small ; (grey, entrance region, see eq. (2.15)) and large ' (black,
fully developed region, see eq. (2.20)) with the numerical model (black dotted line) over 4
log units in ;. C) Absolute error on the bulk concentration Cb(')analytic - 0(4 )numenrical ........ 52
Figure 2.3: Plot of the effective diffusion/reaction transport coefficient kd'r of the Graetz
problem as a function of the Da number (i.e. including finite first order reaction rate) for the
asymmetric case (lower) and the symmetric case (upper). The dotted horizontal lines mark
the respective maxima, equivalent to the Sherwood number Shsym = 3.7704, Shasym= 2.4304).
The dotted curves represent the best fit according to a two-parameter model:
kCd/r(Da) (kd/r(Da ->oo)-y)exp(-x, .Da)+yexp(-K 2/Da) and the x2 error
estimation is given. From the numerical calculations, we also observe that, when Da ->0,
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Figure 2.4: Numerical Simulation of surface transport with a first order surface reaction for
parallel plate geometry in the fully developed region. A) Plot of the normalized bulk
concentration b(0) for the fully diffusion-limited case (Da=oo) and for a partially reaction-
limited case (Da=l). Comparison of the asymptotic models with the numerical models
(lowest in the pair of lines for Da=oo, difference undistinguishable for Da=l) for both
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on the bulk concentration AOb(4)= 6 ()numerica - (asymptotic-FD. The error for the case
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Figure 2.5: Numerical simulation of bulk concentration and flux peak profiles for limiting
transport situations (nw=2). A-B) Fully reaction-limited case. Da=0.14, Kd =0. C-D) Fully
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the saturation time scale), 500s and 1000s (above saturation time scale and in the
propagation wave regime). The gray lines represent concentration isotherms. C) Bulk
Concentration O,(,t) as a function of ; for times ranging from 50 to 2000s (t=50s). D)
Normalized flux at the walls for a time range identical to A. E) Normalized surface
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diffusive/convective length for early time points (t= [0, 50] by steps of lOs ). The star-
dotted line is a fit of the fully developed model for Da=10 (nwkd/r=l. 9 9 ). B) FEMLABTM
simulation of flow for three different time points: 100Os, 500s and 100Os. The gray lines
represent concentration isotherms. C) a((;,t) vs for time points in the propagation wave
regime (t= [0,2000] by steps of 50s ). D) Normalized flux at the antibody bed (same time
points as C). E) Normalized surface concentration of bound antigen. C'-E') Transport
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Figure 3.1: Transport time scales for diffusion (h2-D-), surface reaction (hkon/Cso) and
convection (length/Unfluid). When channel height h is too high, reaction kinetics is obscured
by diffusion-limitations, when h is too small, kinetics can be obscured by convection-
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Figure 3.2: Normalized concentration as a function of time at various fixed positions inside a
channel. Solid lines: Simulation of the wave front shape using FEMLAB for z=0.6mm,
lmm and 1.4mm, where the experimental conditions are the ones described for the
microresonator in Table 2.2, entry 2. Using these values, the standard deviation on the
concentration at the front is calculated to be rz/Ueff= 180s. Dashed lines: Error function
predictions using eqs. 3.3 and 3.4.. The very accurate approximation by the error function
confirms the accuracy of the front length scale o- at low Damk6hler numbers (here
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Mass Transfer and Structural
Analysis of Microfluidic Sensors
Chapter 1. General Introduction
1.1. Science Fiction on a Chip
It was a routine check-up like the ones healthy people perform every month. I lay my thumb
on the healthcare module's sampling system connected to my computer, which painlessly
withdraws a few blood droplets for analysis. Seconds later, my computer screen displayed the
state of my hemostasis: red and white blood cell count, iron and glucose levels, hormones and
cytokines levels, gene markers, all within normal physiological range. '7"I am in much better
health than I used to be ", I surprised myself voicing out loud.
Three years ago, these short diagnosis moments were not as easy to perform as today, and
each measurement bore important emotional consequences for my family and myself. The few
seconds spent by the device to separate the vitalfluid into its cellular and molecular components
and later to analyze them using a complex array of microsensors had turned into long, angst-
ridden minutes. Back in these days, an abnormal increase in the activity of certain signaling
peptides had started to appear in my blood serum. By comparing my personal data with the
public health databases, I knew that these changes could bear the unfortunate omen of a genetic
disease, perhaps cancer. After a visit to the hospitalfor further testing, I was diagnosed with an
early, not yet visually observable, form of skin cancer and compelled to begin biochemical
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treatments to fend off the disease while in its infancy. The frequency of my home-based check-ups
was increased to once per week to monitor the effect of the medicine on my remission and results
were directly communicated to my physician.
Fortunately for me, the treatment was successful and, after a few months, I no longer
observed on my computer monitor the worrisome signs of a potential genetic ailment. Everything
for the moment seems to be all right. My only concern is that, with the abundance of information
on my own body so rapidly available, I am wondering whether I am not becoming a little
hypochondriac...
1.2. Systems Biology and Point-of-Care Analysis
No one has yet written a science fiction novel based on the technological breakthroughs
provided by Lab-on-a-chip science, but many researchers have envisioned futuristic scenarios
similar to the ones described above[1-3]. The commercialization of a portable healthcare module
that can be linked to one's computer for the rapid, point-of-care analysis of biological samples
would revolutionize the way medicine is practiced. In a way analogous and complementary to
the sequencing of the human genome, portable bioanalytical systems, would contribute to
transform biology from an empirical science to a holistic, information-based science where more
attention is given to prevention and diagnosis rather than to hospitalization and treatment[4].
Even if the actual computer-based diagnostics device described above has yet to be realized,
the identification of signaling peptides (cytokines) and proteins in human serum linked to skin
cancer development remains, nevertheless, a real recent scientific discovery[5]. In general,
advances in molecular and systems biology (i.e. the study of extra and intracellular
communication leading to the emergence of systemic biological behaviors[6, 7]), bring to our
attention many examples of diseases caused by the deregulation of intracellular signaling
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pathways at specific nodes[8, 9]. Most of the time, these nodes correspond physically to a key
protein-protein interaction -such as the dimerization of a protein complex, kinase
phosphorylation events, or protein-inhibitor/activator interactions[10]- for which a perturbation
of its steady state leads to important consequences in the outcome of a cell decision process.
They possess a high impact on cellular outcome and are therefore ideal parameters to monitor in
an individual to diagnose certain diseases. For the same reasons, they are the points on which
pharmaceuticals must act to cure a given ailment, thus playing a crucial role in drug
development. For example, in colon cancer treatment, the binding of Tumor Necrosis Factor
cytokine (TNF-c) at the cellular membrane is known to induce programmed cell death
(apoptosis) [11, 12]. However, under certain circumstances, apoptosis can be inhibited by the
joint effect of insulin in a complex, highly interconnected signaling cascade (Fig. 1.1).
Monitoring the activity in time of critical protein kinases in this signaling pathway has provided
insights in treating the side effects of colon cancer treatments[13].
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Figure 1.1: Example of systems biology network: A high-throughput assay of multiple endogenous kinase activities
can monitor information flow through critical nodes in a signaling network. A, generalized network diagram
describing pathways activated downstream of TNF-a. and insulin: activating interactions (green arrows), inhibitory
interactions (red arrows), transcriptional interactions (blue arrows). Gray nodes highlight kinases that are measured
by the high-throughput multiplex kinase activity assay. Red regions indicate apoptotic pathways, green regions
indicate survival pathways, and orange regions indicate stress pathways that can function to promote or inhibit
apoptosis, depending on context. Note the extent of crosstalk in the network. Diagram is not implied to be
comprehensive (e.g. location-dependent interactions have been abstracted). Courtesy ofK.A. Janes.
One of the greatest challenges in getting access to this point-of-care information is the
development of integrated devices that can perform rapid analysis of biologIcal samples.
Curr~ntly, the development of systems biology is limited by the intrinsic difficulty in acquiring
data on protein abundance, activity and kinetics of interactions in signaling pathways. Western-
blots, an immunoassay technique used to obtain data on protein concentration and activity in
cells is the gold standard in proteomics. However, the method is slow and tedious, due mostly to
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the lack of automation of the process (performed manually by the biologist), and thus limits the
amount of data generated (on the order of a few dozen data points over a week-long period[14]).
The method not only limits the number of data points but also acquisition of time data series on
signaling events occurring on short time scales (less than 5 minutes) [15, 16].
Only by automation, thereby increasing the speed of the data acquisition process, will
physicians and biologists be able to obtain information on a given system at will, on a per patient
basis and spend more of their work hours on diagnosis or data analysis rather than examination
and data acquisition. This goal requires effort in two distinct areas. First, detectors capable of
measuring protein-protein interaction kinetics must be developed. They will be used to populate
databases containing the properties of protein-protein signaling interactions so that our
knowledge of the biological signaling systems is complete. Secondly, once the biophysics of cell
signaling processes is known, there will be a need for another kind of detectors capable of
performing point-of-care analysis in a particular individual in real time.
1.3. Total Analysis Systems and Lab-on-a-Chip
In genomics and proteomics research, automated processes already exist and are
commercially available in the form of liquid handling and sample preparation robots (Qiagen
Inc., Valencia, CA, SSI Robotics, Tustin, CA), arrayers to either prepare DNA chips (ESI,
Toronto, ON) or immunoassays (BioRobotics Inc. Woburn, MA). Robotics has produced
significant progress in the field, but the solutions they propose are often nothing more than
automation of the manual work that a biologist would perform in the lab. The throughput
increase made by robots is thus only attributed to the higher precision and ability to perform
repetitive tasks rapidly. A lot of room is left for optimization.
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In the eighties, with the breakthrough in miniaturization science and microelectronics,
engineers and scientists realized that silicon-based technologies could also be used to create
sensors and actuators, known as Microelectromechanical Systems (MEMS) [17]. The advances
in miniaturization and silicon processing also bore fruit in chemistry and chemical engineering.
On-chip chromatographic columns were among the first on-chip analytical tools developed[ 18,
19]. It was quickly envisioned that the techniques of microfabrication could be used to generate
devices in which rapid analysis of chemical and biological reactions can be performed and the
concept of micro Total Analysis System (JlTAS) was introduced by Manz[20].
Building chemical and biological analysis systems on chip possesses several advantages,
notably that devices can directly be integrated with microelectronic circuits for continuous data
acquisition and analysis. Other advantages stem from the devices' small size, such as higher
efficiency, faster analysis and lower reagent consumption[21]. At the microscale, heat and mass
transfer are also enhanced due to decreased diffusion and heat conduction length scales[22].
As the concept of JlTAS evolved, highly creative thinking in the community expanded its
premises to include on-chip cell culture, sample preparation, reagent production, and delivery to
form an integrated device capable of emulating the work performed by an entire laboratory on a
single chip[23](Fig. 1.2).
Figure I. 2: Schematics of an integrated IlTAS. The system consists of several integrated sample preparation
modules, such as cell culture, cell lysis, protein and organelle separation, followed by a detection module located
downstream of the processing cascade. The arrow represents the order in the process. Even though the process
described here is linear, IlTAS are not limited to linear systems and allow the parallelization of assays for higher
throughput or more complex functions.
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1.4. Microfluidics: Thinking Inside the Box
Since a large part of the chemical sciences and the whole of biology is essentially liquid-
based, all lab-on-a-chip prototypes rely on more or less complex miniature plumbing networks to
carry samples to and from the detection zone rapidly, to branch out in a separation process or
merge to mix two reagents together. Furthermore, flow in sub-millimeter fluidic channel
networks is completely dominated by viscous forces[24], thus imposing limits and creating
opportunities for applications which are different from their macroscale counterpart. At such
small scales, turbulence does not occur, making the mixing of two fluid streams running side-by-
side diffusion-controlled -a slow process[25, 26]. On the other hand, one can take advantage of
such immiscibility to separate biological components into different streams and carry them
towards different analysis modules on the same chip[27].
The need for a technological toolbox to address these issues in a reliable way gave birth to
the field of microfluidics: the ensemble of science and technology enabling fluid routing and
control in sub-millimeter channels in an integrated fashion to perform various analytical
tasks[28, 29]. Among these tools, the development of polymer-based lithography -or soft
lithography- has brought microfabrication outside the clean rooms and into the chemistry and
biology labs[30-32]. The elastomer of choice in most applications is poly(dimethylsiloxane) -or
PDMS- due to its transparency, biocompatibility, ease of sealing, and affordability[33]. It's high
elasticity enabled scientists to use it to build valves and pumps[34], as well as to realize
applications that were not possible using conventional silicon machining[35, 36].
1.5. Surface Properties and Surface-based Sensing
Another singular characteristic of microfluidic systems is the high importance of surface
interactions on device properties. Fluid flow in microdevices has been observed to be extremely
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dependent on surface hydrophilicity[37]. Surface properties possess even higher impact on
chemical transport and reactions performed in microfluidic channels. Surface functionalization,
either to prevent protein and cell adsorption or to selectively enhance it, remains one of the
greatest challenges in engineering reliable JTAS[38-42].
One of the most important applications of surface control is to develop highly sensitive
protein detectors. In microfluidics devices, surface-based detectors are the most common and
practical form of sensors since they take advantage of the high surface to volume ratios present
in microchannels. Consider the following example as an illustration of the importance of surface
interactions: a tube-shaped sensor possesses a surface concentration of 104 receptors per square
micrometer (a common number for proteins) while a solution of 1 tM (600 molecules per cubic
micron) of analyte (i.e. the molecule susceptible to bind to the receptor) flows over the surface.
In a 50 [im-wide capillary, the diameter of a human hair, the number of surface receptors
available per analyte molecules amounts to 1.3. Reducing the diameter to l im increases the
number of receptors available per analyte to 67.
As the channel diameter decreases, any analyte in a random distribution becomes statistically
much closer to the wall, thus increasing the potential of interaction, be it desirable or not.
Outside the sensor region, one would try to minimize surface interaction with the analyte, as
non-specific adsorption leads to sample depletion and therefore decreases the achievable signal-
to-noise ratio in sensors located downstream. On the other hand, when designing a sensor
surface, it is desirable to maximize the surface's adsorptivity to a selected analyte to improve
signal.
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1.5.1. On-chip protein detectors
The challenge of measuring the concentration of analytes in an integrated fashion is at the
core of the microfluidic science. Without highly sensitive and reliable detectors, computer
healthcare modules such as the one described in section 1.1 cannot be realized. In an ideal world,
the quintessential on chip sensor would possess the following characteristics:
1- It can selectively detect small amounts of analytes dispersed in a sample containing
several thousand types of molecules in various states, such as in a typical cell
lysate;
2- It must be either fully reusable or cheap and disposable, and the surface properties
between detectors must be constant and reproducible;
3- It possesses a high time resolution allowing the measurement of kinetic rate
constants between receptor and analyte;
4- It is built and operated in such a way that mass transfer limitations are minimized,
meaning that the amount of time required by an analyte to reach sensing region is
much smaller than the time for the analyte to react with the surface.
Creative bioengineering solutions are being developed to approximate the ideal detector
described above. The most common methods are summarized briefly in the following sections.
a) On chip Immunoassays
Taking advantage of the naturally evolved selectivity of the human immune system,
immunoassays are by far the most commonly used and selective method to detect a given
biomolecule. They were essential to the development of Western blotting techniques[14],
immunoprecipitation[43] and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) [44, 45] assays.
They can be conveniently integrated on-chip by immobilizing antibodies onto the channel walls
and running a sample containing its corresponding antigen[46]. The technique's main
disadvantage is that antibodies must be developed for every target of interest. Immunoassays do
not provide direct sample detection but only sample retention. The technique must therefore be
coupled to an existing sensing method as described below.
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b) Fluorescence-based detection
Perhaps the most commonly used detection techniques, fluorescence-based immunoassays
lend themselves well to miniaturization. They provide sensitivities well into the picomolar
range[47] and can be integrated on-chip in array format[46]. Their main drawback is that
detection requires the fluorescence labeling of the detected molecule. Whenever measurements
are made on real biological systems (e.g. protein detection using cell lysates), the labeling of the
detected antigen is not possible and a third labeled antibody must be used to perform detection.
Even though this type of sandwich immunoassays (antibody-antigen-fluorescent antibody) is
highly sensitive[48], it introduces an extra detection step, thus increasing the complexity of any
on-chip assay. For that reason, label-free techniques (see below) are often preferred. Other light-
emitting detection methods include chemiluminescence and bioluminescence assays [49],
quantum-dots labeling[50, 51], and Fluorescence Resonant Energy Transfer (FRET) assays[52].
c) Surface Plasmon Resonance and Other Optical Sensing Methods
Other detection methods monitor the change of optical properties of materials with protein
adsorption[53]. Using this principle, researchers in the jiTAS community have developed
evanescent waveguides sensitive to the amount of protein mass deposited on its surface[54, 55].
Grating couplers have also been developed for sensitive biomolecular sensing[56, 57].
Among all optical detection methods, the most commonly used and well characterized device
is the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensor [58]. The physical principle underlying molecular
sensing is the change in resonance energy of surface electrons in thin gold films due to mass
adsorption[59]. Typical sensor cells are 50 pm thick by 2 mm long, and the fluid velocity used
on the order of fractions of meters per second to avoid mass transfer limitations. Commercially
available SPR sensors (Biacore Inc., Uppsala, Sweden) report mass sensitivity on the order of 1
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pg/mm2 (<1 femtomol/mm2 for most proteins). Furthermore, when the surfaces are
functionalized with a specific molecule, SPR sensors can measure fast bimolecular reaction
kinetics rate constants with high reliability. Currently, they are the standard against which any
other surface-based sensor is compared in the field of kinetic measurements. They share the
disadvantage of requiring complex optics, which makes them hard to integrate on a chip. They
also require a large sample volume to perform a measurement in order to overcome intrinsic
diffusion limitations in the device (as will be explained in chapter 2).
d) Dynamic Mass sensors
In a mass-spring system, a slight increase in the mass results in a linear decrease in the system's
oscillation frequency. This basic principle of classical mechanics is at the origin of a whole class
of microfluidic systems: resonant mass sensors. The simplest and most common form of
resonator sensors are Quartz Crystal Microbalances (QCM), where a piezoelectric quartz film is
driven at its resonance frequency (in the MHz range) and mass adsorption at its surface is
monitored through small variations in output frequency signal. Macroscopic version of these
sensors are commercially available (Elchema, Potsdam, NY, QCM Research, Laguna Beach,
CA)[60] and research on miniaturization and integration of these sensors into lab-on-a-chip
modules is already fairly advanced[61-63].
In a similar way, resonating cantilevers have been used as integrated sensors to detect cells
and proteins in aqueous solutions[64-66]. They possess the advantage of being developed using
conventional microfabrication and they are therefore easy to fabricate in mass. In addition,
cantilever sensors can also be operated in non-resonant mode, where signal transduction is
performed via the surface stress-induced bending[67].
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Finally, in an attempt to combine the features of mass sensors within an integrated
microfluidic network, novel suspended microresonator sensors (SMS) [68] were developed. In
this type of devices, a fluidic channel runs inside a resonating cantilever such that the binding
occurs within the cantilever and viscous damping by the surrounding fluid can be avoided. The
development of such an integrated mass sensor not only brings forth new fabrication techniques,
but also new theoretical challenges to interpret its output signal.
i.6. Single-Micron-Scale Sensing
Following a reasoning analogous to the one employed in microelectronics, there has been a
constant push in microfluidic science towards smaller and smaller footprint sensors[69, 70]. As
the device is reduced in size, analysis time scales tend to decrease, the sensor requires smaller
amounts of reagents, and more of them can be packed on the same chip to create parallel sensor
arrays capable of monitoring multiple analytes at the same time.
Table 1.1: Scaling of key parameters in microfluidics devices, assuming fixed pressure-
driven flow and a channel width much larger than the channel thickness. Specific values
for these quantities are provide for varying channels height under typical protein flow
inside tubes (L=10 mm, D= 5e-5 mm2/s, Ap= atm).
*Scaling values for pressure driven flow 1 Im 10 pm 100 jim
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Fluid Velocity U (mm/s) -h2L-
Diffusion time td () -h 2
Residence Time tR () -L 2h -2
Mass transfer LE (mm) -h4L-1
entrance length
Shear Stress r (Pa) -hL - 1
Taylor Dispersion KID (. u.) -h6 L-2
0.8
0.02
10
0.2
102
2
80
0.1
200
103
106
8XI03
200
1 X 10-3
2xJ06
104
1012
However, the possible advantages of venturing into the single micron world (1-1OJ..lmlength
scale) or even in the nanoworld are met by new difficulties and device behavior that need to be
understood further. This behavior can be captured by looking at the strong height dependence of
key sensing. parameters which will be studied in details in this work (Table 1.1). A quantitative
example is also provided in Fig. 1.3, where the three most important time scales in any detection
process are compared for various channel thickness and sensor areas in a conventional on-chip
immunoassay. In order to be able to measure binding kinetics directly in a sensor the reaction
time scale must always be the slowest one, such that other processes do not hide - or convolve,
in scientific terms- the intrinsic reaction rates. In thick sensors (50J..lmor more), protein transport
to a surface is almost always diffusion-limited since diffusion time scales vary as the square
power of the channel thickness. In these circumstances, mass transfer effects must be accounted
for to extract and quantifY intrinsic reaction kinetics[71, 72]. Furthermore, under some operating
conditions, mass transfer will completely mask surface kinetics, thus making the device
unusable.
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Figure 1.3: Comparison of Diffusion (t,t=h2/D), surface-reaction (t,=h/ko"C.,{) and convection (tc=LlU) times
scales in a conventional on-chip immunoassay (see details in Chapter 2, Fig. 2.1D). The channel is assumed much
larger than high and the pressure driving the flow is fixed at Iip= I atm. Left: The sensor length is 0.1 mm. The
convection-time scale is fast .enough that transport is reaction limited. Kinetics is therefore directly measurable
inside the dashed circle. Middle: The sensor's length scale is increased to 1 mm, raising the overall convection
time scale. Kinetics becomes measurable directly only in a small channel height interval. Right: Setting the sensor
length to lOmm creates a situation in which transport is either convection or diffusion-limited for all channel
geometries.
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In Fig. 1.3 (left), when the thickness is decreased to less than lO[tm, the surface reaction time
scale becomes larger than the diffusion scale and kinetics becomes directly observable. However,
for channels shallow enough, transport becomes limited by the rate of analyte flow inside the
microchannel and no longer by either diffusion or convection. This situation becomes
predominant as the length of the sensing zone increases since the convection time scales
increases accordingly (Fig. 1.3 middle and right). Up to now, the study of convection limitations
on transport in microchannels has been neglected in the [tTAS community since technical
development only allowed recently to design and test micron-size sensors[68, 73]. It will be
addressed in details in the present work.
1.7. Thesis Outline
This thesis describes how device geometry, specifically channel height, influences transport
phenomena and the ability to resolve kinetics in microfluidic sensors. Most problems addressed
in this work lie at the interface between well established theoretical fields. The approach and the
main contributions are summarized in Fig. 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: Organization of the thesis work. Most problems addressed in surface-based sensing require the support
from theoretical groundwork in 3 distinct fields (Purple). The theoretical and technical work developed in this thesis
lies at the interface between these well-established fields (Orange). The central research objective is' to be able to
understand, characterize, predict and control the quality and efficiency of microfluidic sensors (Green).
In chapter 2, we demonstrate that transport at the single micron scale rapidly exhibits
convection limitations under normal operating conditions. Through mathematical analysis and
numerical simulations, we formally predict the performance of microfluidic sensors, in terms of
efficiency, detection limits and resolution, and time scales. Furthermore, we discuss the pros and
cons of operating in convection-limited regime in microsensors.
The theoretical predictions are supported by experimental confirmation of the existence of
this transport behavior. The discussion of the conditions under which convection-limited
transport occurs experimentally constitutes the essential of chapter 3.
3]
In chapter 4, we focus on the case study of a typical single micron scale sensor: the
suspended microresonator sensor as developed by T.P. Burg [68]. Through mathematical
analysis we develop the theory required to relate the output frequency signal of resonating
sensors with the surface concentration profiles studied in chapter 2. We proceed then to predict
shape of the output frequency under various experimental conditions taken from the literature
and demonstrate how it is possible to extract information on binding kinetics from this class of
sensors.
Avoiding either convection or diffusion transport limitations can, in principle, be achieved by
increasing fluid flow velocity. However, in practice, the flow rate is limited by the amount of
pressure a device can tolerate. In single micron scale devices, increasing the analyte's influx
velocity requires very high pressures to overcome the high hydraulic resistance of such small
channels. In the particular case of sensors created through soft lithography, the high pressure in
microchannels can lead to channel deformation. The analysis of such deformation constitutes the
principal topic of chapter 5. Through structural analysis, we demonstrate that single micron scale
sensors made out of elastomers are susceptible to deformation under high flow rates. This effect
is shown to vanish as channels get thicker. The results are supported by numerical simulations
and experiments.
Throughout this thesis, the approach taken consists of using mathematical analysis and
numerical modeling as predictive tools rather than for post processing data analysis. When the
design of time consuming or expensive sensors is at stake, a thorough understanding of the
underlying physical phenomena and engineering principles is key to rapidly reach specific design
requirements. Furthermore, whenever possible, emphasis is set on analysis rather than
simulations. Analytic solutions provide direct relationships between experimental observations,
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geometry and the multiple operating condition variables in a system. These direct relationships,
often in the form of dimensionless numbers, help understand and control experimental results. In
contrast, numerical simulations typically provide only a solution to a problem under specified
conditions.
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Chapter 2. Mass Transport and Surface
Reactions in Microfluidic Systems
Chapter Abstract
We provide analysis of different regimes of diffusion and laminar flow convection combined
with bimolecular surface reactions relevant to biochemical assays performed in microfluidic
devices. Analytic solutions for concentration fields are compared to predictions from two-
dimensional finite element simulations for the various operation regimes. The analytic and
numerical results extend the transport models beyond the models commonly used to interpret
results from surface plasmon resonance (SPR) experiments. Particular emphasis is placed on the
characterization of transport in shallow microfluidic channels in which the fully developed
transport regime dominates rather than the mass transfer boundary layer transport typically
encountered in SPR. Under fast reaction and diffusion conditions, the surfaces saturate in a
wave-like manner similar to that observed in chromatographic columns. Two key parameters
relevant to on-chip biochemical assays and microfluidic sensors are studied and compiled: the
capture fraction of the bulk analyte at the surface and the saturation time scale of the reactive
surfaces. The physical processes in the different regimes are illustrated with data from the
relevant microfluidics literature.
2.1. Introduction
Mass transfer over reactive surfaces in microfluidic devices is central to exploring and
quantifying biochemical reactions, such as DNA hybridization and antigen-antibody binding.
The small length scales lead to laminar flows [24, 74] and the corresponding high surface-to-
volume ratio implies that understanding transport and reactions at surfaces requires special
consideration. Many applications depend on the accurate prediction of cell-cell, protein-cell or
protein-protein interaction at interfaces. Examples include controlling surface passivation [75],
understanding cell attachment and release from surfaces [76] and performing general
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biochemical assays for sensing applications [77]. The surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensor
(Biacore, Uppsala, Sweden) (Fig. 2.1A) represents an example of surface-based detection
systems that monitors adsorption of biological molecules onto the surface of a gold film [59, 78,
79]. High frequency quartz microbalances (Fig. 2.1B) have also been used in similar adsorption
studies [80]. Hollow cantilever-based biosensors (Fig. 2.1C) are also developed as techniques
for measuring adsorption kinetics [81]. Other chip-based detection systems include fluorescence
immunoassays and DNA hybridization on patterned surfaces, either based on soft lithography
microfabrication [46] or spotting techniques [47, 82]. These devices share the common features
of a flow-through channel with reactive surfaces (Fig. 2.1 D). In all cases, the sample to be
analyzed is directed to the sensor element (the reactive surface) by a convective flow and
analytes diffuse to binding sites on the surface.
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Figure 2.1: Microfluidic applications involving convection, diffusion and surface reaction in a flat plat geometry
under fully developed parabolic flow conditions. A) Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) optical sensor (Biacore
Inc.). B) Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM). C) Suspended Microresonator (Hollow Cantilever). D) General
schematics describing the transport to surface in microdevices. The initial concentration of sample before the
reaction patch is given to be Co and the final, well-mixed concentration is CJ- The capture fraction of the analyte
passing over is thus given by j(L,t)=J-CjL,t)/Co. Asymmetric reactions (as for A and B) involve a reaction at the
bottom wall only, while symmetric reactions (as in C) involve an identical reaction at both top and bottom walls.
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The steady-state diffusion-limited transport to a surface in a pressure-driven flow is known as
the Graetz Problem and it is usually divided into two main operation regimes: the "entrance
region" implying the presence of a mass transfer boundary layer* and the "fully developed
region", with bulk depletion of the sample [83]. In the context of microfluidic systems, the
entrance region has been studied in greater details since it is relevant to most SPR systems [84-
86]. Two-compartment models, approximating the mass transfer in the entrance region, have
provided additional insight into transport in SPR systems by taking into account surface
saturation over time and reaction-limited conditions [72, 87]. With the increasing computing
power available, the simplified numerical approach represented by two-compartment models is
being replaced by detailed finite element simulations of the complete transport equations.
From a practical point of view, operating a device in the entrance regime, as is often done in
SPR, leads to low sample capture fractions. For example, in a typical SPR experiment operating
in the boundary regime with a flow of 5g£/min through a channel of cross section 5x5Ogtm 2
over a mm detection zone, the capture fractionf, i.e., the total mass fraction of a specific bulk
protein captured at the surface, is estimated to be 7% under diffusion limiting conditions. The
remaining 93% of the analyte mass flows above the capture region and is lost for detection
purposes. In this regime,f is expected to vary with the flow rate Q asf-- Q-213 [88]. Thus, as the
fluid velocity increases, more sample needs to be consumed in order to obtain a sufficient signal
to noise ratio, and consequently, more material is lost the medium. In general, microfluidic
In this contribution, the term boundary layer strictly applies to mass transfer boundary layers and never to
momentum boundary layers. The latter are not present since the flows are fully developed laminar flows as a
consequence of the small dimensions in microfluidic channels.
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devices aim to minimize sample consumption, yet operating in the entrance region goes against
this goal. However, when channels reach the micron scale and the regime switches to "fully
developed", the capture fraction becomes much higher, thus minimizing the detection losses.
The standard entrance region model provides poor estimates for intermediate to high capture
fractions. High capture fractions are likely to be needed when expensive or short (small) plug-
like samples are to be used. These samples can come from discrete sources, such as a single cell
analysis device [85], or a sample released from a picoliter compartment [35] to a detection
surface. In these circumstances, the models developed for standard SPR are not appropriate.
Laminar flow transport models are needed to describe systems with channels widths approaching
a few micrometers as in recent lab-on-a-chip systems [69].
The main goal of this article is therefore to develop, summarize and discuss expressions for
all regimes of operation relevant to flow-through microfluidic devices involving surface reaction.
Particular emphasis is set on understanding transport in the fully developed region of the Graetz
problem, an oft-encountered but seldomly studied regime in microfluidics. Through analysis and
numerical simulations, we demonstrate that, for sufficiently thin channels, surface transport in
microfluidic channels occur in a wave-like fashion, much similar to the transport in
chromatographic columns. The models are illustrated with experimental examples and kinetic
data from the microfluidics literature. The overall analytic procedure provides criteria for
designing and operating continuous microfluidic sensors based on convection, diffusion and
reaction of multiple species, from cells to small molecules.
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2.2. Physical Model
2.2.1. Continuum Transport Model Formulation
The general conservation equations, including a bulk reaction term, take the form:
aC = -V N +Rvi, (2.1)
where the molar flux N is
N = -D i VCi + vCi (2.2)
Here, Ci is the volume concentration of the ith species, Di is the diffusivity of the solute, v is the
fully developed velocity profile and Rvi is the volumetric rate of species creation in the bulk.
For all surfaces, the boundary conditions on the molar flux N represent the balance between
flux to the surface and surface reaction.
iiN R,1 (2.3)
ii is the surface unit vector (perpendicular and pointing inward). Rsi is the inward flux of species
i into the bulk, such that surface adsorption indicates a negative Rsi term.
Solutions to these equations have been developed for various geometries, but only the case of
flat plates will be considered here. The lithographic, embossing and ablation techniques [89]
used to create most microfluidic systems produce broad and shallow channels. These channel
shapes are desirable in most applications requiring readout of the surface-bound analyte. The
fully developed three-dimensional (3D) laminar axial velocity profile v(height,width) can be
represented as a simple function v(height) except close to the channel's side walls [90]. For
studies of mass transfer in channels with cross sections of different geometries, such as triangular
channels produced from anisotropic etching of silicon [91], or semi elliptical channels obtained
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through isotropic etching in glass [92], solutions for simple cases have been provided in the
literature for the fully developed region [93].
To further simplify the analysis, constant diffusivity is assumed for all species, even though
the diffusivity in protein-dense biological media, such as cellular media, can be non-linear and
highly dependent on protein size, shape and charge [94]. Bimolecular surface reactions involving
reversible binding of species are considered as being sufficiently general to encompass the
majority of surface association/dissociation reactions encountered in molecular biology. The rate
equation takes the form
Cs = k Cw(CO - Cs) - ko Cs, (2.4)
at
Where Cw is the analyte concentration (proteins, DNA oligomers, etc. ) in the channel near the
reactive wall. C, the concentration of surface bound analytes, is a function of position on the
surface. Cso is the total number of binding sites. kon and kff are respectively the association and
dissociation rate constants of the bimolecular reaction (with units M's -' and s-l).
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Table 2. 1: Complete equation system describing diffusion, convection, and reaction in a 2D channel in dimensional
and scaled form.
Coordinates x=[-h/2, h/2, z=[O, L x=[0, h, z=[0, LI
Coordinates (O at center left of channel) (O at lower wall left of channel)
2D Bulk O9C(x,z,t) _ D aC(X, Z' t) +D a C(x, Z' t) C_ V (x ,z, t)
Transport at ax2 a 2 aZ
Reaction ac(zt) = konC(x = Xw,z,t)(Co -Cs (z,t))-koC s (z,t)
Reaction at ( )Off
Normalized a a 2®) 1 a2® 3 2)a® a® a2® 1 a 2® a®
Bulk =- + -- -- (1-47 ) = +- 6r(1- ])
Transport ar a7r2 Pe2 a; 2 2 a r a a 2 pe2 aa2 a;
Surface S® = £Da [(1- ®s)-KD S®]
reaction Tr
both walls one wall only
Boundary= a® _ 1®Boundary - = 0 (symmetry) _ a1 - 00S (reaction at wall 1)
condition #1 777 = aq )1= ' ar
Boundary -ao - -IO (reaction at walls) | = 0 (insulation at wall 2)
condition #2 a71 ] = 1/2 a a7 7 =1
Initial and a®axial ~~~~~~~~~~~=0axial (71;,r =0)=0, ®0(,,r=0)=0, ®(7, =0, ) = 1, = _
conditions = °
With the assumptions that the channel must be broad and shallow (W>>h), and considering
that bulk reaction is negligible compared to surface reactions (Rvi = 0), the transport equations
and boundary conditions simplify to a 2D problem (Table 2.1). It is useful to scale the equations
in order to reveal the dimensionless parameters governing the system. The resulting scaled
equations take the form:
o(r], , r)
Or
a[ 2)(, ; r)
, 7 2
1 a2E(m;, r) Dv(O)
Pe 2 a~ 2 09'
(2.5)
(2.6)x (4,v) _ £Da [(7 = 0, ,r) -(1- ® (, )) - KDE) (I r)]
with the dimensionless parameter groups for axial position = zh'Pe -l, channel height q = x/h,
normalized transverse diffusion time r = Dt/h2, relative adsorption capacity = Coh/Cso and
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concentrations i = Ci/C . Pe=Uh/D and Da= knCsOh/D are respectively the P6clet (Pe)
and Damk6hler number (Da). KD = koff/(kon Co) is the dimensionless equilibrium dissociation
constant and v(q) is the normalized fully developed laminar flow velocity profile depending
solely, in 2D, on the normalized height parameter (Table 2.1). Eq. (2.5) and (2.6) are coupled
by a flux balance at the wall (ii pointing inward)
ao(q,4,v _= 1 oo ( 35, r ) (2.7)
Or/ [r/- [0,1]
2.2.2. Physical interpretation of 4;, Da and e
The dimensionless parameters appearing in eqs. (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) simplify the equations
and reveal important characteristics of the physical system. = Coh/Cso corresponds to the
relative density of analytes between the bulk and the fully saturated surfaces (a measure of
surface adsorption capacity relative to the bulk). It arises when matching the units of surface
concentration and bulk concentration. A small £ indicates a high relative surface capacity leading
to a longer saturation time. When Da>>l, the transport to the surface is strongly diffusion-
limited, while at Da<<l, the transport becomes limited by the reaction at the surface and a flat
(constant) concentration profile can be expected across the channel.
The diffusion/convection length scale; = zh-'Pe - = z/U. D/h2 is an important parameter
in this paper as it controls the transitions in mass transfer from the entrance region to the fully
developed region. Physically, at =1, the time scale required for diffusion across the channel
height becomes the same as the time scale required for crossing a distance z at velocity U. For
,<1, the convection time scale is shorter than the diffusion time scale and a portion of the
analytes in the channel are not able to "reach" the reactive surface exiting the sensing region.
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The result is the appearance of a mass transfer boundary layer. For ~>1, analytes have plenty of
time to diffuse to the reactive surfaces and no mass transfer boundary layer develops. In the case
of a reactions on both top and bottom walls, the diffusion time scale becomes td = h2 / 4D as a
molecule is at most half a channel height away from a reactive wall. Nevertheless, for
consistency, the scaling of r and ; based on reactive surface will be used throughout this paper.
In many notations, when evaluated at zL, the number 'L=DL/Uh2 is called the Graetz number
and is written Gr.
Table 2.2 provides typical operating conditions and corresponding dimensionless
parameters for three often studied microfluidic applications, antibody-antigen (Ab-Ag)
interaction, Streptavidin-Biotin affinity, and DNA hybridization. These examples span the range
of applications, typical density of immobilized probes or "reactive sites", and lengths scales (tm
to mm).
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Table 2. 2: Three typical examples of microfluidic applications
Protein A33 Streptavidin/bBSA Single mutation
immunoassay binding in suspended detection using
microresonator DNA- oligomer
hybridization
Flow rate Q 1 Af'min' 0.0024 pf'min' I fmin'
Width W 0.5 mm 0.02 mm 0.5 mm
Height h 0.05 mm 0.001 mm 0.05 mm
Average Velocity U 0.67 mm's -' 2 mm's' 0.67 mm's' l
Diffusivity D 10-4 mm 2/s 6x10- 5 mm 2/s 4.3x10- 5 mm2 /s
Length of Bed L 0.1 mm 2 mm 400 [tm (round
spot)
L D w 0.007 60 0.01
Q-h
ko 2.4x10 5 M's-I 1.2x10 5 M'ls' * -1.2x10lOMS-'**
koif 3.5x10- 3s-' -0 -2.1 x104 l**
Cso 70 fmolmm'2 70 fmolmm * 8 fiolmm 2
Co 0.1 Mt 0.1 Mt 0.1 IPMt
e = Coh/C 5 O 0.07 0.0014 0.6
Da- k.CsOh/D -10 0.14 -1
Pe =Uh/D 335 17 335
KD = kofi /konC° 0.14 -0 0.02
Reference (Catimel et al. (Burg 2004) (Wang et al. 2003)
1997)
* Reference: [95]**reference [80]
* Arbitrarily defined to correspond to an order
found in cell signaling proteins
of magnitude commonly
2.3. Analytic Solutions and Numerical Simulations
The non-linear convection/diffusion/reaction problem summarized in Table 2.1 can be solved
numerically (e.g., by using finite element methods) to provide an accurate solution to a specified
set of parameters. Analytic solutions, when feasible, provide insight into the relationship
between parameters (space, time, rate constants, etc.) and dependent variables (bulk and surface
concentration, capture fraction, etc.). No complete analytic solutions exist to the whole problem
due to the non-linear surface reaction term, but the solution space can be segmented into
physically relevant parameter regimes for which analytic solutions exist. In particular, the
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transport equations can be decomposed in two accurate analytic solutions for »>crit and
<< ;cri,,t where cn, represents the critical value from which the two analytic models have the
same relative error compared to the numerical solution. These solutions can be subdivided once
more depending on whether the surface Damk6hler number is finite (partially reaction-limited)
or infinite (fully diffusion-limited). The numerical simulations and analytic solutions provide
complementary physical insights into coupled transport and reaction phenomena in microfluidic
applications while also serving as a firm basis for device design.
The complete transport problem with a bimolecular reaction at one or both surfaces (Table
2.1) was simulated by finite element methods implemented in FEMLAB (Comsol AB,
Stockholm, Sweden). Since many studies have been conducted for the entrance case - <<,
which is particularly relevant to SPR [85, 86, 96], the present simulations primarily aimed to
characterize the fully developed region.
2.3.1. The Graetz problem in mass transfer
In most applications involving high relative adsorption capacity (low ), the bulk
concentration reaches a steady state value much before the surface has been significantly
saturated. The transport in the bulk can then be assumed to be in pseudo steady state with respect
to the surface at all times. Moreover, in most microfluidic applications, the axial convection is
much faster than the axial diffusion, i.e., Pe>>l. Pe is usually on the order of 102-104. As a
result axial diffusion can be neglected and the simplified, scaled, transport problem, known as
the Graetz problem in heat transfer, then takes the form:
aq2(7"') 1)aOO(7,;) (2.8)
O2 v O(
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The coupled, nonlinear boundary condition found in eq. (2.6), implies that the system composed
of eqs. (2.7), and (2.8) generally has to be solved numerically. However, in cases where
Cs << C (at sufficiently small times), the bimolecular surface reaction, eq. (2.4), reduces to a
pseudo first order reaction and the boundary condition becomes linear:
(007 ' )| = Da O(q = 0,;, ) . (2.9)
1, C=0
The linear system, which is relevant to practical cases - when operating under the surface
saturation threshold (Co << Kd or t << isat), can be solved analytically (Table 2.3) using the
method of separation of variables to obtain an eigenfunction expansion of the solution [97]. The
exact form of the eigenfunction expansion has been provided for the circular pipe and parallel
plate geometry with rapid reaction at both walls [98]. In Table 2.3, we also introduce the exact
form of the eigenfunction expansion for the case of parallel plates with reaction at only one wall,
including the first 5 expansion coefficients and eigenvalues for the fully diffusion-limited case.
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Table 2. 3: The scaled Graetz problem for a first order reaction on both walls (symmetric case) and one
wall (asymmetric case). For more details on the development of the fully analytic solutions, consult
Appendix Al.
Symmetric Case Asymmetric case
Coordinates l=[-1/2, 1/21, = [0, L/hpe] 1=[0, 11, ~ = [0,LhPe]
(O at center left of channel) (O at lower wall left of channel)
Bulk Transport a2 ® 3 E)8 2e a®
Graetz Problem _ -(1 - 42)_2 = 67(1 - )-
C9 q 2 2 a,; 8q72 C9,'
Boundary aE 1 I
condition #1 = 0 = S-
Caq = 8q q = o0 £ av
(symmetry) (reaction at wall 1)
Boundary a1 I aE a)
condition #2 - = = 0
_q 7=1/2 E ar 7=
(reaction at walls) (insulation at wall 2)
Surface )
reaction as e DaE , valid for s () , r) << 1
r
(unsaturated surface, pseudo first order)
Axial boundary E(7, ; = 0) = 1
Conditions
General form of ( r
solution A(q() = E aG,(2,,)exp 
i=16
Basis Function 2
~~~~~~2 2 4 16 2
Cst(A,) ( -2)MI3 A 3 A (l/2-2)}[,- q)H4 16'2Ai(I
Velocity- ,27=1
averaged Eb()= A. exp(- ),where Al = aiG(2i,q).v(q)dq
solution i=l 6 77=0
* M(a b, > = EY (ak -is the confluent hypergeometric function, or Kummer M function [99].
M~~~a,)=(b) k!
#(ab, A (Y2_ )2)= M(a,b,2,(2-q) ) is the Kummer M function normalized to 1 at q=0 and q=l.
KY~a~ 2(1 q2) Ma,b, 142
The constant for the asymmetric basis functions reads:
12 1 3 12 3 3 2( 4 -4)2M - ,-,--)+(A+4) M( ,--) M(---,-, -)
C'vtA- 4 16 2 4 4 16 2 4 4 16 2 4
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These analytic solutions converge slowly: after a 5 term expansion, the maximum relative
error on the concentration is still -5%. However, the complete set of functions is only necessary
when the full 2D concentration profile must be mapped. For most practical applications, the time
scale of saturation of the substrate or the fraction of mass bound to the surface is of primary
interest rather than the detailed concentration profile in the fluid channel. In those cases, the
general solution can be separated according to different parameter regimes and analytic solutions
calculated with respect to the velocity-weighted, or "mixed-cup" bulk concentration
ob(;, r) = f®(q,,r) v(q)dq, (2.10)
cross
sec tion
where v(/) is the normalized velocity profile (see Table 2.3).
2.3.2. Capture fraction of a bed and saturation time scales
The total capture fraction of a bed of length L represents the fraction of analytes adsorbed on
the surface after one passage, specifically:
f(L)= 0 -C(L b (L). (2.11)
CO
The saturation time scale is defined herein as the time required for saturating 95% of the
available binding sites for the analyte. When the reaction is fully diffusion-limited, solutions
depend only on the diffusivity, and for reaction limited situations, only the reaction constant is
involved. For intermediate case, the saturation time will depend on both diffusion and reaction
rates, making it therefore possible to be expressed as a function of Da. This parameter and the
diffusion/convection length scale , are the two main parameters for characterizing surface
capture and transport phenomena in microfluidic devices. The possible regimes are summarized
in Table 2.4 and discussed in detail in the following sections.
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2.3.3. Solutions for fully diffusion-limited situations
2.3.3.1. Entrance Region (<<1) and Da - oo
The mass transfer entrance region arises when the diffusion time scale (d = h 2 /D) is much
greater than the axial convection time scale ( c = z/U ), such that ; = Tc Td << 1 and a mass
transfer boundary layer of thickness 5 << h appears. This problem was analyzed early in the
SPR literature [88]. It is also common in flow-through devices, such as quartz microbalances and
any other surface-based sensors.
The bulk concentration along the channel length can be computed using a mass transfer
coefficient approach [100]
ao(,;' T) = -nwSh (b(', r) -( , )), (2.12)
a¢
where the Sherwood number Sh, is the mass transfer coefficient (km) scaled by the characteristic
length scale () and the diffusion coefficient (D) (i.e. Sh_ kml/D). The Sherwood number, is
defined as the ratio of the gradient at the wall divided by the driving force for mass transport:
Sh1(7&(, ' wal (2.13)
Sh - 7wall
(i, 4;) bulk (771()wall
The Sherwood number is expressed on a per wall basis. The index nw takes into account the
number of walls participating in the reaction, nw = 1 for the asymmetric reaction case and
n,, = 2 for the symmetric case.
Assuming the surface concentration is 0 (Da --> oo ) the Sherwood number of the entrance (E)
region yields the well known result:
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3 3) / (2.14)Sh = 0.978." (2.14)
E/ - (/)2
The dependence on (-1/3 indicates that, as; - 0, mass transfer to the surface will become very
large and the system will become reaction-limited. Consequently, this regime of operation is
preferred for the determination of reaction rate constant (as in SPR systems).
By solving eq. (2.12) with the expression of the Sherwood number found in eq. 14, and using
the axial boundary condition, E)b (4 = 0) = 1, the bulk concentration remaining after a distance 
can be expressed as
bE (O) -3n w ( 3 )%} exp 1.467n ;%} (2.15)
For sufficiently large Da, the flux to the surface is mass transfer-limited and constant at any given
position down the channel. As a result, the surface concentration increases linearly in time and
the saturation time can be expressed as
n, a + Eb | = 0 = O -ShE(L) Ob (L). (2.16)
O cr9 ac~ z=L nw
For small , (b() -- 1. The time scale for which the surface becomes 95% saturated, i.e.
Os-sa - 0.95- (I + KDY)-1 , is thus given by
T h2E 0.95 1/3 0 297 h 13 (2.17)
D(1 + KD)Ob (L) 0.978 D(1 + KD )
This expression is valid when the transport is strongly diffusion limited. This situation arises in
the case of slow diffusing species such as DNA strands or large proteins flowed over a bed of
highly concentrated probes.
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2.3.3.2. Fully developed region (;>>1), Da -> oo
For the fully developed region, diffusivity is fast enough compared to the convective time
scale so that no boundary layer appears. The linearization of the flow profile made in section
2.3.3.1 no longer holds since the whole channel now participates in the reaction, and the full
solution to the transport equations found in Table 2.1 must be considered.
For the fully developed region, the mass transfer coefficient can be calculated using the
definition of the Sherwood number in eq. (2.13). By integrating the eq. (2.8), a relation between
the bulk concentration and the flux at the wall is found to be
ao()b -n aO(i,,;) (2.18)
a,; 7 [ )wails
Using these relations and applying them to the eigenfunction expansion (Table 2.3), the analytic
expression for the Sherwood number for large (Da --> oo ) is given by [93]
Sh = 2.4304 asymmetric reaction case (2.19)
nw 6 13.7704 symmetric reaction case
The first eigenvalue 2n of the solution expansion is different whether symmetric or asymmetric
reaction is assumed.
Substituting the fully developed Sherwood number in the general mass transfer,
eq.(2.12), the expression of the bulk concentration as a function of distance becomes
ObFD () exp(- nWShFD ) = exp- (2.20)
2.3.4. Critical value and mass transfer regime change
The successful design and characterization of a sensor will necessarily require the use of the
proper transport model within the device. The absolute maximum error committed by selecting
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the wrong model (between eq. (2.15) and eq. (2.20)) goes as high as 18% while the relative error
("model value"/"numerical value") goes to infinity (Fig. 2.2).
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Figure 2.2: Numerical Simulation of the Graetz problem for parallel plate geometry and diffusion limited reaction at
both walls. Left: symmetric reaction, Right: Asymmetric reaction. A) Numerical simulation of the concentration
profile in dimensionless units ( ,.,=xlh, (==lPelh). The l; axis is presented in logarithmic scale to emphasize the
boundary layer at «<I. B) Plot of the normalized bulk concentration e,,(~. Comparison of the asymptotic models
for small (grey, entrance region, see eq. (2.15)) and large (black, fully developed region, see eq. (2.20)) with the
numerical model (black dotted line) over 4 log units in "C) Absolute error on the bulk concentration e,,( ~analytic -
$,,( ~numerical'
The simulation presented in Fig. 2.2 establishes the domain of validity of the two asymptotic
models in the fully convective (Pe ~ 00 ) and diffusion-limited (Da ~ 00 ) regime at steady state
(Graetz Problem, eq. (2.8)). The absolute error on 8h (s) on both models is plotted as a function
of s (Fig. 2.2) for the case of reaction at one or both walls. The point at which the error is the
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same for both models is identified as the transition point ((c,) between the entrance region and
the fully developed region. Its value was found to be (crit=0.06 and crij=0.2 2 for the symmetric
and asymmetric reaction cases respectively. These values are consistent since, as mentioned
earlier, the real height scale in the case of the symmetric reaction is h /2 which explains why
¢rit is smaller by a factor of -4 in the symmetric case.
2.3.5 Solutions for partially diffusion-limited situations
2.3.5.1. Entrance Region: Bimolecular reaction or finite Da numbers
Typically in biology, binding reactions are not sufficiently fast to be assumed purely mass
transfer-limited. Bimolecular surface Damk6hler numbers range from less than 1 for very thin
structures and slow binding species, such as DNA, to more than 10 for faster surface reactions,
such as protein-protein interactions. In general, the higher the probe density at the surface (Cs0 ),
the faster the effective reaction will be and the higher the Damk6hler number.
For first order reactions with finite Damkohler numbers or bimolecular reaction kinetics, a
similarity solution is no longer possible and only a partially analytic solution can be found [101].
Nevertheless, this regime, which is a generalization of the one described in 3.3.1, is useful under
a much larger set of reaction conditions often appearing in SPR analysis or any sensor operating
in a mass transfer boundary layer regime.
In the past, several two-compartment numerical models have been designed to compute the
effective saturation time scales for this type of problem [72, 87]. Using a semi analytical
approach, others have obtained similar results [86, 102]. They defined the effective reaction rate
equation to be
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((9 ) = kef (s())-ko (  (2.21)
(® ) is the average concentration along the reaction zone of length L. The effective association
and dissociation first order rate constants are found in Table 2.4. A high Sherwood number,
indicating fast mass transport, brings these equations back to the simple bimolecular rate
equation found in eq.(2.4). Analytic expressions for the capture fraction and saturation time only
exist for the cases of fully diffusion-limited reaction at the surface. In this case, due to the
dependence in ®, of the effective reaction rates, the rate equation has to be solved numerically.
2.3.5.2. Fully developed region: Bimolecular reaction or finite Da
For transport outside the boundary layer regime, the solution derived here is much more
tractable than the one presented in section 2.3.5.1. Furthermore, as Da decreases, the error on
the numerical model provided by the fully developed asymptotic model decreases, thus making it
much more useful than the boundary layer model under certain conditions. The derivation of the
results is analogous to the ones in section 2.3.3.2 and 2.3.5.1. The Robin boundary condition at
the walls, eq.(2.9), is used to link the flux at the wall to the concentration near the wall Ow(q, ')
in eq. (2.18). Using these relations, the expression of the effective Sherwood number for an
arbitrary first order reaction becomes
-1
1 11
ShFD(Oa) -- 11 - > 22O---- ShFD (Da)~ ir l ,(Da) Da (2.22)
kdlr ks 6nw
This result is analogous to the mass transfer coefficient approach used in the boundary layer
theory [100]. The two terms represent to mass transfer rates kdlr (bulk) and k (surface) added in
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series such that, when Da->oo, ShFD (co) -- 22 /6nw and when Da->O, ShFD (0) - O0. In this case
however, the partially reaction limited bulk transfer coefficient kd/r depends not only on the
flow and diffusion properties in the bulk, but also on the reaction rate at the surface. The
diffusion/reaction mass transfer coefficient (per surface) kd/r as we define it here
-d , 2 Da)= (Da) (2.23)kd/r (Da) = w(
nw6
is therefore a function of Da.
Replacing the value of Sh with ShFD (Da) in eq. (2.12) and the value of value of Qw by its
flux value using eq. (2.9), then eq. (2.18), an alternative notation for the transport coefficient
involving both diffusion and reaction is found to be
= nwShFD (Da - - =- -n ShFD (Da). (() w) nw ka / (2.24)
The value of kd/r (Da) is plotted in Fig. 2.3.
Using an identical approach as in section 2.3.3.2, the generalized bulk concentration profile
along the axis for an arbitrary first order reaction is
O~bFD () = exp - fwkd r) =exp A (Da) j (2.25)®b(  expC n ar'= xp -- ~
This time, the first eigenvalue Al will vary with respect to Da and will have to be determined
numerically, using the basis function described in Table 2.3 and applying the second boundary
condition, found in eq. (2.9). The eigenvalue equation which provided the numerical values of
42/6nw vs Da in Fig. 2.3 is intractable analytically due to its algebraic complexity. To allow a
quick approximate calculation of kdr, we therefore provide an approximation of its numerical
solution by a three parameter fit (see Fig. 2.3).
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Figure 2.3: Plot of the effective diffusion/reaction transport coefficient kd/r of the Graetz problem as a function of
the Da number (i.e. including finite first order reaction rate) for the asymmetric case (lower) and the symmetric case
(upper). The dotted horizontal lines mark the respective maxima, equivalent to the Sherwood number Shsym = 3.7704,
Shasym = 2.4304). The dotted curves represent the best fit according to a two-parameter model:
kd /r(Da) (kd /r(Da - oo) - y) exp(- .Da) +yexp(-x 2/Da) and the X2 error estimation is
given. From the numerical calculations, we also observe that, when Da -0, kd /r(Da) Da and the relation
becomes even simpler to use.
Eq. (2.27) will only be valid when the surface is not saturated, such that the pseudo first
order reaction approximation can be used. For very long capture beds, it implies that the
saturation time constant of the bed can no longer be evaluated by assuming a pseudo steady state
profile above the bed. Instead a moving front, or wave-like, approach has to be used and the
saturation time has to be deduced from the velocity of the resulting wave front (see below).
2.3.6. Critical value and regime change for finite Da
The critical value of ; at which the boundary layer model is no longer better than the fully
developed model cannot be determined using a straight forward approach in the case of finite
Damk6hler numbers since no analytic solution exists for the entrance region case. The limit
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needs to be computed numerically for every value of Da which renders the process tedious.
However, it is important to note that the usefulness of the fully developed model over the
entrance region model increases as Da decreases. This can be justified by showing that the error
on the model decreases as Da decreases. This behavior is presented graphically in Fig. 2.4. The
algebraic details of the proof are presented in section 2.7.1. The error on kd /r, (Da) by keeping
only the first term of the expansion is thus 4 to 6 times less when Da -- 1. The repercussion on
Ob is to reduce the error caused by using the fully developed region model over for the entrance
region by one order of magnitude (Fig. 2.4B).
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Figure 2.4: Numerical Simulation of surface transport with a first order surface reaction for parallel plate geometry
in the fully developed region. A) Plot of the normalized bulk concentration O0(4) for the fully diffusion-limited case
(Da=oo) and for a partially reaction-limited case (Da=l1). Comparison of the asymptotic models with the numerical
models (lowest in the pair of lines for Da=c, difference undistinguishable for Da=l) for both symmetric and
asymmetric reaction cases in the fully developed region. B) Absolute error on the bulk concentration AOb(4)=
Ob()numcncal - Ob()asymptotic-FD. The error for the case where Da=l(dashed lines), is one order of magnitude lower
than for Da=oo, which explains why the asymptotic and numerical models coincide in A.
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2.4. Wave-Like Propagation of Bulk Concentration
2.4.1. Convection-limited transport
Reactions in long and thin structure naturally yield higher S and lower Da compared to
the usually thicker microfluidic channels. The suspended microresonator device introduced by
Burg et al. has this characteristic (see Table 2.2, entry 2). Physically, these numbers (=60, 
=10-3, Da=O. 1) indicate a rapid axial depletion of the bulk and a diffusion time scale smaller than
the reaction time scale. At low enough flow rates, the residence time in the device will also be
much longer than the time required for the analyte to bind at the surface, such that we also enter
in a convection-limited regime. This behavior can be characterized by a convection/reaction
number,
LDa= DL kCsoh koCO (2.26)
Uh2 D Uh
which compares the time scale for an analyte molecule to either react at the surface or exit the
surface reaction area by convection, assuming fast axial diffusion. In certain notations, this
convection/reaction number is known as Damk6hler's first number (the diffusion/reaction
Damk6hler number (Da) used throughout this paper being the second one). When ;L Da << 1,
the transport is reaction limited, while it becomes convection-limited for L Da >> 1. In the
latter case, binding occurs near the entrance, totally depleting the bulk. As the surface saturates,
more sample will move further down the channel to bind and saturate the walls. The result is a
bulk concentration front propagating in a wave-like fashion throughout the channel. This
behavior can be derived from the transport equations (Table 2.1) and characterized using a
kinematic wave - or shock solution - approach [103].
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2.4.2. Determination of the propagation velocity
When an analyte solution is flowed over a high capacity surface (<<1), the solution
profile in the bulk of the channel reaches a quasi steady-state above the reaction surface. After a
time on the order of the reaction time scale has elapsed, the surface starts to saturate and a
pattern is created which propagates axially at a constant velocity smaller than the fluid velocity
U. This behavior can be simply modeled for limit cases very far behind and ahead of the
moving front. It can be interpolated for cases in between. The analytical approach to this task is
analogous to capture in a packed bed in liquid chromatography, since both cases exhibit high
surface to volume ratio. The elution time for the solution can therefore be calculated using a
similar approach and depends on the relative adsorption capacity and the tightness of binding
KD.
A simple model of the adsorption can be derived from a mass balance between the bound
mass and the bulk mass along the channel. By integrating the normalized transport equation
found in eq. (2.5) across the channel height and using the normalized boundary condition in eq.
(2.7), the bulk transport equation becomes
8aob () +®(,r) nw aO (, ) = 0 (2.27)
8~' ar ar
where (;, r) is the cross section-averaged concentration and b (', ) is given in eq. (2.10).
Applying a dimensionless variable change of the form
Ue<ff (2.28)
Uthe problem can be xpressed in the referential of the moving concentration front.
the problem can be expressed in the referential of the moving concentration front.
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The effective propagation velocity Ueff can be determined by finding a relationship between
((;, t), OEb (, r), and ®0 (;, r) and by applying the boundary conditions very far upstream and
downstream of the moving front to yield
( nw (2.30)Ugly: =l+ U.
The front of bulk concentration O b = 1 will thus propagate at a velocity much inferior to the
fluid velocity when <<1, which is normally the case. Moreover, it can be observed that Ueff is
minimal when KD -> 0. This is to be expected since in this case, no ligand escapes the bed. The
mathematical derivation of this result from the full transport equations is provided in section
2.7.2.
2.4.3 Wave profile determination for limiting cases
The analysis provided in the previous subsection only provides the propagation velocity but
does not reveal anything about the profile of the kinematic wave inside the device. For arbitrary
transport conditions, the exact shape of the wave front can only be determined numerically.
However, two limiting cases exist whether the transport to the surface is diffusion or reaction-
limited. These wave profiles are necessary to predict the capture fraction in a device and are
discussed below.
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2.4.3.1. Fully diffusion-limited wave profiles
Under fully diffusion-limited conditions, the flux to the surface can be assumed constant
throughout the device, as in eq. (2.16). In the reference frame of the moving concentration front,
the bulk concentration profile propagating inside the channel can therefore be approximated by a
two piece-wise continuous profile:
- 1 l < -shif (2.31)b~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
l (gb (> Xshiftiff 
where esh ( td =e(1+KD)]- td is the saturation time of the surface under diffusion-limited
conditions, and b is given in eq. (2.25). The peak shift ~shi is explained by the time delay
required for the surface to reach its steady state profile in the reference of the wave front before it
starts propagating.
Numerical simulations presented in Fig. 2.5 confirm both the profile predicted by eq.
(2.31) and the peak shift Zshif from the origin = 0. The time dependent capture fraction of a
bed of length L therefore becomes
f) 1 (L) _- Ue't+ I_ whenDa >> 1. (2.32)
Ob () Pe-h U.td (1 + KD)
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Figure 2.5: Numerical simulation of bulk concentration and flux peak profiles for limiting transport situations
(nw=2). A-B) Fully reaction-limited case. Da=O. 14, Kd =0. C-D) Fully mass transfer-limited case. Da=100, Kd =0.
The star-dotted curves in B and D represent the analytic models derived respectively in eq. (2.52)and eq. (2.31).
2.4.3.2. Fully reaction-limited wave profiles
When the transport is fully (reaction-limited, the concentration profile resembles one found
in chromatography columns under continuous sample feed [104]. The wave front can be
accurately approximated by a complementary error function [99] of the form
®b = I erfc(;-/V2). (2.33)
2
Where the standard deviation, representing the sharpness of the front (sharpest when or--*O), is
given by
0.-g~~~~~ -1.~~ (2.34)
i nwkadlr(Daeff )
Daeff is the effective Damk6hler number found at the point of half saturation of the surface, or
Da ko, (Cso -Ceq/2)h 1/2 + KD (2.35)D = = Da _
D + KD
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The details of the derivation are found in section 2.7.3. In Fig. 2.5B, the concentration profile
found in eq. (2.33) is confirmed by numerical simulations. The corresponding capture fraction by
a bed of length L is therefore expressed by
f b (L) 1 - L - ff/U236
b(0) 2 I + { .j }for Da << 1 (2.36)
In all cases, for these profiles to be observed, the condition of fully developed regime for
(see Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.4), must be respected.
2.4.4. Numerical simulation of the propagating front
A 2D model was created in FEMLAB (Appendix A2) to confirm the theoretical
prediction of the propagation velocity of the concentration front and its general profile. The
model is based on the general case of protein depletion from a solution in a binding assay
performed in a narrow device in the fully developed region. To make the simulations physically
relevant, the geometry, the experimental conditions, and the data on protein kinetics are taken
from the literature (Table 2.2). The first simulation characterizes the passivation of channel walls
using biotinylated bovine serum albumin (BSA) reacting with a wall coating of streptavidin in
the conditions of a suspended microresonator. The parameters describing the model are, in this
case, Da=O.14,Pe=17,e=O.001 and KD -O ( Table 2.2, entry 2). The reaction occurs
equally at both walls and is therefore symmetric. Modeling results are presented in Fig. 2.6 in
terms of the bulk concentration ®b (,t), the normalized flux at the wall a(qw, ,,t)/8q, and
the surface concentration of bound BSA normalized to the total number of binding sites
0 (, t). The time scale chosen is from 100 to 2000 seconds where each curves is taken at a 50s
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interval. In each of these curves, the time scale tsat=(konCo+ko)-l85s appears to be the time
necessary for the wave to enter its self-propagating steady state (see discussion section).
In Fig. 2.6C, the emphasis is on early times (<0.15 s) to capture the development of the
flow on the time scale of diffusion across the channel height. In this time frame, the steady state
value of the bulk concentration in the absence of surface saturation is also plotted (Fig. 2.6A, line
with star markers). The approximation is in agreement with the numerical model when a few
diffusion time scales have elapsed (section 2.3.5.2.).
A similar analysis is provided in Fig. 2.7 for the case of affinity capture at the bottom
wall of a 50-ptm thick microfluidic channel. Given the larger diffusive time scale due to the
increased channel thickness, the fully developed region will be reached at much higher length
scales in this simulation. Indeed, to obtain this effect, the length of the capture bed would have to
be of at least L= 1 cm ( - 0.7 >> crit) instead of 0.1 mm as presented in the original BIACORE
experiment [105]. In such a device, a; value of 5 corresponds to a length L=7.5cm. The
simulation parameters for this particular application are then defined
byDa=l0,Pe=335,c=0.07 and KD =0.14 ( Table 2.2, entry 1). The reaction takes place
only on one side wall in this case.
In both cases, if the transport of the solution above the reactive surfaces can indeed be
characterized using an expression depending only on and KD, as derived in eq. (2.32), all the
time lines should merge into the same curve, representing the shape of the wave front, when they
are presented in the reference frame of the propagating wave. To illustrate this behavior, the data
is presented again with the variable change introduced in eq. (2.28). Results are presented in Fig.
2.6C'-E' and Fig. 2.7C'-E'. They clearly indicate such a convergence after long enough times
after the analyte has entered the channel.
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Figure 2.6: Numerical simulation of flow of biotinylated bovine serum albumin (BSA) between streptavidin-coated
walls. The geometry and experimental conditions are taken to simulate the suspended microresonator. A) Bulk
Concentration profile for times ranging from 0 to 0.15s (L1t=0.005s). The star-dotted line is a fit of the fully
developed model for Da=0.14 (nwkd / r = 0.27). B) FEMLAB simulations of flow for three different time points:
100s (about the saturation time scale), 500s and 1000s (above saturation time scale and in the propagation wave
regime). The gray lines represent concentration isotherms. C) Bulk Concentration e,,(s,t) as a function of S'for times
ranging from 50 to 2000s (L1t=50s). D) Normalized flux at the walls for a time range identical to A. E) Normalized •
surface concentration of bound BSA (with respect to the total number of binding sites). Time range identical to A.
C'-E') Transport simulation in the reference frame of the propagation wave of velocity Ueff, where UeffU =5x 10-4.
The various time lines converging to a same value after a few time scales TWf = (kOl,Co + koff r' illustrate clearly the
development of a kinematic wave.
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Figure 2.7: Numerical simulation of flow of antigens (A33 protein) in a 50 -Jlm thick channel in the fully developed
regime. The lower wall is coated with corresponding antibody (asymmetric reaction). A) Normalized bulk
concentration ~(S:t) as a function of the diffusive/convective length ~ for early time points (t= [0, 50] by steps of
IOs ). The star-dotted line is a fit of the fully developed model for Da= 10 (nwkd / r = 1.99). B) FEMLABTM
simulation of flow for three different time points: 100s, 500s and IOOOs.The gray lines represent concentration
isotherms. C) ~(S:t) vs ~ for time points in the propagation wave regime (t= [0,2000] by steps of 50s ). D)
Normalized flux at the antibody bed (same time points as C). E) Normalized surface concentration of bound antigen.
C'-E') Transport simulationin the reference frame of the propagating front, where Veff IV = 0.074.
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2.5. Discussion
In microfluidics, most analyses assume that, at high enough flow rates, a mass transfer
boundary layer will exist in the device and that the models developed for the kinetic analysis of
the Biacore sensor will apply. This is not always the case. As the channels become thinner,
depletion from the bulk becomes important and the "entrance region" assumption can no longer
be used. Inspection of Fig. 2.2 indicates that the model breaks down much before = 1. By
plotting the absolute error of the bulk concentration for the fully numerical model versus the
existing asymptotic solution, a model-selection criterion, i.e., a critical value of ;above which
the fully developed model provided a better approximation than the entrance model, arose
naturally. The critical values are rit=0.06 and ~rit= 0 .2 2 for the symmetric and asymmetric
reactions, respectively. This transition physically corresponds in the channel to the disruption of
the mass transfer boundary layer to enter the regime where the depletion in the bulk becomes
significant (see Fig. 2.2A). Therefore, the validity of the entrance region models developed for
most real-time detection systems, including SPR systems, breaks down at 4crit.
Reducing the channel height also drives the transport towards the reaction-limited or even
convection-limited regimes. The reaction-limited regime is captured in the Damkbhler number.
Since Da- ko, Csoh/D for bimolecular surface reactions, as the channel height increases, Da
will decrease correspondingly, to a point where the mass transfer will become fully reaction-
limited for thin enough structures. Alternatively, the reaction can be limited by convective
transport ( Da >> 1 ) or not (; -Da << 1 ) inside the device. Once again, this effect is more
likely to appear at small channel height since the convection/reaction number ; . Da cx h- .
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The two examples modeled and presented in the results section are used to demonstrate
the existence of the convection-limited regimes. Though they are of different length, channel
height and kinetic properties, both fulfill the criterion . Da >> 1. Further physical insights can
be gained from considering the 5 time scales present in this transport problem (diffusion Td,
reaction tr, convection Tc, saturation tsat, and propagation tp). For the convection-limited (or
wave) regime to occur, both the time taken for the analyte to diffuse across the channel (td) and
the time for it to react at the surface (tr ) must be smaller than the time for the analyte to exit the
reactive region (tp). No restriction is required on the relationship between d and iT.
Consequently, any Da can yield a convection-limited regime.
In the case of reaction in the suspended microresonator [68], the diffusion time scale
td = h2 /D 20 ms is the shortest of all and represents the time scale after which steady state is
reached in the bulk and, therefore, the Graetz formulation of the problem can be used (Fig.
2.6A). The second time scale, Tr = (konCso /h)-1 =0.12s, is still much smaller than the convection
time scale t=L/U = s, such that Td << <<t c . The saturation time constant
tat = (konCo + ko, )- ' 85s shows how quickly the propagation wave will develop throughout the
device. Since we are in the convection-limited regime, the propagation time constant of the wave
front is physically meaningful and can be calculated to be Tp =L/Ueff -1530s. The ratio
Tp/tc =U/Ueff indicates by how much the flow of analytes is retarded compared to the fluid
flow. This ratio is analogous to the number of theoretical plates used in chromatography to
determine a column's separation efficiency (see section 2.7.2). In this case, the retardation factor
is of 1530 times. In other words, while the fluid will take one second to traverse the reactive
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region, we predict that the analyte will propagate through the channel in 24 minutes given the
values of and K provided. The modeling results are presented (Fig. 2.6C'-E') in the
reference frame of the bulk solution propagating at velocity Ueff by using the change of variable
introduced in eq. (2.28). The quick convergence of the lines into one proves the accuracy of the
approximation on Ueff made in eq. (2.30).
The on-chip immunoassay described in Fig. 2.7 can be analyzed in the same fashion. The
various time scales in this case are iTd =25s, it, =3s (now transport to surface is diffusion-limited),
and =112s. Though the propagation time scale Tc is much larger in this second case, the
retardation factor, U/Usff = 13.5 is 113 times smaller in this case. Thus the wave front travels
faster in the immunoassay than in the resonator, though the fluid velocity is higher in the latter.
This behavior can be explained by the lower adsorption capacity (higher ), the lower
equilibrium capture fraction (87% instead of 100%), and the presence of only one reactive wall
in the former case (Fig. 2.7).
In the perfectly convection-limited case, the propagating front is a step function between
a region where b(z < Uefft) = 1 and b (z > Uefft) = 0. However, operating in non ideal
conditions, the front of concentration b =1 will be preceded by a region where the surface is
partially saturated whose characteristic length can be estimated. Thus the scaling of eq. (2.25)
implies that a concentration decay length scale 4p (n kd )1 will be perturbed during the
formation of the wave. From this diffusive/convective length scale, it is possible to extract the
propagation length scale required before the wave is fully formed
l U 'td (2.37)
P dHw · d~tr
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For instance, in the structure analyzed in Fig. 2.6, n kdr(Da = 0.14)=0.27, U = 2 mm/s and
td = 0.02 s, which yields lp 0.2 mm (10% of the channel length).
Once the wave profile has reached steady state, the same scale can be used to determine the
length of the partially saturated moving front. Indeed, when Tr << Td (or Da>>l1) as in Fig. 2.5B,
the flux curves are exponential in nature and their full width at half maximum (FWHM) becomes
21n2 1.39A~~lI2flux'-' -- . ~~~~~~(2.38)A (1/2 flux
nw kd /r(Da) nw kd,r(Da)
The case of the immunoassay falls in that category (Da=10), and n kd/r,(Da) = 1.99 (from Fig.
2.3), U = 0.67 mm/s and td = 25 s, which yields 1p 8.3 mm and
;1/2flux - 1.391/kd,r(Da)=0.82.
However, when Td << Tr (or Da<<l) the flux curves are Gaussian in shape and their
FWHM is therefore approximated by
A;1/2 flux 2 1n2 1.88 (2.39)
nw kd/r(Daeff )
Thus for the width at half maximum of the flux peak in the resonator (Da=0.14), we obtain
A l/ 2 flux = 1-.88/kd/r(Da/2) = 13.7.
In all cases, for a wave to be observed, the condition on the reaction zone length L >> p
must be respected. Given also that p oc h2 , a wave front is therefore much less likely to appear in
thicker microfluidic channels. As for the case of open-tubular (capillary) chromatography, it is
known that the presence of a normalized dissociation constant KD which depends on the bulk
concentration would yield asymmetric peaks in a separation process (Scott 1992). Under these
circumstances, the chromatographic analysis becomes much more difficult.
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2.6. Conclusion
Transport problems involving flow through devices and surface capture abound in the
field of microfluidics. It can be difficult to select the appropriate model to characterize device
performance as devices vary greatly in geometries and operation ranges. In many applications, it
is not possible (or simply not desirable) to operate under conditions that yield a mass transfer
boundary layer. This contribution establishes the limits of the entrance region models developed
for SPR (Biacore) analysis. Through fully numerical simulations and analysis of the classical
transport equations, the intervals of validity of these models were established. Most importantly,
the analyses and modeling in this paper focus on fully characterizing transport to surfaces in the
absence of boundary layer and proposes a simple approach to obtain the diffusion/reaction mass
transfer coefficient kd/r(Da). Application of these coefficients allows accurate mapping of the
bulk and surface concentrations along the channel and helps determine the expected time for a
surface to saturate. The formation of a moving concentration front in long channels is also
investigated and its propagation velocity is linked directly to common experimental parameters.
Finally a few examples from the microfluidics literature provide concrete examples of the use of
the models.
As the field of total biochemical analysis evolves, fluidic modules are bound to be
integrated on a very large scale, both in series and in parallel, and analysis times will need to be
controlled carefully. Saturation time scales and capture fractions in flow through reactions will
be important parameters to optimize. Moreover, devices will tend to shrink in size to yield faster
analysis times and more portability, but at the same time, will render boundary layer models
useless as the length scale of these layers would be significantly larger than the channels
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themselves. This study represents a start towards systematizing the existing knowledge and
identifying the key parameters to consider when designing microfluidics-based systems.
2.7. Analytic Supplement to Chapter 2
2.7.1. Algebraic proof of the faster convergence of transport coefficients at
lower Damkohler numbers
The proof is made by showing that the higher order contributions to the transport
coefficients are given a lesser weight (coefficients A(Da)i ) in the sum as Da decreases. To do
so, the generalized reaction/diffusion transport coefficients are expanded using eq. (2.13) and the
eigenfunction expansion found in Table 2.3 to give
Adl2 (Da) A2 7t(Da) (2.40)
1 ZA(Da), g i2(Da) exp( 6 (2.40)6
kdi/(Da, ~' ) = oo 
nw y' A(Da)i exp(- A'.'(Da) (
i=l 6
When -- 0 and Da->oo, , eq. (2.40) slowly converges to the value of the entrance region
Sherwood number ShE found in eq. (2.14). Since 2i,/~2 i2, all terms but the first ones can be
neglected. Keeping the first two terms of the expansion, the order of magnitude of the error on
k/r (Da,4) will be determined by the ratio of the two first expansion coefficientsA 2/A at
( = 0, assumed to be small (yet much larger than Ai>2 /A ).
Al42(Da)j{1 (22(Da) _1)A2+ (A22) (2.41)
6 4 (Da) Al Al
kclr (Da,; = ) (Da)
6
where the leading order corresponds to the relative error on kdl (Da)
where the leading order corresponds to the relative error on kd /r (Da)
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(2.42)err(%)K-(Da) )I A2
er()- (Da) 1 Al
From eq. (2.40), we observe that the error on kd /r (Da,;) is maximum at ~=0, implying that the
error calculated in eq. (2.42) represents an upper bound. The error on kd/r (Da) is computed and
compared in Table 2.5 for Da--> oo and Da = 1, and for both symmetric and asymmetric
reactions. It shows that the first term approximation become even more appropriate at smaller
Damk6hler numbers, as the first expansion coefficient A(Da), will tend to 1, while A2/A,
decreases.
Table 2.5: Numerical values of eigenvalues and eigenfunction expansion coefficients for
selected Damk6hler numbers. The reaction/diffusion transport coefficient and the
maximum relative error committed by using the fully developed region asymptotic model
instead of the entrance region model is also provided.
[al, a2 ] [AI, A 2] [ X1 , 2] k,,r(Da) Error
Symmetric, [1.20083, [0.910352, [6.72638, 3.77035 60%
-0.299161, 0.0531425, 22.6794,
Da---.oo 0.160826, 0.0152789, 38.6730,
-0.107437, 6.80881E-3, 54.6706,
0.0796461] 3.73980E-3] 70.6695]
Symmetric, [1.05440, [0.996534, [3.10203, 0.801883 10%
-0.0702248, 3.00272 E-3, 17.9834,
Da--] 0.0231974, 3.20666E-4, 33.7725,
-0.0116351, 8.02227E-5, 49.6771,
7.04946E-3] 2.93823E-5] 65.6209]
Asymmetric, [1.24843, [0.895561, [3.81867, 2.43036 59%
-0.383224, 0.0604998, 11.8972,
Da--+oo 0.226317, 0.0180406, 19.9241,
-0.160582, 8.17716E-3, 27.9383,
-0.124437] 4.53590E-31 35.9473]
Asymmetric, [1.80850, [0.992098, [2.08371, 0.723641 14%
-0.0177920, 6.67512E-3, 9.67057,
Da-*1 0.0897772, 8.26276E-4, 17.5723,
-2.03146E-3, 2.19425E-4, 25.5244,
________ _ 0.0321345] 8.30061E-5] 33.4952]1
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2.7.2. Development and calculation of the propagation velocity of a
kinematic concentration wave front
After several diffusion or reaction time scales have elapsed, whichever the longest, the
bulk concentration profile, in the reference frame of the propagating wave front, will reach a
steady-state due the constant adsorption along the walls. The velocity-averaged and cross
section-averaged concentration will become the same, and ®((, T) = 0b (;, r) can be assumed
valid at all time t >> t . However, this simplification is not required to obtain the general result
for the propagation velocity.
The propagation wave aspect appears when the equations are expressed with respect to the
reference frame moving at a velocity Ueff, at which the concentration profile propagates once it
has reached steady state. This approximation is valid for times for ; sufficiently large and for
t >> (konCo + k® )- ' the saturation time scale at the surface. This velocity is now unknown but
can be determined by first using the change of variable
= Z ~- ~Uef~t,~ ~(2.43)
in such a way that the solution can be represented by an ordinary differential equation with
dependent variables of the form
(z,t) = ®() (2.44)
These satisfy the new boundary conditions
1 dO, _dO d®), (2.45a)Ob = = = - dE = d4 d - = , as -*-c- (2.45a)I+K ' d d: d:
dOb- dO dO , (2.45b)
b =0=E =0, d - - -±d d___ d s -->oo.dg dg dg
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In a first order ODE, these conditions cannot be satisfied all at once. However, if the problem
exhibits a kinematic wave behavior, then eqs. (2.43) and (2.44) are appropriate. The solution
found is a shock (or weak solution), exhibiting a discontinuity. An extensive study of their
behavior and applications is provided by Rhee and Amundson [103].
With the new change of variable, and expressing ; and r in terms of z and t, the flux
balance in eq. (2.27) becomes
Ntot )= d4) _eff d4 -W 8 d =oE °(2.46)
d~~ ee d~ d
giving a differential expression of Os (;, t) as a function of Ob (4) and (4) .
When one is not interested in knowing the exact profile of the propagation wave (i.e.
Ob () and Os (4)), but only the velocity of the resulting wave, it can be readily obtained by
integrating eq. (2.46) over the whole domain ( = [--o, oo]). The integration gives
JNt00 (4)d4 'nw [( 5(4)]iOU[UbO - s [Ueff* = 0(2.47)C o()d
~: n ·f [Es)] - '[Eb( :]_ -Sr [-(~)ro =:0,£
-00
Using the boundary conditions expressed in eq. (2.45a), the result can be rearranged to obtain the
key result found in eq. (2.32). To pursue an analogy with chromatography theory, the ratio
U = l+n KD), (2.48)
represents here the number of theoretical plates in a capillary column inside which bimolecular
surface saturation is permitted. However, the standard capillary columns assume purely first
order kinetics and further simplify the analysis by assuming that the walls never saturate [106]
and the standard definition of the number of theoretical plates is defined with KD replacing KD
in eq. (2.48) and assuming the surface never saturates.
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2.7.3 Analytic characterization of the wave front and flux peaks under
reaction-limited transport
Contrary to the chromatography models, where no surface saturation is assumed, the
problem here tackled is in reality highly non linear and the exact expression of the curve shape
can only be found through numerical modeling. However, by assuming pseudo steady state in the
concentration curves (Fig. 2.6C',5E' and Fig. 2.7C',6E'), the total flux (or the slope of the
concentration curve) near the inflection point can be approximated accounting for the partially
saturated surface
t~ (2.49)
b. -nwkdr(Daeff ) Ob[ =nwkd,/r(Daeff )/2. (2.49)
We note that ®b = 1/2 at the inflection point.
We also observe that Fig. 2.6C', 2.5E' and Fig. 2.5C', 2.6E', the curves representing the
bulk and surface concentration in the referential of the wave front behave like the
complementary error function [99]
I2IJ 27]~ if(2.50)
2 lerfc(~ / 2 o)) exp /2 } -x I if- 252 2 r7 2 f 7 2J 21 ,c2~J
By comparing the result in eq. (2.49) with the slope of the complementary error function near
0, the effective value of ocan be inferred and used to estimate the shape of the wave front.
_ .
2
=-nw kr (Daeff )/2 > nkd (Daff).51)
When 1, the function resembles a step function and the wave front becomes ideal.(Da
When co<< 1, the function resembles a step function and the wave front becomes ideal.
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Finally, the total flux to the surface (Fig. 2.6D' and Fig. 2.7D') being the derivative of the
concentration, it is thus normal to observe that the flux peaks are approximately gaussian. On a
per surface basis, the flux becomes
l 2 exp -'2 2 = (Da exp - 4 [nwkdIr(Daeff) (2.52)
n za 2 4
This expression is very accurate near the inflection point S =0 for reaction with small KD. Thus
the Gaussian peak model can be used with confidence to predict the head size of the wave front
for KD << 1 and Da<< 1, while it only becomes an approximation at larger KD's and Da- 1 since
eq. (2.49) cannot take dissociation rates into account. For Da>>1, eq. (2.31) (and it's derivative
for the flux) must be used.
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Chapter 3. Experimental Visualization of
Convection-Limited Transport in
Microchannelsl
Chapter Abstract
In this chapter, we describe the conditions under which transport and surface binding of
analytes in microfluidic devices become convection-limited, i.e. limited by the influx of analyte
to the detection zone. Convection-limitations appear in channels typically of less than 10 microns
thick caused by a high relative number of binding sites at the surface compared to the number of
analytes in the bulk. The effect is experimentally observed in suspended microresonator sensors
and varies in intensity depending on the analyte concentration used.
3.1. Introduction
The study of mass transfer and binding to microchannel surfaces is a crucial part of the
development of sensitive on-chip protein sensors such as protein arrays, surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) or evanescent wave sensors. In the previous chapters, we provided the
theoretical framework which showed that, as channel thicknesses decrease to the micron-size or
less, surface transport of biomolecules becomes limited by the influx of analytes in the device
instead of either by diffusion or reaction rates (Fig. 3.1). Thus, the commonly used mass transfer
We gratefully acknowledge the experimental contribution of Dr. Christine Tsau to setup the experiments, obtain
and the video streams and analyze the intensity data.
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model developed for SPR[72], which assumes transport from the bulk through a mass transfer
boundary layer at the surface, breaks down. New models must be developed to account for the
chromatography-like transport behavior that appears.
Figure 3.1: Transport time scales for diffusion (h2 .D'), surface reaction (h/konlCso) and convection (length/Unuid).
When channel height h is too high, reaction kinetics is obscured by diffusion-limitations, when h is too small,
kinetics can be obscured by convection-limitations.
In this short chapter, which is meant as an experimental complement to chapter 2, we present
the work that provided experimental evidence of the convection-limited transport regime in
microfluidic sensors[107]. To observe the effect, we use the fluidic network of a suspended
microresonator sensor (SMS), a one micron-thick channel buried inside a vibrating cantilever, as
developed by Burg et al. [108] to measure biomolecular association kinetics. In a first part, the
experimental methodology is introduced. Then, the results are exposed and interpreted. Finally, a
discussion is provided on the implications of convection-limitations on sensor experimental
design.
3.2. Theory
In thinner channels, the amount of available surface receptors (binding sites) per analyte
molecule in the bulk becomes larger and incoming sample will be depleted by surface binding.
As more sample flows over the surface, binding sites will saturate, thus allowing the free
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analytes to propagate further down the channel. Convection-diffusion-reaction models have been
used to characterize this behavior and show that the front of analyte advances into the channel
with an effective velocity Uegff, lower than the velocity of the carrying fluid U (Fig. 2.5-2.7). The
physical conditions under which this type of transport occurs can be described using
Damk6hler's first number (see section 2.4.1), the ratio of convective transport to surface reaction
rates as
konCs L (3.1)Da =Da.;= - >>1,I h U
The velocity and shape of this propagating front has been characterized and shown to depend
directly on the channel thickness and the relative amount of available receptors per analyte in the
bulk[109].
3.2.1. Retardation Factor
In a channel with parallel plate geometry, the amount of time required for an analyte front to
move across a surface, taking into account the delay introduced by adsorption is described by
-S = L  L ____o 1 1 (3.2)
_ L_LL 1+ ~
Ueff U h CO +Kd
a variant of eq. 2.30, where C0 [M] and Co0 [M.mm] are the concentration of bulk analytes and
surface binding sites respectively, nw is the number of walls where the reaction occurs (0, 1 or 2),
h is the channel height (mm), and KD is the first order equilibrium dissociation constant
(mol-mm-3). In the absence of surface interactions (i.e. Cso=O or nw=O), the above time scales
simplifies to yield the simple convective time scale Tc = LI/U. However, when the channel is
sufficiently shallow and the analyte concentration in the bulk is low enough compared to the
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number of surface receptors available, the analyte front can move orders of magnitude slower
than the carrier fluid. The ratio of the bulk velocity to that of the moving analyte front (Ueff) is
given by
_U =1+nwiso 12 d 1 (3.3)n -- ~ + -
Ueff h Co + Kd
3.2.2. Size of Propagating Wave Front
Beyond the effective propagation velocity of the analytes in the bulk, another parameter is
required to fully characterize convection limitations: the length of the propagating wave front
(Fig. 3.2). As seen in chapter 2, this dimension can be characterized as a standard deviation in an
error function or a characteristic length in an exponential decay, depending on whether the
system has a low or high Damk6hler number (Fig. 2.5, section 2.4.3). Because of the small
dimensions in the devices we use, Da tends to be low (-0.1) and the shape of the front can be
described with a complementary error function[99] of the form:
l~~~effjJ ~~~~~~(3.4)®b= 1 + CD )s I-erfc
Co 2cr J 
where o- is given in length units as
2i Uh (3.5)
Zo i o [nwkon(Cso - Cseq/2)]
and Cs-eq=Cso Co/(Co+KD). Within a proportionality factor, this profile describes both bulk and
surface analyte concentration profiles (see Fig. 2.6-2.7)
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When the length of the device is on the order of the length of the propagating wave front or
larger (L>o), the wave becomes blurred and tends towards a conventional reaction-limited
transport. Alternatively, when the device length is much larger than the front length (L>>a), the
front can be approximated by a unit step.
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Figure 3.2: Normalized concentration as a function of time at various fixed positions inside a channel. Solid lines:
Simulation of the wave front shape using FEMLAB for z=0.6mm, mm and 1.4mm, where the experimental
conditions are the ones described for the microresonator in Table 2.2, entry 2. Using these values, the standard
deviation on the concentration at the front is calculated to be Q/Uejf = 180s. Dashed lines: Error function predictions
using eqs. 3.3 and 3.4.. The very accurate approximation by the error function confirms the accuracy of the front
length scale at low Damk6hler numbers (here Da=O. 14).
3.3. Experimental Method
Convection-limited transport visualization has been performed in 1 gim-thick and 2 mm-long
silicon nitride channels used in suspended microresonator sensors (Fig. 3.3). The description of
the fabrication protocol to create these microsensors has been described elsewhere[108]. The
experimental procedure for the visualization consists of first patterning the receptors at the
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sensors surface, followed by fluorescence intensity image acquired in the form of video streams
which were later analyzed.
700~
Figure 3.3: Full drawing of cantilever fluidic channel. The whole channel is 2mm long, but the suspended region is
only of -600 Ilm. The inlet and outlet are linked to larger fludic channels acting at flow control bypasses.
3.3.1. Surface Receptor Patterning
Biotinylated bovine serum albumin (bBSA) was Purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, USA. A
saturated solution (lmglml of Ix Phosphate Buffer Saline, or PBS) of bBSA was flowed in and
allowed to physisorb onto the silicon nitride channel walls for 30 min. The device is rinsed with
PBS and Imglml of BSA is then flowed in to block off any unoccupied sites. After 30 min, the
device is again rinsed with PBS solution before fluorescent assay is introduced. A close packed
monolayer of bBSA (Mw=66 kDa) is reported to have a maximum surface concentration of 7
nglmm2[110], translating into a surface concentration of Cso=IOO fmol/mm2• Each bBSA
contains on average from 7 to 10 biotin molecules (c.f. Sigma-Aldrich).
3.3.2. Fluorescence Binding Assay
Fluorescently-Iabeled (Rhodamine-stained) streptavidin (SA, Jackson Immunoresearch
Labs, PA) in various concentrations was subsequently flowed over the surface for detection
using a pressurized vial (t:,p= O.I4 atm) as the flow driving force. bBSA-SA kinetics is a well
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characterized fast (kon=1.2x 105) and irreversible (koj0 O) binding process[95] often used as a
model reaction for sensor testing due to its robustness. SA molecules display 4 biotin docking
sites creating an avidity effect on rate constants (hence the name). In free solutions, the
stoichiometry of biotin-SA binding is 4:1. However, when biotin is conjugated to BSA which is
later confined to a surface, steric hindrances reduce this stoichiometry to approximately 1:1. The
reference experiment in which surface binding does not occur was performed using rhodamine-
stained dextran at high concentrations (100 pM). Dextran molecules, which are electrostatically
neutral and hydrophilic, are known for their weak interactions with surfaces[]ll]. Images were
acquired using an inverted microscope (Nikon Eclipse TE200, Melville, NY ) and CCD camera
(Roper Scientific Inc., Tucson, AZ) and processed using the MATLAB image processing
toolbox (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA).
3.4. Experimental Results
In the presence of bBSA adsorbed on the walls, the propagation velocity of SA was
decreased by a factor of 10-200. As predicted in eq. (3. 3), this retardation effect has been
observed to increase with a decrease in the analyte concentration in the range where Cso/Ch>>l.
In a first set of experiments, the concentration of fluorescently-labeled SA was set at Co=3.6 gM
and the time required for the analyte front to cross the device was monitored (Fig. 3.4B). To
obtain the retardation factor, it was then compared with the time required for the dextran probes
to cross the channel (Fig. 3.4A). For the fluid velocities used (U=0.12 mm/s), the normalized
Taylor dispersion coefficient in between parallel plates, (l+Pe2/210) [83], is of about 1.03 and
therefore negligible, and the effective analyte velocity can be assumed to be that of the fluid (U).
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In a second set of experiments, a fresh device was used and the propagating velocity of a
front of bulk concentration Co=O.4 JlM was monitored (Fig. 3.4C). Results are summarized In
Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Experimental results summary, calculated retardation factor and resulting estimated surface
concentrations of binding sites.
Conditions Channel fill time Measured Velocity Retardation Factor Calculated CsO
(s) (JJm/s) (s.u) (fmol/mm2)
Dextran, 6::tl 120::t 20 N.A. N.A.
Co=100 JJM
Streptavidin, 100::t 10 7::tl 17::t5 29::t 9
Co=3.6 JJM
Streptavidin, 1300::t 300 0.5 ::t 0.1 220::t 80 44::t 16
Co=O.4 JJM
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Figure 3.4: Image samples from the microscope video streams used to study the retardation effect. Due to the
presence of a chrome layer at the base and tip of the cantilever, fluorescence can only be observed at the inlet, inside
the cantilever's central part and at the outlet (see Fig. 3.5A). A) Rhodamine-labeled Dextran flow images for t= 2s,
4s and 6s before fluorescence enters the viewing area (t=O, reference time). Diving the full fluidic path observed
(700 ~m) by the flow time yields a flow velocity of V= 120 ~mls. B) Rhodamine-labeled SA flow images (Co=3.6
~M) for t= 25s, 50s, and 75s. The device reached full saturation after 100s, yield an effective analyte velocity V.iF 7
~m/s. C) Rhodamine-labeled SA flow images (Co=OA ~M) for t= 300s, 360s, and 660s.
Using the video streams produced to determine the analytes' effective velocity, each frame
was analyzed to extract fluorescence intensity data. A rectangle across the width of channel and
a 6 pixel-long (corresponding to a length of approximately 4 Ilm) in the stream-wise direction
was averaged at every position of interest inside the channel. Curves displaying the same
sigmoidal behavior as in the simulations performed in Fig. 3.2 were obtained.
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Figure 3.5: Results from the intensity analysis performed on the video stream for the streptavidin flow described in
Fig. 3AB. A) Bright field image of the suspended resonator microchannel used for the measurements. The "X's" represent the
fixed points where the intensity data was collected over time (Courtesy ofe. Tsau and T.P. Burg). B) Fluorescence intensity data
(a.u.) vs time (at fixed point) The effective retardation is calculated by determining the time taken for the front to move from one
of the detection points to another and comparing with the measured fluid velocity. Retardation factor in this set of curves is found
to be of 20 (CbQ=3.6 /lM, h=1 /lm). The intensity values, as time increases, do not seem to plateau but rather to increase slightly
but steadily, indicating some sort of secondary binding activity.
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3.5. Discussion
3.5.1. Data Interpretation
In surface-based binding assays in shallow microfluidics devices, the amount of delay in the
filling of the channel due to the binding of the analytes at the channel walls is very large and
therefore very easy to observe qualitatively. The results from Table 3.1 indicate also that the
amount of delay is proportional to the initial concentration of analytes Co flowing into the device.
However, given the few concentration data points and the large error on computing the filling
time, the data can only provide trends and roughly quantify the model's prediction that the
relationship between the concentration and the effective velocity is linear. Furthermore, the
analysis is incomplete in that the size of the analyte wave front or cannot be reliably
characterized using the existing data. The main impediment to that task was the low signal to
noise ratio in the binding experiments. The intensity of the recorded signal is highly sensitive to
focus. Since the device is not perfectly flat due to built-in lamination stresses, the signal across
the device is also likely to vary. Furthermore, residual binding after the wave front has passed
(Fig. 3.5B) made the data harder to normalize (see section 3.5.2).
In our experimental manipulations, we were limited by the small number of devices available
(less than 10). Once a binding assay is performed in one, it has to be disposed since the cleaning
procedures tested unavoidably clogged the micron-size channels.
3.5.2. Measuring Surface Receptor Concentration
In theoretically predicting the extent of convection-limitations in sensors, only one parameter
cannot be estimated accurately beforehand: the effective surface concentration of binding sites.
Researchers have characterized the number of active binding sites per unit area for various
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surface chemistries, such as bBSA adsorbed on hydrophobic silanes[95], and various IgG
adsorbed at hydrophobic surfaces[112], alkanethiols[113] or crosslinked to a surface via reactive
amine chemistry[82]. However, knowledge of surface coverage by a protein receptor is not
sufficient to calculate the amount of binding sites. A receptor can be bound to the surface, but in
such a way that its active sites are inaccessible from the solution. Many molecules used as
surface receptors in sensors, such as bBSA, also possess up to 10 biotin molecule per BSA
protein, thus creating an avidity effect[114] at the surface. This effect implies that the intrinsic
associacion rate constant for SA-bBSA complex formation -observable if there is only 1 biotin
molecule per BSA- could be much lower than the reported 1.2x105 M-Is-1 . Since the SA
molecule is slightly smaller in size than its bBSA counterpart (53 kDa and 66 kDa respectively)
and posses 4 docking sites, it is realistic to expect a binding stoichiometry higher than 1 SA per
bBSA molecule. Due to steric effects, the effective association rate constant for secondary
binding is usually slower than the first binding event on the bBSA molecule[114]. This type of
secondary interactions may explain why, in Fig. 3.5B, the intensity measured at any given point
still increases linearly by approximately 25% after the passage of the wave front.
3.5.3. Using or Avoiding Convection-Limited Transport in Sensors
As observed experimentally, convection-limited transport has the advantage that 100% of the
analyte molecules passing over the sensor's surface are captured. When dealing with low-
abundance or highly diluted protein samples, operating in this retention mode may be of benefit
to increase the equilibrium signal to noise ratio. The kinetics parameters of a reaction, however,
will be masked by the larger convection-limitations and it will consequently be harder to use the
sensor to determine kinetics rate constants in that mode. Nevertheless, it is theoretically possible
to extract the kinetics with a precise measurement of the moving front size oz. As seen in eq.
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(3.5), a high ko would translate into a sharp interface at the front (low a,) and vice versa. The
shape of the front becomes, however, significantly distorted when significant dissociation (koff) is
present and the characterization of the rate constants is then no longer straight forward.
Alternatively, if we possess an endless supply of analytes, it is always theoretically
possible to increase the flow velocity in a sensor such that convection is no longer a limiting
process and kinetics can be elicited. Nevertheless, practical problem are encountered due to the
pressure tolerance of these devices to leakage or rupture. Using the analysis performed in this
chapter and the previous one, a pressure threshold at which flow will be fast enough to overcome
convection-limitations can be calculated. By coupling the condition on Damk6hler's first number
described in eq. (3. 1) with the Pressure-velocity relationship provided by Hagen-Poiseuille law
h 2 Ap(3.6)
U = 12#L Ap,
we derive the pressure criterion on convection-limitation to be
12,ukon CsoL 2 (3.7)
Ap >> h3
h3
where is the dynamic viscosity of the carrying fluid (water). Using the experimentally
measured values for the above parameters, it can be calculated that, in a 1 micron thick sensor,
the condition on the pressure becomes Ap >> 8 atm. To completely avoid convection-limited
analyte transport, pressure on the order of 100 atm would have to be used. This severe limitation
on device operation could be eased by increasing the device's height (Ap-h-3) or reducing the
overall channel length (Ap-L 2). In any case, device operation could be tested experimentally
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using a fluorescent assay, as described in this chapter, to verify the nature of analyte transport
inside the sensors.
3.6. Conclusion
In the field of integrated on-chip sensor technology, there is a clear trend toward building
smaller and smaller devices. Reducing the sensing region's length scale often allows greater
sensitivity, a reduction in sample consumption, and a higher sensor density on chip. However,
shrinking a device down to the single micron size or smaller changes its fundamental operating
modes and, in order to be able to take advantage of such differences, it is necessary to
characterize both theoretically and experimentally the new transport behaviors that arise.
In this chapter, through simple experiments, the extent of convection-limited transport was
observed experimentally in micron-thick fluidic channels with bimolecular binding reactions at
the walls. The effect was directly observed under a microscope through a delay in the channel
filling time introduced by the large amount of binding at the surface walls. The effect observed
retarded transport by several orders of magnitude and was confirmed to increase with decreasing
concentration of analytes in the bulk.
Finally, under the experimental conditions suggested in this study, a pressure greater than 8
atm would be necessary to avoid convection-limitations. If the channel were 10 times thicker
(h=10ptm), this critical pressure would drop to 0.008 atm and the effect would completely
disappear. Convection-limitations in surface transport are therefore a typical characteristic of
sensors with characteristic heights in the single micron range and smaller.
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Chapter 4. Dynamic Response of a
Resonating Hollow Cantilever
Chapter Abstract
In this chapter, we analyze the dynamic behavior of a resonating hollow cantilever to relate
the frequency response to the mass change inside the device. Two main cases are considered:
uniform loading of the cantilever surface, and non uniform, or concentration-dependent loading
of the surface. While the theory for the former is common place - and thus summarized briefly,
the latter needs some further development. Developing a model for frequency response for non-
uniform loads is essential to correlate the signal to the predictions made earlier by the transport
models. The output signal is modeled and expressed as a surface concentration so that it can be
linked directly to the results derived in chapter 2. Finally, experimental design and material
conditions are used to calculate the cantilever's response as precisely as possible. The model
takes into account the "hollowness" of the resonator (non uniform material properties) and its
specific geometry.
4.1. Introduction
Among the techniques available to detect minute mass adsorbing to a surface, resonating
cantilevers possess several operating qualities which distinguish them from other existing
technologies such as surface plasmon resonance sensors (SPR) or quartz crystal microbalances
(QCM). Their conventional microfabrication and small sizes enables them to be integrated as a
component in more complex lab-on-a-chip applications. Cantilever sensors can also be built in
parallel to allow multiple simultaneous sensing experiments with either independent or
differential readout[l]S]. While some systems rely on a laser beam to monitor cantilever
deflection, they can also be build optics-free[65] for easier integration on chip than surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) sensors, for example. Most importantly, mass detection in a resonating
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device is performed in a label-free fashion, which is often a more practical alternative to the
fluorescence sandwich immunoassays[48].
Resonating cantilever sensors also face challenges to overcome. The main one has to do with
the decrease of the resonance quality factor Q by viscous damping of the cantilever movement
when immersed in a liquid. Consequently, cantilever sensors have typically been used under
atmospheric pressure or less to detect airborne contaminants such as mercury[116] or volatile
organic compounds[117]. Similarly to QCMs, these sensors are extremely sensitive to small
hydrostatic pressure changes in the measuring environment due to the dependence of the
resonance frequency on the effective load at the surface of the resonating device[118]. The
response of resonating cantilevers are also sensitive to small temperature changes and thus
susceptible to drift[119].
4.1.1. Resonating Hollow Cantilevers
In an attempt to palliate to the common problems of cantilever sensing, Burg et al. [108] have
recently worked to the development of a suspended microresonator sensor (SMS) composed of a
thin resonating cantilever with a micron-thick fluidic channel running inside it such that the mass
adsorption occurs within the device and not at its surface (Fig. 4.1). This innovation removes the
need to operate in an aqueous buffer where pressure, temperature and viscous forces decrease the
signal quality of the cantilever. The device can now be operated in vacuum, the optimal medium
to provide the highest signal to noise ratio (highest quality factor Q), while still performing the
same fluidic assays within the device. An additional feature of such detectors is that they become
sensitive to the density of solutions flowing through them since the output signal is proportional
to the total mass of the cantilver (composed of both device structure and fluidic channel
solution). This characteristic enables the sensor to detect, for example, protein concentration in a
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given solution without them interacting with the sensor surface. However, when interactions
occur at the cantilever wall, the very large surface to volume ratio of hollow cantilevers imply
that most of the analyte mass present in the cantilever at equilibrium will be bound at the surface.
This behavior can be explained by the high relative number of binding sites at the surface
compared to the total number of analytes present in the channel at any time. The surface capacity
parameter =Coh/CSo, characterizing the adsorption process as described in section 2.2.2 and
Table 2.2, is then much smaller than unity.
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Figure 4.1: Schematics of the functioning of a suspended microresonator sensor. A) Schematics of the U-shaped
fluidic channel running through the cantilever from a larger inlet bypass loop to the outlet. The flow is pressure
driven. B) Illustration of the devices resonance. The displacement amplitude (1 m) is kept much smaller than the
overall cantilever length (315grn). Biomolecular adsorption (illustrated in red), occurs at the device's interior fluidic
walls. C) The added mass from the adsorbed molecules lowers the resonance frequency of the device by a few
Hertz, which can be detected due to the narrow resonance peak of the device operated under vacuum, D) Sample
experiment performed by successively adsorbing streptavidin (SA) and biotinylated bovine serum albumin (bBSA)
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and measuring the frequency shift at equilibrium. The initial resonance frequency of the device was measured to be
-33 kHz and the shift up to 4 Hz (0.01% mass change). (This figure is a courtesy of T.P. Burg).
The resonating hollow cantilever (or SMS) solves many of the problems of current resonators
using the outside surface for sensing. However, the use of micron-size fluidic channels will make
the device susceptible to convective mass transfer limitations (section 2.4.1). Practically, these
transport limits imply that the mass distribution inside the device may not be uniform at all times
and that transport occurs from the "inlet to the outlet" as well as from the "bulk to the surface".
Understanding how these transport limitations affect the resonator's output signal requires
analysis.
In this chapter, we develop the mathematical model necessary to couple mass transfer
analysis in microfluidic channels with the structural analysis of the SMS in order to predict the
device's output frequency signal in transient binding assays. The models allow us to predict
which operating conditions will be favorable to kinetics rate constants measurements. The results
are then used to predict the shape of the output signal of common surface immunoassays. The
analytic model provided is general and can be used to interpret signals in any form of resonating
devices, including surface-based cantilever sensors and QCMs, operating in a regime with
spatially and temporally varying mass deposition on the sensor.
4.2. Cantilever Bending Under Static Load
Prior to tackling the dynamic problem, defining and solving the equations for the static
bending of a beam (Fig. 4.2) provides useful information on the system, such as the bending
amplitude and the lever's spring constant, as well as laying the groundwork for the more
complex analysis to follow. Reference for this section can be found in the classic book by
Timoshenko[120] and the concise treatment by Sarid[121].
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Figure 4.2: Force diagram and beam bending schematic under point load F applied at a distance a from the
cantilever base. The clamping boundary condition imposes a zero shear force V and moment M at the tip of the
cantilever and a zero velocity and displacement at the base.
The classical expression for the static bending of a beam is found by equating the beam's
elastic resistance with the applied moment at any point along the beam axis.
82x_M(z)
8z2 - E1 '
(4. I)
M(z) is the moment distribution along the axis. E is the young's modulus and 1 the area moment
of inertia. For a beam of rectangular cross section of area A its value is
(4.2)
Thus, the area moment of inertia, and therefore the beam bending stiffness, varies linearly with
the cantilever width wand cubically with the beam's total thickness htot.
Under the influence of a concentrated load F, the moment function becomes
M(z) = F . (z - a). The way the beam is supported is also important in the definition of the
boundary conditions. A rigid support at the origin of the beam yields the boundary conditions
x(z = 0) = 0,
8X(Z)1 = o.
8z z=o
(4.3)
(4.4)
This information is sufficient to solve for the bending of a beam under static load. Integrating eq.
(4. 1) twice under the current boundary conditions gives
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Fz2 (45
x(z) = F-2(z - 3a). (45)
6EI
A cantilever spring constant can be derived by using the classical definition
k =- (4.6)
X z =a
such that
k= 3EI (4.7)
valid for small deflections of the cantilever. We note that the effective spring constant of the
cantilever will vary strongly with the position at which the force is applied, and is minimal at
a=L, the total length of the cantilever.
4.3. Dynamic Response of a Cantilever Beam
This section provides a summary of the steps required to achieve understanding of the results
required to interpret the resonator signal. For a more thorough discussion, the reader is referred
to the original development made in Sarid[121]. To derive results for the vibrating lever, the
static solution needs to be extended using Newton's second law to account for the time varying
term and balance the shear force along the lever axis. The shear force (V) balance over an
infinitesimal axial unit length is
d 2M(z't) dz -pAdz ax(z,t) (4.8)dV(z,t)= 'c dz2~daZ 2 ~----- at 2,
mass
Substituting the moment's second derivative in the static load differential equation, eq. (4. 1),
yields
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4x(z t) Aa 2 x(z,t) (4.9)El~ ax't+ pA =-0.
aZ 4 at 2
By Laplace transform, the frequency response of the cantilever can be studied properly. The
corresponding frequency domain equation becomes
EI a4x(z J) + pA co2 x(z,o) = O. (4.10)
Rewriting the equation in terms of spatial frequency gives
a4 x(z,Jo) + 4X(Z) , (4.11)
az4 X(Z)=,
where the spatial frequency is found to be
pA 2) (4.12)
EI
For convenience, the solution to the frequency response equation, eq. (4.11), can be expressed by
the following set of basis functions
x(z) = c, {cos(iZ) + cosh(iZ)} + c2 {cos(a)- cosh(AZ)} (4.13)
+ c3 {sin(iz) + sinh(/Z)} + c4 {sin(A)- sinh(iZ)}
From the static bending boundary conditions, eqs. (4.3) and (4.4), yields cl=c3=0. The boundary
conditions on the moment and shear force at the edge of the cantilever are provided by another
pair of boundary conditions necessary to solve the 4th order differential equation.
M(z=~L)= 2 zEI (4.14)
&z z=L'
V(z=L)= aM(z) EIa3X(Z) =0. (4.15)V(z: L) : thezremaining E1ost3 rai .~Z~~~~a 3=az Z=L azt=L
They provide the remaining constant ratio
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C4 cos(ML) + cosh(cL) sin(xL) - sinh(/L) (4.16)
c2 sin(L) + sinh(sL) cos(KL) + cosh(xL)
and, by reducing the equation above, the eigenvalue equation
cos L cosh L +1 = 0. (4.17)
The first two eigenvalues are found to be KIL =1.875 and K2L =4.694. The first two values of the
constant ratio gives (c4/c2)1=-0.7341, (c4 1c2 )2= -1.0185. Higher modes are not necessary here but
can be found, along with more details in the development in the book by Sarid[121]. Finally, the
normal eigenmodes for the vibration of the lever can be obtained using the values of KC, and
(c4/c2)n:
x X(z  {c( Lz}C 2 (4.18)x°z) cosh( c °( L)}+- C {sinh(iz)-sin(ia)}]cos(@c"t). (418)
The first resonance frequency can therefore be computed from the spatial frequency expression
in eq. (4.12)
02 = El K4 = (1.875)4El (4.19)
pA pAL4
Using the expression of the spring constant provided in (4.12) and the cantilever mass Mc= pAL,
the first resonance frequency can alternatively be expressed as
(1.875) 3EI =_ k (4.20)
3pAL L3 0.24M c
The same approach is adapted here to obtain the value of the resonance frequency under the
influence of a dynamic load concentrated at a point a on the lever. In this situation, the equations
of motion are exactly the ones of the harmonic oscillator and the known resonance frequency is
given by
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k (4.21)(= I,
mp
where mp is the point mass added at the tip of the cantilever and k is the spring constant. As a
result, we can infer the natural resonance frequency of a cantilever of mass Mc is the same as the
one of a massless cantilever with a point load at the tip 0.24 times smaller.
Furthermore, by using the principle of superposition, stipulating that the shear force at the tip
of the device will be the sum of the contribution of both uniformly distributed and point masses
at the tip, the final resonance frequency can be expressed as a function of an effective mass Meff:
k = k (4.22)
Meff mp+ 0.24(Mc + md)
The capital letter M represents the largest part of the mass (the cantilever mass), while the lower
case represents the tiny increment arising from mass deposited either at the tip (me) or uniformly
distributed at the surface (md). Thus, for a small mass change around the cantilever mass Mc the
relative frequency change can be expressed using a Taylor series truncated to the first order
A 0. L mP dl (4.23)0.24M c 2M c 0.24
The change in resonance frequency peak caused by a small addition of mass is given by the
second term of the expansion. Rearranged, it is expressed under the form
Af I mPd) (4.24)
fo 2M c 0.24
where the natural resonance frequency is
k = (4.25)
2f = 0.24Mc
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The previous results are the ones usually used to characterize the resonance frequency of a
microcantilever[68, 122]. In the following section, we will expand them and generalized them
for the case of neither uniform nor point mass loads.
4.4. Vibrating Cantilever Response Under Arbitrary Load
4.4.1. Non-Uniform Loads Occurrence in Resonators
In an ideal reaction inside a cantilever, where the transport to the surface is either purely
diffusion-limited or purely reaction-limited, one should expect a uniform analyte deposition all
over the cantilever surface. However, in many instances, the operation regime falls in neither
categories and the concentration profile inside the device is not flat, yielding, before equilibrium
is reached, to a non uniform analyte deposition at the surface. We are thus in the presence of a
non uniform mass distribution at the surface and the models presented earlier (uniform and point
loads) fail to express the signal as a function of mass for these more complex cases. A new
model must therefore be developed to interpret the resonator's data and express the arbitrary
mass distribution in the form of an effective uniform mass to link it to the existing models (Fig.
4.3). In earlier theoretical work on resonating cantilevers, the devices were usually exposed to a
reagent in gaseous form or in a liquid volume much greater than the cantilever size. Thus, no
convection limitations existed and deposition occurred uniformly. As a result, there was no need
to explore frequency output for non uniform mass deposition up to now.
Physical insights can be gained by making an analogy between a vibrating cantilever and a
swinging door held by its hinges. If one is to swing the door from its handle back and forth, the
amount of energy required to do so will vary not only with the door mass, but also with the mass
distribution with respect to the distance from the hinges. Any mass added close to the hinges
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would be expected to have little effect on the amount of energy required to swing the door open
while mass added right above the handle would have a much greater effect due to the increased
force moment resulting. The greater the system's moment of inertia, the lower the natural
resonance frequency will be.
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Figure 4.3: Schematics of the approach to modeling dynamic properties of resonant cantilevers under non-uniform
loads. Through the balance between potential and kinetic energy at every point of the device (Rayleigh method), we
convert the non-uniform mass distribution in a uniform effective mass compatible with the existing theory.
4.4.2. The Rayleigh Approach to Eigenfrequency Analysis
Finding the perturbation solution to eq. (4.9) to include the effect of a small mass, which is
neither punctual nor uniform, deposited on the cantilever surface is hard to perform. To obtain
this result, we proceed instead using an approach analogous to the Rayleigh solution to a
vibrating beam. The method consists in balancing the stored strain energy and the kinetic energy
of the moving lever. It is known to yield an expression for the resonance frequency within I% of
the frequency found by solving the full biharmonic differential equation described in eq. (4.9).
Furthermore, when the deposited mass is much smaller than the overall mass of the cantilever,
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the energy method can be used as a perturbation of the full solution described earlier, thus
making it even more accurate overall.
The potential energy stored in a cantilever is elastically stored in the form of deformation or
strain energy. To compute the strain energy term, we first need to map the deflection of a beam
actuated by a periodic driving force. It is well known that whether the force acts at the tip of the
cantilever (point load) or uniformly on its surface (distributed load), the resulting static
deflection will be different. However, when operated at its resonance frequency, all contribution
to the bending from the unexcited modes vanishes in comparison to the excitation mode. This
assertion is true provided that we have a high resonance quality factor Q. For SMS devices, Q
factors are approximately of 700[123], and the non resonant modes can be ignored.
Consequently, the resonance profile of the oscillating cantilever becomes independent of the
actuation point of the driving force, be it concentrated at the tip, uniformly distributed or
anywhere in between.
Strain-Kinetic Energy Balance Method
The stored elastic energy in a bent lever is defined by
QS EI L F2 xz)2 d (4.26)
In a first approximation, the addition of a small amount of mass inside the cantilever does not
increase the strain energy contained in the cantilever since Qs does not depend on mass but only
on geometry. Substituting x(z) by its value from eq. (4.18) yields after performing the
integration:
smax = 1 .5 4 5 3 x . (4.27)Os~max L3
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The maximum strain occurs when the cosine term in eq. (4.18) becomes equal to 1.
As for the kinetic energy, it can be expressed in the frequency domain using Rayleigh's
theorem as
L Z, t) ~~~~~~~~~(4.28)= dm x(z,t)1 2 d (4.28)
The maximum kinetic energy for a given mode is thus
Qk max = 2:|dx(z,)2z. (4.29)f2 k max- fX(Z,0) 2 dz.
2 oadZ
The amount of cantilever mass per unit length does depend both on the cantilever mass and on
the amount and location of deposited mass inside the cantilever, such that
dm = pA + f(z). (4.30)(4.30)dz
The function A(z), in mass per unit length, represents the linear mass distribution along the
cantilever's bending axis. Using the expression of x(z) found in eq.(4.18), the lever's maximum
kinetic energy can be obtained for a general mass distribution (z)
-M 1 z 2 2 (4.31)
f2k + 2 I(z)x(z) dz-xO co
c 2x 0
where Mc=pAL is the lever's total mass.
Assuming conservation of energy and mass in the system, the resonance frequency of the
system is found by equating the maximum strain energy with the maximum kinetic energy stored
in the lever.
(4.32)) =
0.7L
0.24Mc + 2 fl (z ) x ( z ) 2dz
xo 0
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The validity of this generalized expression for arbitrary small load on a cantilever can be verified
by computing two limiting cases:
i) Uniform cantilever loading
The mass distribution can be expressed as, fl(z)=md. Using eq. (4.32), the integration yields
k (4.33)
V 0.24(Mc + md)
a result analogous to the one found in eq. (3. 2). The distributed mass md simply adds up to the
mass of the cantilever and decreases the resonance frequency accordingly.
ii) Point mass loading at z = a
Using the general expression for loading, a point mass can be modeled using a Dirac delta
function, fz)=mpJz-a). Using the sifting property of the delta function eq. (4.34) reduces to
(4.34)O) =
Physically, this dependence on x(a)2 implies a non-linear relationship between the frequency
change and the position of the added mass along the cantilever (roughly do)-z2). When the mass
is added at the tip, then expression (4.34) reduces to the one deduced using classical mechanics
principles, eq. (4.22), with an error of 3%. Therefore, the energy method, while most accurate in
computing the frequency change in uniform loads, introduces an error of approximately 3% for
point loads. Since no load can be further away from uniformity than a point load (we remember
that the Fourier transform of a Dirac delta function is a constant function), this error constitutes
an upper bound on the model's error. In most physically meaningful adsorption experiments,
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deposition does not occur punctually and the measurement error remains below the 3%
maximum.
4.5. Coupling Mass Adsorption and Surface Transport
Assessing surface adsorption using frequency signal can be difficult in non-ideal cases. A
frequency shift output signal lumps together important information about the spatial distribution
of analytes adsorbed at the device's surfaces. One can easily imagine many different mass
distributions on the cantilever that would lead to the same output frequency signal. Therefore, a
loss of information occurs in this lumping process. While it is not possible to retrieve this lost
information, a thorough understanding of the transport regimes will give us clues on the shape of
the distribution inside the cantilever and allow us to study binding kinetics and transport
behaviors.
Chapters 2 and 3 have been dedicated to study the nature of protein transport in micron-scale
channels. One key result is to obtain a monolayer surface concentration of adsorbed species,
Cs(y,z,t)/Cso or Es(yz,t) in dimensionless form, as a function of the device operation parameters,
such as the flow velocity U, the analyte distribution in the fluid Ob(y,z,t), and the reaction
kinetics. Once this surface concentration is calculated, it can be converted it to a linear mass
distribution Az, t) in a resonant cantilever sensor using the relative density change Ap=pa-Pwater
between the bound analyte and the displaced water molecules:
/3(zWt)n= WflwM a APCo (4.35)
(z, t) = w [Es (y,z,t) + E . ®b (y,z,t)]dy .
o Pa
The channel width W is part of the equation to reduce the surface concentration to a linear
function, and the molecular weight Ma of the analyte is introduced to convert the molar units to
mass. The number of walls reacting nw indicates that twice the mass can be stored inside the
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cantilever is both walls can adsorb analytes. In shallow microfluidic channels, the relative
surface capacity =Coh/Cso is often much smaller than one, which implies that the bulk
concentration term in eq. (4.35) can often be neglected.
A taylor expansion of eq. (4.32) introducing the new time dependent mass distribution (z,t)
yields the generalized expression for the sensor frequency shift under arbitrary time-dependent
loads:
Af L' f[®s ' (y,z,t)+ e ®b(yzt)]x(z) 2 dS (4.36)fo 2
The dimensionless sensitivity parameter y reads
nwMaAPCsoS (4.37)
PaMc
where S is the surface area of the channel inside the cantilever.
4.6. Predicted Experimental Results
The frequency signal in the microresonator will depend mainly on three factors: the density
of binding sites, the mass distribution at the surface, and the shape of the resonator itself. The
density of sites, if uniform, will only affect the amplitude of the signal, whereas the latter two
factors will also affect the shape of the frequency curves, thus convoluting the actual association
and dissociation kinetics at the surface. Since in SMS devices the relative surface capacity for
adsorption in on the order of c-0.001, we neglect the contribution of the unbound analytes in the
following analysis.
In this section, we consider various special mass distribution cases for which a simple
solution exists. The cantilever geometry is always assumed to be the same (see Fig. 4.5): a
channel taking a round trip from the cantilever base to the tip and back, where the turning section
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is short enough that the transversal flow can be neglected. The natural frequency of the
suspended microresonator sensor, using the geometry described in Fig. 4.4 and the relevant
material properties, is found to be 34 kHz. Details of the calculation and material properties are
provided in appendix A4. Experimental measurements of the resonance frequency were
consistently in the range of 32-35 kHz depending on where on the original wafer the device
comes from[123]. The discrepancy between the predicted and measured resonance frequency is
likely to come from fluctuations in the material properties. The Young's modulus of silicon
nitride used fluctuates depending on the deposition method[124] and the actual value for this
application has not been directly measured. Not taking into account the "hollowness of the
cantilever" would underestimate the resonance frequency by 10%.
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Figure 4.4: Scaled drawing of the resonant microcantilever studied. The device consists of a U-shaped fluidic
channel going through a silicon nitride structure. A 40 nm-thick chrome layer was deposited onto the cantilever to
allow position measurement using laser reflection. Dimensions are in microns.
In a first approximation, the fluid is assumed to always be moving along the cantilever axis.
In a U-shaped fluidic channel, the displacement-averaged surface integral then becomes.
(4.38)
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of the two limiting cases studied. A) Reaction-limited case. The transport is fast enough
through the device that deposition occurs at a uniform rate throughout the surface (see 4.6.1). B) Convection-limited
case: the front ofanalyte propagates through the device at a speed Vei" lower than the fluid velocity (see 4.6.2).
4.6.1. Solutions to Limiting Cases
4.6.2.1. Limiting case 1: Uniform deposition
The mass distribution can be uniform because of deposition conditions (e.g. fully reaction-
limited regime) or because the system has reached equilibrium. The concentration becomes
independent of space and Cs(x,y,t) ~ C..(t) (Fig. 4.5A). The frequency response curve
simplifies to
(4.39)
The case of unifonnly deposited mass leads to the result quoted in vanous experimental
papers [68, 116, 117] is recovered. Assuming that the reaction kinetics is slow enough that there
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is no significant depletion anywhere in the bulk, mass deposition will follow a pseudo first order
kinetics such that
Af =_ y CO .(1- exp{- (konCo +kof )t}).
fA 2 (Co + KD)
(4.40)
The shape of the predicted frequency curve under these conditions is provided in Fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Analytic Solution providing the normalized output signal (-2/y-Aflfo) under fully reaction-limited
conditions for various initial concentrations of analytes. The normalized signal gives directly the bimolecular kinetic
association curve. The same is true for dissociation curves. This situation is ideal for measuring kinetics in sensors.
4.6.2.2 Limiting Case 2: Wave-like propagation
The surface saturates with a wave front of equilibrium concentration Ceq propagating at
velocity Ue. (see section 2.4.2 and Fig. 4.5B). Assuming that the part of the front in transition to
reach equilibrium is small compared to the size of the channel (<<Lchannel=2 Lcantilever, section
2.4.3), the surface concentration as a function of time can be expressed as
Cs(Zt)=Cs_eq (1-H(Z-Uej t) O<t< 2L/Ueff, (4.41)
where H is the Heaviside unit step function and the equilibrium concentration is
Cseq=C0/(C0o+KD) for bimolecular reactions.
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When t < L/Uf , the first side half of the device is filled while the other side remains clear.
At higher times, the second half of the channel is filled from the tip to the base. Since the device
length L is much larger than the device width W (L > 5- W ), the transversal modes are assumed
to be too far away from the normal resonance frequency of the cantilever and dampened away.
Using the expression for the displacement-averaged surface integral found in eq. (4.38), the
full frequency signal becomes, in integral form
Afmax 2 x(z) 2dz O<z<L (4.42)
-- X fx--L (z) 2dz, <z<Lf0
f0 Afax 1 2 U~
~~ X-+ -- f'x (2 L- _ z ) 2 d z 'L < z < 2LAf o xoL toA (2 U , 2 
At any time for a given reaction, the maximum frequency change is expressed through the
sensitivity parameter y as
Af. co ~~~~~~~~~~~(4.43)Afmax =1 o (4.43)
tA 2 CO+KD)
The integral of x(z)2 required in eq.(4.42) is easily computed using a mathematical software such
as MapleTM. However, the many terms involved make it too large for convenient display and we
choose not to include it.
Intuitively, the signal from such a contribution would have its maximum rate of change at the
tip of the device since this is where the signal is maximum per mass increment. This behavior is
readily noticed in Fig. 4.7. Taking the derivative of the normalized frequency signal when the
wave front reaches the tip (t = L/Uef ) gives an expected slope of
(D 1 o CO Ueff Afmax eff (4.44)
etAf - , . --2 mO + (4.44)
at fo )t=L/U Co +Kd L fo L
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The maximum slope at the inflection point in the curve is thus linearly proportional to the
wave front's effective velocity. Since Ueff(CoCo, Kd) is a function of the surface and bulk
concentration and of the equilibrium dissociation constant (eq. (2.30)), any of these values can be
extracted from the slope if the two others are known. Experimentally, Cso is easy to measure as it
corresponds to the frequency change as the binding of the probe layer occurs. Co can also be
controlled experimentally in a way that KD remains the only unknown to be calculated from the
slope.
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Figure 4.7: Analytic solution providing the normalized frequency change (AflAf,-) as a function of the normalized
distance traveled by the wave front . When Ueft/L=l, the wave front reaches the tip of the cantilever and the
sensitivity is maximal. The general slope at Ueft/L=l is -2.
4.6.3. Kinetics Measurement in Partially Convection-Limited Conditions
4.6.3.1. Identifying the Correct Regime With Dimensionless Numbers
Since the frequency output signal lumps together the mass distribution, the shape of the
concentration distribution inside the device must be established by other means. To extract
kinetics from the data, it is imperative that we operate in reaction-limited regime. In transport
terms, the reaction time scale i r inside the device has to be much slower than either convection
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tc or diffusion td time scales. The conditions on transport limitations can thus be summarized
using dimensionless numbers in the following way:
Da, tc << 1, Dal = td <<1. (4.45)t'~~~~~t
tr tr
As we have seen from earlier analysis, for a sensor with channel thicknesses in the single micron
range, diffusion is always much faster and the delivery of analytes (convection) more frequently
limits the response. The dominant condition is thus imposed by the first Damk6hler number Da,
and reads, in terms of the device specifications:
h
L << U. (4.46)
kon Cso
To access kinetics, the length of the sensing region (i.e. the channel path inside the cantilever)
must therefore be much smaller than the reaction time scale multiplied by the carrying fluid
velocity U.
4.6.3.2. Numerical Simulations for Arbitrary Operating Conditions
When the condition given in eq. (4.44) is not met, i.e. L- hU/konCso, then none of the above
limiting solutions can be applied. Instead, one must solve the full transport model as described in
chapter 2, compute the value of the surface concentration Cs(z,t) at all times and integrate it
numerically over the channel path (using eq. (4.38)) to obtain the time-varying frequency output
signal. These simulations have been performed in FEMLABTM according to a model described in
appendix A3. The results obtained for typical antibody-antigen bimolecular kinetics under
realistic operating conditions are displayed in Fig. 4.8-4.10.
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Figure 4.8: Simulated normalized output signal (AflAfmax) for a typical immunoassay for various analyte flow
velocities. The experimental parameters used are the following: k,,on=2.4x105 Ms'-, kof=3.5xl103s' (Anti-Protein
A33 immunoassay as reported by Catimel et al., 1998), LcantileverO0.315mm, h=lpm, Cso=10 fmol/mm2, C0=10-7M
and D=5.5e-5mm2/s. Solid lines: Output signal for velocities U= 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 mm/s (from left to right).
Dashed line: Fully reaction-limited model. As the velocity increases, the signal loses its sigmoidal shape and tends
asymptotically to the fully reaction-limited solution.
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Figure 4.9: Simulated output signal (-2/y.Aflfo) for partially convection-limited transport situations. The
experimental parameters used are the same as in Fig. 4.8 with the velocity fixed at U=10 mm/s and varying analyte
concentrations in the bulk. Solid lines: FEMLAB simulations. Dahsed lines: Value predicted by a simple analytic
model involving bimolecular kinetics (Fig. 4.6).
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Figure 4.10: Relative error introduced by convection limitations (Afbimolecular(t)- AfiEMLAB(t))/A(t-*C-). The error on
Co=10nM is slightly higher due to the small relative increase in kinetics rate when Co<KD (here KD=14nM) due to
the contribution of kog in the rate (for Co=lOnlM, koff> koCo).
In these non-ideal cases, it is observed that the output signal behavior possesses both the
characteristics of the uniform deposition and wave-like propagation limiting cases. In Fig. 4.8,
when the flow velocity is maintained low (U>5 mm/s) under the proposed experimental
conditions, the signal displays the sigmoid signature of convection-limitations. As the velocity is
increased, and thus the convective transport limitations reduced, the signal loses its sigmoid tail
and asymptotically approaches the shape of typical bimolecular kinetics association curves, such
as the curves presented in Fig. 4.6 and 4.9. Fig. 4.10 displays the error introduced on the ideal
kinetics data by convection-limitations. The magnitude of the error becomes constant when the
bulk concentration C>>KD.
4.6.5. Model Approximation
Performing the surface integral with the full bending lever solution may not always be most
useful to quickly predict a signal due to its algebraic complexity. A useful approximation is to
assume that the lever only pivots at its hinges while its body remains rigid. For that case,
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z
x(z) = xo -,
L
and the lever integral, eq. (4.38), simplifies to
(4.47)
(4.48)
To approximate the effect of the mass deposited on the cantilever, it is therefore only required to
know the distribution up to its second moment, where
L
M2 = J8s(z,t)z
2dz.
o
(4.49)
The second moment of a distribution is proportional to its variance, the first moment to its center
of mass, and the zeroth moment to the total mass. Results are compared in Fig. 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Expected frequency signal for a wave front traveling at a velocity Ueff across the sensor's length. In
some cases, linearizing the cantilever displacement provides a sufficient approximation to interpret experimental
results. In the linearized model, however, the maximum slope of the signal at mid height is somewhat milder than
for the full solution, and represents y.. of the maximum frequency shift instead of I.
4.'. Conclusion
When studying binding assays with mass sensors, it is critical to measure the true reaction
kinetics profile and not a combination of both mass transfer and reaction effects. In practice,
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however, it is extremely difficult to eliminate all mass transfer limitations since it would often
require operating in conditions that the device cannot tolerate such as too high pressure, or too
thin channels (thus risking clogging). To circumvent this problem, models accounting for the
exact contribution of mass transfer limitations exist and can be used to subtract its effect on the
kinetics output signal. To apply these models, such as the ones summarized in Chapter 2, to the
output signal analysis in a resonating hollow cantilever, we generalized the existing method in
several ways. First, we developed a model based on Rayleigh's energy balance to include the
effects of mass transfer limitations on the mass distribution inside the device. Since, from an
energy point of view, mass deposition has the same effect whether it occurs at the surface of the
lever or inside it, the model provides a general tool to study any form of resonating cantilever
under arbitrary load. Secondly, we used the aforementioned model to predict the output signal
shape. We conclude that, even though it is often impossible to directly measure the mass
distribution inside a cantilever, a sigmoidal output signal directly corresponds to convection-
limited transport situation. By increasing the analyte flow velocity, it is possible to reduce these
transport limitations and achieve reaction-limited regimes, where kinetics measurements are
possible. Finally, we used experimental data to predict the output signal under various operating
conditions and discussed their interpretation.
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Chapter 5. Flow-Induced Deformation of
Shallow Microfluidic Channels
Chapter abstract
In this chapter, we study the elastic deformation of polymer microchannels under
imposed flow rates and its effect on the laminar flow profile and pressure distribution
inside them. Deformation is observed to be important in low aspect ratio channels and to
increase when the channel is made shallower. Imaging of the bulging channels under
various flow conditions is performed by confocal microscopy. Results show that
deformation is not uniform throughout the channel and that tapering occurs along the
stream-wise axis. Finally, the measured pressure drop is monitored as a function of the
imposed flow rate. For any given pressure drop, the corresponding flow rate in a
deforming channel is found to be several times higher than expected in a non deforming
channel. The experimental results are supported by scaling analysis and computational
fluid-structure interaction models.
5.1. Introduction
Over the last 10 years, it has become clear in the microfluidics community that soft
lithography techniques offer a valuable alternative to conventional lithography for a wide
range of applications[301. Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) is often the material of choice
as it is quick and simple to use, cheap, transparent, and biocompatible[31]. PDMS can be
molded to yield features down to the nanometer scale, allowing the creation of
nanochannels and structures[65], microcontact printing stamps[42], and other devices
requiring fine geometric control.
Another property of soft lithography, which sets it apart from classical silicon or
glass-based micromachining processes, is the high compliance of its materials. The bulk
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properties of PDMS are characterized by a low Young Modulus E (in the range of 0.5 to
4 MPa) and a high Poisson ratio (v=0.5, incompressible), making it a typical rubber
elastic material[125]. One-dimensional stress-strain analysis thus implies a structural
deformation (strain) on the order of 10% under a pressure of atm. By contrast,
monocrystalline silicon Young's modulus, E=170 GPa, is several orders of magnitude
above that of PDMS, and the material can withhold extremely high pressures without
deforming[124].
The high deformability of soft lithographic materials has provided new venues to
develop MEMS devices. Quake and others have demonstrated how PDMS can be used to
design pressure-actuated valves and create a versatile fluidic control platform[34, 35].
Similarly, deformable "soft" MEMS have been used in micro flow cytometry[126], on-
chip pumping and mixing[36] and pressure sensors[127].
On the other hand, the deformability of rubber elastic materials also limits the range
of applications of soft lithography. The sagging and sticking of structures with very low
aspect ratios (height/width) will impose constraints on how wide channels can be
made[128] and structural analysis has been performed to further understand this
phenomenon in the specific case of microcontact printing[129].
Similarly, for pressure-driven flows, low aspect ratio channels will have a tendency to
bulge under the imposed pressure. The deformation of a microfluidic channel drastically
affects the effective pressure drop inside it and the resulting flow profile due to the fourth
power dependence on the cross section length scale of the hydraulic resistance[90].
Therefore, any microfluidics applications for which a precise knowledge of the flow
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profile, pressure, and channel geometry is necessary will be compromised if the actual
channel deformation cannot be quantified and taken into account.
The effect of channel deformation becomes important in a number of common
microfluidic applications for which flow conditions are not unusual. Shear-flow assays -
e.g. shear-based cellular[76, 130] or protein[131] assays, where linear velocities are
required to be on the order of 1 m/s- are an example of such a system where the actual
flow profile needs to be accurately determined in order to compute the effective shear
rate. Diffusion-limited mass transfer also depends on flow profile and channel thickness.
For a pressure-driven flow with specified pressure drop, the Pclet number Pe=Uh/D
(ratio of convective to diffusive time scales) varies as h3 in a Poiseuille flow profile (see
Table 1). The increase in the channel's effective thickness thus increases Taylor
dispersion and alters the ability of a system to resolve intrinsic surface kinetics such as in
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensing technology[71]. In nanoliter-size SPR
sensors[73], the increase in the hydraulic resistance of the device yields higher pressures
for the same flow rate and induces potential channel deformation. Multiphase
microfluidic systems for the study of fast chemical reaction kinetics or crystallization
often rely on droplet-based flows through microchannels at high velocities (>0.1 m/s)
[132]. Deformation can also affect fluorescence intensity signals, which depend on the
absorption path length across the channel, and can bias measurements if not taken into
account. To conclude, any effect in microfluidics sensitive to channel dimensions[20]
will be affected by channel deformation when it occurs. Table 1 summarizes the scaling
of the various effects mentioned above with respect to the channel cross sections.
Table 5.1: Cross section dependence of key quantities
susceptible to channel deformation in low aspect ratio
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microfluidic devices (W>>h) for both fixed pressure drop
and fixed flow rate conditions.
Effect Variable Fixed p Fixed Q
Fluid Velocity U _h 2 - ' W l
Shear Stress r -h :h 2 W l
Residence Time t -h -2 h W
Mass transfer LE -h 4 -h W'
entrance length 6
Taylor Dispersion K _h6 ____
Few papers have discussed the importance of bulk channel deformation in
microfluidics. Holden et al. used the aforementioned fluorescence intensity change effect
to experimentally quantify bulk PDMS deformation under high pressure drop (-1 atm)
[133]. Hosokawa et al. have monitored pressure changes in microchannels using
deformable PDMS gratings[127]. However, neither of these analyses provides a
structural model to describe the magnitude of the channel bulging with respect to the
imposed flow rate (or pressure) and channel geometry.
In this communication, we provide theoretical and experimental verification of the
extent of PDMS deformation inside rectangular microchannels. Finite element analysis is
used to model the expected deformation and to extract scaling arguments relating the
expected deformation and the operating conditions. These scaling laws can later be used
by experimentalists as design criteria to either avoid deformation or use it to one's
advantage in future devices.
5.2. Fluid-Structure Coupling Theory
The key aspect of the model described in this section is the coupling of the Navier-
Stokes flow solution to the structural deformation through the hydrodynamic pressure
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exerted at the liquid-solid interface (Fig. 1). The problem is first presented here in
decoupled form and description of the coupling is provided afterwards.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of polymer channel deformation under an imposed flow rate. A)
Channel cross section normal to flow: Imposed pressure makes the cross-sectional area increase, thus
deforming the flow profile inside the device and lowering the channel's hydraulic resistance. B) Channel
cross section parallel to flow. The bulging of the channel becomes attenuated as the outlet is approached
since the pressure decreases to ambient value. For a fixed flow rate, an acceleration of the fluid is expected
along the length as a result of the decreasing cross-section area.
5.2.1. Hydrodynamics
Flow in most microfluidic devices is properly described by the Navier-Stokes
equation:
-V i+V 2 =Vp (5.1)
where v is the fluid velocity, p is the applied pressure and is the fluid viscosity
(assumed to be that of water in this study: =10-8 atm.s). In low aspect ratio rectangular
channels with an imposed volumetric flow rate Q, eq. (5.1) can be solved and averaged
over the cross section to yield a relationship between the flow rate and the pressure of the
form[90]:
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aDp(z__)) r h Q=p(z)  Q (5.2)
az A
where p(z) is the pressure at stream-wise position z and A is the cross sectional area. The
hydraulic resistivity rh and the channel cross section will vary with the channel thickness
h as
rh 12,u (53)
A h3 W
The pressure drop in a channel under an imposed flow rate is thus dependent on the third
power of the channel thickness indicating a strong sensitivity to channel deformation.
5.2.2. Structural Mechanics
At any cross section along the channel (z-direction), the pressure p(z) will cause the
channel to expand if we assume the surface to elastically deform according to its Young's
modulus E. In this particular case, the glass slide is assumed rigid (Esio2 = 62 GPa) and
the channel perfectly sealed, thereby imposing a zero-displacement boundary condition
along the rubber/glass interface. Inside the channel, the boundary condition is replaced by
a fixed pressure on the deformable channel walls. In most applications, the thickness of
the PDMS slab (several millimeters) is much higher than the extent of the channel
deformation. Since beam bending theory only applies to slender beams (or membranes),
it cannot be used here. The structural displacement of the PDMS is instead assumed to
take place in a semi-infinite medium. The problem can be modeled using the constitutive
stress-strain and strain-displacement coupled equations with proper boundary conditions
accounting for fixed displacement at the edges and fixed pressure at the flow interface.
Stress-strain analysis in semi-infinite media is common place in soil mechanics, where
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the pressure imposed by a large structure causes soil deformation around it (see for
example Poulos[134]).
The mathematical formulation of this classical structural mechanics problem involves
15 coupled differential equations (6 stresses, 6 strains, 3 displacements) for which
analytic solutions exist only in the cases of highest symmetry. For example, analytic
solutions would exist if the displacement conditions were relaxed, i.e. the PDMS is not
bound to the glass. This situation would lead to a variant of the Boussinesq contact
problem: a semi-infinite elastic medium moving under a point force[120]. However, the
presence of hybrid boundary condition (pressure and displacement) in the present case is
an indicator that analytic methods will be difficult to apply. We therefore use numerical
simulations to obtain a useful solution to these equations[135](see section 5.6 for the
vectorial form of the stress-displacement equations and their boundary conditions).
5.2.3. Fluid-Structure Coupled Interaction
The strong coupling between the flow solution and the structural deformation is due
to the third power dependence of the channel height on the pressure drop in an
approximately rectangular channel with fW>>h. Under an imposed flow rate, the pressure
distribution inside the channel will cause the structure to deform. The deformation
induced in the channel cross section will, in its turn, modify the fluid velocity and the
pressure distribution, and so on. Since the hydrostatic pressure is higher near the inlet
than at the outlet, the channel deformation is expected to vary along the channel's main
axis.
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5.2.4. Scaling Analysis
Since the system of equations is complex, a scaling approximation based on physical
reasoning is needed to estimate the amount of deformation sustained in the channels. To
obtain such a solution, we start by assuming that the maximum strain in the system will
be on the order of the one provided by Hooke's law: e=-r/E. In an infinite medium, all
strains are expected to vanish very far from the deforming region. In this particular
problem, the characteristic length scale of strain decay is proportional to the width W of
the channel, and not to the height (fig. 2). Since the maximum stress observed in the
system is proportional to the pressure, the stress-strain scale in the problem becomes
Ah p
evertical (5 4)W E
The same argument can be used on the sides of the channels, where the lateral strain
decay length is now proportional to the channel height h. The scale for the lateral
deformation AWyields, by analogy,
AW p
elateral h (5.5)
h E
Comparing eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) reveals that the lateral deformation AW can be neglected
in the case where W>>h, and only the top wall will exhibit significant displacement. The
relative maximum thickness variation inside the channel at any position z can therefore
be inferred to be
Ahmax p(z)W (5.6)Ci 1 ~~~~~~~~~(5.6)
ho Eho
where Ahmax is the height increase at mid width of the channel under deformation and cl
is a proportionality constant of magnitude 0(1). The linearity of this scale was verified
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numerically using the coupled model described below. Eq. (5.6) thus provides a natural
dimensionless number to characterize the extent of channel deformation. In a channel,
when I!:t.pW/Eho «I, deformation can be neglected. It must, however, be taken into
account in all other cases.
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of the principal strain component in a channel cross section far from the inlets.
The perturbation of the strain profile near the channel is observed to get as deep in the material as about
one width scale. For any point deeper in this infinite medium, we recover the Mohr strain circles, indicating
that the solutions asymptotically tends to the one described by a point force acting on a surface (Saint-
Venant's principle -Sadd, 2005). The strain decay length scale imposed by the channel can thus be deduced
to be Ldecay - W.
Assuming that the channel deflects by a distance I!:t.hmax and yet remains rectangular
would be constantly overestimating the area change and, therefore, underestimating the
true channel resistance. A more accurate scale of the effective channel deflection I!:t.his
thus the width-averaged displacement <I!:t.h> such that the cross section area change
remains constant while the channel is still assumed rectangular:
M_W(M1) _ (M)
Ao - Who --,;;'
(5.7)
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Consequently, at any distance z down the channel, the effective channel height is
described by
h(z) = ho{1 + (Ah)(z) (5.8)
For any given channel profile, the relationship between the maximum and the average
displacement can always be expressed as <Ah>=c2Ahmax. If the deflection is small, the
shape of the deforming wall can be reasonably approximated by a parabola, and one can
show easily that c2=2/3. In reality, the channel deformation is greater than parabolic, and
the true value of c2 will lie between 2/3 and 1. In first approximation, using eqs. (5.1) and
(5.8), the total height of the channel as a function of position will vary with the local
pressure as
h(z)= h(1 +a P(z)W (5.9)
E'
where ac=c cC2. From then on, the problem becomes analogous to a flow between tapering
plates[83], where the tapering is a function of the local pressure p(z). To couple the
structural deformation to the flow profile, eq. (5.9) is introduced in Stokes equation (with
rh/A defined as in eq. (3)) to compute the flow
ap(z) 12p + p3(z)W) 3 Q (5.10)
az ho3W lEh )
Even though the true value of ac can only be obtained from the fluid-structure interaction
simulations, it will be verified through a direct fit to the data that the value of ac remains
approximately constant for a given channel geometry and is on the order of 1. The
solution to eq. (5.10) is equivalent to computing the first order perturbation of the
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coupled system, assuming the perturbation factor =ctp(z)W/Eho sufficiently small. It is
valid provided that the channel remains roughly rectangular in shape, which is not the
case at larger deformations. Integrating eq. (5.10) over axial position with the outlet
condition p(z=L)-O gives
Q= hoE (+p(z)W) (5.11)
48au(L- z) Eh (
The total pressure drop is given by eq. (5.11) when z=0O andp(O)=po. When the channel is
allowed to deform, eq. (5.11) predicts that the flow rate will vary non-linearly with the
applied pressure. The physical significance of this observation resides in the combined
effect of the third power dependence of the flow rate on the channel height and the linear
dependence of the channel vertical displacement on the width. When the perturbation is
small (-0), we recover the linear relationship between p(z) and Q of eq. (5.3). However,
when the perturbation becomes large (>>1) the flow rates scales as the fourth power of
the pressure.
When using this result, one must be careful not to overlook the existing pressure
drops up and downstream of the channel studied. A non-negligible pressure drop in the
outlet tubing, for example, would mean that the effective length L to be used is in fact
larger than the channel length. The condition on the pressure at the end of the channel
will also become p(Z"Zout)=Pout, altering the result above.
Equation 10 can be used in practice in multiple ways: to compute the effective flow rate
coming out of a deforming channel, to determine the non-linear pressure distribution in
the channel as a function of position z, or to calculate the pressure drop of a channel
deforming under an imposed flow rate Q. The main error in this approximation resides in
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the channel being considered rectangular at all times. Nevertheless, when the parameter cc
is fitted, the perturbation approach yielding eq. (5.11) is robust enough that the trend
holds for deformations of more than 100% of the channel height (see Fig. 8).
Finally, it is also possible to extract the average cross sectional velocity distribution U(z)
along the channel axis. The conservation of mass inside the channel states that at any
axial position z,
Q = W h(z). U(z). (5.12)
Combining eqs. (5.9), (5.11), and (5.12) yields
Q 48a u(L z)Q +1/4 (5.13)U(z) = ho [ 4E +1
no1 ho 
The average velocity is no longer a linear function of the flow rate. As a consequence, an
acceleration of the fluid is expected down the channel length which, scales as
-51/4
U L(L-z) (5.14)
Ez L
where L=h( 4E/48apQ is the characteristic acceleration length scale, found from
inspection of eq. (5.13).
5.2.5. Numerical Modeling
Simulations of the fluid-structure interaction in PDMS channels were performed
using the volume of flow (VOF) and finite element method (FEM) software CFDACETM
(CFDRC Inc.). The solution strategy was based on reducing the steady state coupled
flow-deformation problem into a series of uncoupled problems solved by iterations using
a deformable grid. The initial pressure in the channel is used to calculate a displacement
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solution in the solid. The meshing grid is subsequently modified using the displacement
output. The flow solution is then recalculated with its updated cross section, yielding a
new pressure distribution and velocity field. The new pressure is used to update the grid,
and so on, until convergence is achieved. Solutions would typically converge in hours on
a regular PC after approximately ten grid update iterations, performed automatically in
CFDACEM. Mesh refinement analysis assured that the model error was within 1% of the
asymptotic value achievable with a perfectly dense mesh. To model a semi-infinite
medium, a thickness of 2 mm of PDMS was used on top of the channels. This thickness
ensured that, for the maximal deflections studied (-50 m or 1/40th of the PDMS
thickness), the sum of the residual strains at the top of the PDMS were under 3% of the
maximum strain observed in the system. In absolute values, the maximum local strains
recorded in the PDMS for a 50 tm displacement were of 8% while the top strain was
under 0.25%. In theory, the strains should vanish far from the pressure source in an
infinitely thick medium. In practice, there is a large computational cost associated with
modeling thick channel walls. Approximating infinity with a 2 mm thick PDMS block
was, in our case, sufficient for an accurate analysis of the problem.
5.3. Experimental Section
5.3.1. Microfluidic Setup
Simple linear microfluidic channels were fabricated in Poly(dimethylsiloxane)
(Sylgardl 84TM, Coming) using standard soft lithographic procedures. The process
yielded channel dimensions of 28 ± 2 m thick by 1 cm long. Two different widths were
studied, namely 250 tm and 500 m. Inlets were made wider to ensure a minimal
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pressure drop in that area (calculated to be around 7% of the pressure drop in the
channel). PDMS channels were sealed on a glass cover slip (VWR Inc., 170 gm-thick).
Leakage at the inlets was prevented using silicone sealant (Loctite corp.) and epoxy
(Devcon Inc.). Devices were tested to hold pressures higher than 2 bars before leaking.
Special care was taken in preparing the PDMS to use as the bulk of the channel.
Temperature, mixing ratios and curing times were carefully controlled to yield PDMS of
various elasticity. Their thicknesses were control to be larger than 6 mm to ensure that the
semi-infinite medium approximation was valid at all observed deformations. PDMS
samples from the same batch were tested in compression using a 50N load cell (Instron
corp.) to determine their Young's Moduli. Values between 1 MPa and 3MPa (10%)
were obtained depending on the mixing ratios and curing conditions used.
Flow through the deforming devices was driven using a conventional syringe pump
(Harvard Apparatus). A piezoresistive pressure sensor (Honeywell Inc.) was used directly
upstream of the microchannel to relate the input flow rate to the pressure drop in the
device (Fig. 3).
5.3.2. Confocal Microscopy
A confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 510) was used to provide 3D imaging of the
deforming channels for various input flow rates. Fluorescein-conjugated Bovine Serum
Albumin (FITC-BSA, 0.5 mg/ml) was used to provide contrast. Confocal images were
acquired, filtered and rendered using Imaris 4.2 image analysis software (Bitplane Inc.).
Cross section contours were obtained using built in algorithms from the Matlab image
processing toolbox (Mathworks Inc.).
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Figure 5.3: Schematics of the microfluidic channel used (channel to scale). Deflection is measured in the
channel's narrower region (250 pm or 500 um). A series of triangular ticks (20 pm side) are patterned at
the channel wall every 500 pim for accurate positioning of confocal images. A pressure gauge is set at the
entrance of the channel to measure the true pressure drop inside it.
5.4. Results and Discussion
To understand the nature of coupled fluid-structure interactions, a numerical model
was used to predict the extent of the channel deformation as well as the resulting pressure
distribution inside the device. Simulations also reveal the extent of the flow perturbation
due to the channel deformation (Fig. 4). From these results and eq. (5.13) describing the
average fluid velocity U(z) at a position z down the channel, we show that the average
velocity will increase as we get nearer to the channel outlet since the channel cross
section becomes narrower (and the flow rate is constant). This acceleration of the flow in
a deforming channel is a potential source of error in predicting quantities such as the wall
shear stress in a polymer device.
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Figure 5.4: 3D simulation of the velocity and pressure profiles under an imposed pressure drop of I bar.
The channel geometry represented is 25flm x500flm xlcm. Young's modulus is assumed to be of E=I
MPa. The decreasing cross section area along the channel axis is responsible for the change in the fully
developed flow profile and for the acceleration of the flow.
5.4.1. Displacement Measurements
Channel deformation was verified directly USIng confocal mIcroscopy. 3D rendered
images of the channels captures in a clear fashion the shape of the channels under various
flow conditions (Fig. 5). The experimental data also capture the much higher deformation
predicted by the geometry change at the inlets of the device (Figs. 6 and 7, first 3 data
points). The rapid tapering of the channel (Fig. 4) translates into an unconstrained
displacement (stress-free) boundary condition at the edges. It is also observed both in the
model and the entrance data that this effect becomes negligible when we move inside the
channel by a distance of a few widths. This entrance effect is not taken into account in the
simplified model provided in eq. (5.11) but, as in most applications channels are much
longer than wide, neglecting its overall effect is usually a reasonable approximation.
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Figure 5.5: 3D rendering of the entrance of two microfluidic channels of the same material and geometry
(250 Jlm wide, 26 Jlm thick, Icm long, E=2.2 MPa). Top channel: 300uLlmin imposed flow rate. The
tapering of the channel can be observed by comparing the cross sections in the first and second segments.
Long dash lines: topographic displacement curves. Short dash lines: original channel cross section in the
absence of deformation. Bottom channel: 1 uLimin imposed flow rate (reference measurement).
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Figure 5.6: Maximum displacement vs axial position (E=2.2MPa) .... : 261lm x 250llm channel at a flow
rate of 3001lLlmin .• : 30llm x 500llm channel at a flow rate of 800IlLlmin. x: Numerical simulation under
the same material and flowconditions.
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Figure 5.7: Maximum displacement as a function of position (26pm x 250pm channel, E=2.8MPa) for Q =
200 L/min and 400 pL/min. x: Numerical simulation under the same material and flow conditions.
Using the same confocal data that was used to produce Fig. 8, the shape of the
deforming channel cross-sections was outlined using boundary detection algorithms
(Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA). The shape of the cross sections clearly indicates that the
side wall deformation, though present, is negligible when compared to the extent of the
top wall deformation (Fig. 9).
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Figure 5.8: Maximum deformation vs flow rate (E=2.2MPa). 
-: fit from eq. (5.11) using the displacement
expression h=ho+ci pWE. The fit parameter yields c=0.73 (250pm channel) and c=0.42 (500pm channel).
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Figure 5.9: Measured Cross section profile at axial position z= lmm for imposed flow rates Q = 1, 100,
300, 500, 700 pL/min. 26 x 250 pm2 initial cross section, E= 2.2 MPa.
5.4.2. Pressure Drop Under Forced Convection
The simplest way to demonstrate the severe effects of channel deformation in
conventional microfluidic assays is to monitor the relationship between the total pressure
drop over a channel section and the flow rate it induces (and vice versa). In a perfectly
rigid channel, it is well established that the pressure drop will vary linearly with the
imposed flow rate, as described in eq. (5.2). In Fig. 10, the flow rate imposed in the
device is plotted as a function of the measured pressure for two channel geometries and
two different elasticity moduli E. Results show that the flow rates are much higher than
the ones predicted in non deforming channels. For example, in a 30[tm x SOOPm cross
section channel (E=2.2 MPa), the expected flow rate in a rigid channel under a pressure
of 1 bar is 270 pL/min while it is measured to be 1600 [iL/min in the deforming one
(-500% increase). A ratio of the flow rates predicted in eqs. (5.2) and (5.11) yields the
following scaling for the amount of increased flow rate at small deformations
(Ah/ho<< 1):
AQ Qdeforrn- Qrigid 3a ApW (5.15)
Q Qrigid 2 Eho
Thus, if the channel were 100 pm-thick, ceteris paribus, the relative variation in the flow
rate would now be only -25%. However, following a similar reasoning, a 5 ptm-thick
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channel would now suffer from a 25 fold deviation in the expected flow rate. The height
dependence is expected to be even more important at larger deformations
(AQ/Q-(Ah/ho)4). The consequence of this observation is to impose a severe constraint on
the design and operation of PDMS channel networks at the scale of a few microns.
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Figure 5.10: Channel flow rate as a function of channel pressure drop. - -: expected flow rate in the
absence of channel deformation for W=250 gm (A ,A) and W=500pm (I).-: fit of eq. (5.11) to the data.
The fit parameter ac was found to be c= 0.33 (30pm x 500m -2.2MPa), c=0.55 (26pm x250pm -2.2MPa),
c=0.67 (26jrm x 250 Vm -1.1MPa), and a=0.56 (26tm x 500rm -1.1MPa).
5.5. Conclusion
Rapid prototyping in PDMS possesses many well known advantages over silicon
micromachining, such as its low cost and quick turnaround time. However, at the micron
scale, these advantages may not counterbalance the losses in control of device operation
due to channel deformation. In this paper, we have reported the effect of flow on polymer
channel deformation in microdevices (and vice versa). From scaling analysis, we have
provided a dimensionless number (Ap W/Eho) to quickly assess whether the application
used will incur deformation or not. Based on the experimental results and the numerical
analysis provided, 3 main consequences of channel deformation can be elicited.
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1) Cross section effects: For channel with low aspect ratio, the amount of deflection
under pressure is proportional to the channel width and neither to the channel height h
nor the PDMS wall thickness H provided that (Ahma<<H). It ensues from this
observation that thinner channels will suffer higher relative changes in their cross section
areas and will therefore be more sensitive to deformation. In this study, we used -25 pm-
thick channels for the sake of getting a better resolution in the confocal imaging. The
effect would have nonetheless been markedly larger in, say, 5 [tm-thick channels. For the
same reason, channel deformation will, in general, disappear when the channels are thick
enough.
2) Stream-wise effects: Channel deformation is not even along the channel's stream-
wise axis but rather decreases non-linearly along the length of the channel to reach zero
at the outlet. This steady decrease in cross section area causes a steady acceleration of the
fluid velocity along the axis. This change in velocity will make diffusion/convection time
scales and shear stresses uneven throughout the channel, thus introducing new difficulties
to control these experiments in narrow channels.
3) Flow rates and pressure effects: For a given flow rate, the pressure drop in an
elastomeric channel is observed to be much less than that of a rigid channel. This result
will affect the prediction of the maximum tolerated flow in a device. Indeed, the
deformable devices will be able to handle much higher flow rates than expected without
leaking due to the channel compliance.
In all these cases, increasing the rigidity of polymer channels will decrease the amount of
deformation and thus all of the aforementioned effects. Possible ways to achieve higher
effective bulk moduli vary. Curing PDMS for longer times (>24h) at higher temperatures
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(120°C) with more curing agent have been reported to increase the elasticity modulus of
PDMS to E=4 MPa26. Enchasing glass microslides close to the channel surface in the
unbaked polymer is another example of a simple way to avoid large deformations and its
effect in polymer-based microfluidic systems.
5.6. Analytic Supplement
Appendix- Elasticity Problem Formulation
We refer the reader to the book by Sadd[135] for a more complete development of
the elasticity equations. In absence of body forces, the internal displacement equations
governing elastic deformation are described by Lam6's equation:
V~~~ij 2v - - - ~~~~~~(5.16)
vu (+ (I - 2v) V ) (5.16)0.
where the displacement vector is given by
U =Ul (X, y,z) 1 u2 (XYZ) 2 + U23y , )X 3(X,y,z) 3 . (517)
The unit vectors i point in the direction of x, y and z. At the interface of the PDMS
block, the boundary conditions are of a third kind (mixed traction and displacement) and
read:
i = 0, for glass-PDMS interface. (5.18)
o- i = p(z)h , for fluid-PDMS interface,
where h is the unit vector normal to the interface. Using the displacement formulation and
Hooke's generalized law, the stress value can be converted to strain values and thus to
displacement. Lumping theses steps together provide the stress-displacement
relationships in the PDMS.
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ELv _ + E au IU (5.19)
_ = V. i50.+ +
o0 (1 - 2v)( + v) (l +v) x xi
The elasticity equations are coupled to Navier-Stokes flow by the pressure p(z) in eq.
(5.1). When dealing with numerical simulations in incompressible media, a poisson ratio
of v=0.499 is used in CFDACE instead of v=0.5 to prevent the numerical divergence of
the problem.
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Chapter 6. General Conclusion
6.1. Thesis Contributions
The main aim of this thesis was to develop the theoretical foundations required to control and
improve on-chip biological sensing, from characteristic length scales of tens of microns to the
single micron scale. In the JTAS community, the reduction in size of on-chip sensors has been a
long standing goal as it is a promise of faster analysis times, lower sample consumption and
greater integration. This thesis shows that these principles do not always hold true when sensors
reach characteristic lengths in the single micron range (1-10 gim). At this scale, many of the
physical behaviors expected from larger microsystems disappear, and a new approach must be
taken to predict their performances. This thesis contributes to the understanding of single micron
scale sensors under three different topics.
6.1.1. Mass Transport and Surface Reaction
In Chapter 2, it is demonstrated through a detailed analysis of convection-diffusion-reaction
transport equations that the theory commonly used to describe transport to surfaces in
mnicrosensors breaks down in channels of a few microns thick or smaller. Transport no longer
occurs from the bulk to the surface through a diffusive mass transfer boundary layer. Instead,
surface binding is limited by the influx of analytes inside the channel, a behavior that we named
"convection-limited transport". This form of transport, not previously described in the
microfluidics community, has been characterized through analysis and numerical
simulations[136]. In addition to the new model proposed, the complete set of analytic solutions
used to characterize chemical transport and surface reactions in microchannels was compiled.
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Two key experimental parameters were quantified in each of these transport regimes: the analyte
capture fraction and the surface saturation time scale. The results provide useful device design
criteria for the experimentalist to predict and control a device behavior given its geometry and
operation conditions.
As a complement to the theoretical analysis, Chapter 3 provides experimental observation of
convection-limited transport in shallow microfluidic sensors. The results confirm the theoretical
prediction that surface binding induces a delay in analyte flow of several orders of
magnitude[137]. This retardation effect is shown to decrease with increasing bulk analyte
concentration.
6.1.2. Application to Biological Sensors
One of the most important applications of on-chip sensors is to measure surface binding in a real
time fashion to extract kinetics rate constants. In chapter 4, we determined whether protein
interaction kinetics can be measured in the presence of convection-limitations. As a case study,
we chose a novel sensing method based on the resonance of a microcantilever traversed by a 1
um-thick fluidic channel in which binding occurs. In a first step, we described how the frequency
output signal of the device can be correlated directly and in real time to the adsorbed mass inside
the fluidic channel. To proceed, we expanded the current theory on dynamic response of
resonating cantilevers to include the effect of non-uniform mass distributions. Based on this
model, we showed the impact of convection-limited transport in sensor signals and discuss ways
of measuring kinetics despite these limitations. We concluded by providing guidelines on sensor
design and optimization through theoretical modeling.
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6.1.3. General Microfluidics
The reduction of sensor sizes also imposes structural constraints on it. As the channel cross
section decreases, the hydraulic resistance augments drastically, thus requiring much higher
pressures to achieve the same fluid velocities. This pressure imposes mechanical stresses in the
device's structure and can cause them to deform. This is particularly true in polymer devices
such as the ones created by soft lithography. In chapter 5, we concluded our work by a study of
flow-induced deformation in microfluidic channels[138]. Through scaling analysis and
numerical simulations based on coupled fluid-structure interaction models, we characterized the
extent of deformation and provided design criteria to either avoid or maximize deformation. We
also demonstrated how the high non-linearity of pressure-flow rate curves becomes a source of
error in many microfluidic applications. The predictions based on the modeling were confirmed
by experimental observations in conventional microchannels fabricated with soft-lithography
techniques.
6.2. Outlook and Research Perspective
Research progress in microfluidic technology is often compared to the development of
microelectronics. Both share the quest for miniaturization, faster analysis and the highest
possible degree of integration. In microelectronics research, progress has led to the advent of
portable computers and, more globally, to a revolution in information processing and storage.
Microfluidics seeks essentially the same: a revolution in biochemical information processing and
storage fueled by the development of highly integrated sensors capable of measuring protein
abundance and activity in real time.
In order to slowly march towards that goal, several challenges must be met by the
community; the main ones are summarized in the following discussion.
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Integration and Packaging
As mentioned earlier in this work, the approach to engineering research in the microfluidics
community has been a modular one. Multiple research groups have been developing efficient
devices of their own with little potential for integration with devices created by other groups.
These incompatibilities often arise from different flow rate requirements, incompatible solvents
and chemistries, or the need for bulky and complex macrosystems to operate the micro ones.
Developing a general microfluidic platform as a standard way to deliver fluid samples, gases and
external stimuli (light, heat) is one necessary step to achieve the level of integration required to
perform useful biological tasks.
Surface Engineering
While producing the experimental results necessary to observe surface saturation under
convection-limited transport (chapter 3), an important practical limitation arose. Once the
binding of an antigen occurred to its surface-bound antibody and the detection has been
performed, it becomes extremely difficult to regenerate the sensor's surface so that another
measurement can be performed in the same device.
The same type of difficulties appears in almost every microfluidic application in the form
of non-specific adsorption at the wall, depleting samples and introducing noise in protein-
specific signals. A possible way to avoid these difficulties is to create an entirely disposable
sensing unit connected to a permanent operating system but there remains the problem of
delivering the fluid to the unit, introducing yet another packaging challenge.
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Sensitivity and Signal Selectivity
Signal transduction proteins account for only approximately 12% of the variety of proteins in
found in the human genome[139]. In number of copies, however, they account for a much
smaller fraction of all proteins found in a given cell. In order to detect them, very sensitive and
selective sensors will be required. Immunoassays are a very specific kind of assays with the
disadvantage that antibodies need to be engineered to target every kind of protein to be detected.
As argued throughout this thesis, the general trend in biological sensing technology is to
move toward the nanoscale. The control of material properties is currently giving rise to novel
detection schemes which could potentially be integrated in microfluidic devices. Carbon
nanotubes[140, 141] are a promising way to build electrodes for label-free single-molecule
sensing. Along with nanocantilever arrays[67, 142]and multiple other devices in the realm of
nanobiotechnology[143], they constitute the future of label-free detection. No matter how small
these sensor elements are, they will have to be integrated in lab-on-a-chip devices just as their
larger counterparts. Mass transfer design considerations will remain essentially the same.
Consequently, the usefulness of the models developed in this thesis to understand the
fundamental limits of on-chip biosensors will remain unaltered.
The Role of the Modeler
In the search for the optimal on-chip sensor, engineers and scientist are only limited by their
own creativity. Important investments of time and capital are made in the design and
characterization of every device prototype in often long series of iterations based on trial and
error. Through this iterative process, an invaluable amount of time can be saved by making the
correct assumptions on the underlying physics. Is the flow distribution adequate in the fluidic
network? Is the reaction mass transfer-limited? Can I really measure kinetics with such a
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detection scheme? Is the device susceptible to deform? In this thesis, we provided answer to
many of these questions in a systematic way.
Dimensionless numbers obtained through were invaluable criteria to achieve this task. They
provided a quick route for the experimentalist to estimate the importance of competing processes
in a device and thus convenient criteria to be used in the design process. The role of the modeler
is however not limited to the development of such theories, but also to point out to the scientific
community the most relevant theories that apply to a particular experimental problem.
Finally, the greatest advantage of analysis is that results are easily generalized and
transferable. Once a theory is developed to explain the functioning of a particular sensor, it can
often be generalized to other problems, many of which not anticipated in the original analysis.
After all, could Leo Graetz (1856-1941) have suspected that his seminal work on heat transfer in
tubes[144] would be used to develop micron-size mass sensors to advance our knowledge of
biology and medicine?
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Appendices - Analytic and Modeling
Supplement
At. Analytic Solution to the Graetz Problem in Parallel Plate
Geometry with Arbitrary Damkohler numbers
This appendix displays the MAPLETM code used to solve the full Graetz Problem (Table 2.3)
analytically using first order reactions. The two algorithms presented differ only in that they
assume either reaction at both walls (case A) or reaction at the bottom wall only (case B). For
references on the method used (Sturm-Liouville theory and eigenfunction expansions) see Varma
A. & Morbidelli M., "Mathematical Methods in Chemical Engineering" [145], and Deen WM,
"Analysis of Transport Phenomena" [83]. Figures are not numbered but are described in the
comments.
A1.1 Solution to Graetz Problem in Parrallel Plate Geometry With Equal
First Order Reaction at Both Walls
Work performed by Thomas Gervais, MIT, using Maple version 8 - March 2004
Initializes the Work sheet. Assigns the domain of validity of the main variables.
>restart; unassign('eta','GP(eta)'): assume(eta>=0): assume(lambda>=O): Digits:=15:
alias('M'=KummerM):
General Solution for Planar Geometries
Full PDE expression:
:,Graetz:= diff(C(x,z,t),t)= D*diff(C(x,z,t),x$2)-6*U*(1/4-(x/h)^2)*diff(C(x,z,t),z);
Using dimensionless notation: eta=x/h, zeta=z/Pe/h, tau= Dt/hA2, Theta= C/C[0]
>Graetzadim:= diff(Theta(eta,zeta,tau),tau)= diff(Theta(eta,zeta,tau),eta$2)-6*(1/4-
eta^2)*diff(Theta(eta,zeta,tau),zeta);
Graetz :=aC(x, z, t) =D x2 C(x, Z, t) ( - ) ( xz , t)
Graetzadim : O(rj-, 4, 1) 2(-, , 6) 
Using separation of Variables, the problem can be divided in three ordinary differential equations of the form:
>pdsolve(Graetzadim, Theta(eta,zeta,tau));
Which we rewrite, using the separation variables -lambdaA2 and -kappa^2
>eq_tau:= diff(T(tau),tau)+kappa^2*T(tau);
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>eq_zeta:= diff(Z(zeta),zeta)+lambda^2/6*Z(zeta);
>eq_eta:= diff(H(eta),eta$2)+lambda^2*(1/4- eta^2)*H(eta);
((Tq~, , T) =_F(T-) _F2(() _F3(T)) &where[ {
d ~ ~d d2 32(O)=_c2 _F2(),- _F3(t)= 3 (), Fl(I) =(- Fl( 1 -)-6_F1(Tj-) T, _ c2 + F1(i--)_c 3 }
eqtau= dT() +K T(T)
eqzeta = -Z() + Z()
eq eta d H(rl)J +X2 7j-il- H(rl)
The first two ODEs possess simple solutions:
>dsolve(eq_tau,T(tau)); dsolve(eq zeta,Z(zeta));
T(T) = Cl e
(4)Z() =_C e 6
The ode expressing the vertical concentration profile H(eta) is more complex:
>G_plan diff:=diff(diff(GPl(eta),eta),eta)+(1/4-eta^2)*lambda^2*GPl (eta);
The solution to G plandiff provides the problem's eigenfunctions
>Gplan:= dsolve(G plan_diff): Gplan_Kum:= simplify(convert(Gplan,hypergeom));
d2
G_plan_diffl:= d- GPI(V) + - T2) 2 GPI(Th-)
(1/4) go( 3 2 f1 ),(3X I( 1 -)
G_planKum := GPI(7~)= ~ / (C hypergeo (4-], [ 2, X _) rl~(4 16 ( -16-)
([I- 1X I X-2 _C2 Jf- hypergeom --H_ [ 1, ;-
Boundary Conditions for fully diffusion-limited problem
The general boundary conditions are:
1- No flux at the symmetry line
>diff(H(eta),eta)[eta=0]=0;
2- Instantaneous consumption reaction at the wall
> H (eta=l/2) =0;
(d q~H(11)i =0
(l2)
This procedure applies the first boundary condition to find the form of the eigenfunctions
>eigenfunction:= proc(eta_,lambda_) local Cl,C2,sol; diff(op(2,G plan_Kum),eta);
simplify(subs(eta=0,%)); C2:=solve(%, _C2); sol:=subs(_C2=C2,op(2,G_planKum)); Cl:=
subs(eta=0,%); subs(lambda=lambda_,eta=eta_,simplify(sol/Cl)); convert(%,M) end proc;
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endproc
C I := subs( '1 = 0, %);
subs( A = lambda_, '1 = eta_, simplity(sol/C I»;
convert( %, M)
>
eigenfunction ;= proc (eta_, lambda_)
local C I, C2, sol;
ditT( op(2, Gylan_Kum ), '1);
simplity( subs( '1 = 0, %»;
C2 := solve( %, _C2);
so/:= subsLC2 = C2, op(2, Gylan_Kum»;
The eigenfunction can be expressed using confluent hypergeometric functions or Kummer M functions as:
> eigenfunction (eta,lambda) ;
Applying the second boundary condition to the eigenfunction provides the eigenvalue equation:
>dirichlet 1 Cl:= subs (eta=l/2, eigenfunction(eta,lambda));
- - (I 1..- 1 1..-) (-T)
dirich/el_I_CI := M 4-16'2'4 e
Solving For Eigenvalues
This section finds the first n eigenvalues of the expansion
>eigen f:= lambda -> simplify(subs(lambda=lambda ,dirichlet 1 Cl));
- - eigenJ := lambda _ ~ simplity( subs( A. = iambda _' dirichle"( c..C I »
The zeros of this plot correspond to the eigenvalues of the problem. They can be roughly located and then precisely calculated
using built-in Maple function solver "fsolve"
>plot(eigen_f(lambda),lambda=O ..lOO);
1.5
1
0.5
o
-0.5
-1
-1.5
first c:igenvalues:
>eig_l:= fsolve(eigen_f(lambda),lambda=3.5);
evalf((seq(fsolve(eigen f(lambda),lambda=6.6+l6*k),k=0 ..4)));
- eig_1 := 6.72638128895594
[6.72638128895594 ,22.6794293835803 ,38.6729698500416 ,54.6706457704302 ,70.6694942613971
Sherwood number
This Sh is normalized on a per surface basis and compared with the value found in Shah and London.
> 'Sh[infinity)=l/l2*lambda[l)A2'= l/l2*eig lA2; Shah:= 7.54070087/2;
(Sh", = I~ 1..12) =;.77035043703472
Shah := 3.77035043500000
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Partially Diffusion-Limited Surface Reactions
To include the effect of partial reaction limitations at the surface due to finite Damkohlers, we use the same reasoning. The
eigenfunctions remain identical, but we modity the boundary condition that yields the eigenvalue equations.
THIS IS THE MASTER DAMKOHLER NUMBER FOR WHICH THE SOLUTION IS COMPUTED BELOW. Changing the
value of this Global Variable will modity the calculations for the entire page.
> Da_M:=l;
THIS IS THE NUMBER OF TERMS TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT
> nb_max:=8;
As above, the eigenfunctions read:
> eigenfunction (eta, lambda) ;
Do M:=I
. ( ~q~]
~.i!_A- !A- n_2)C--2-
"1..4 16'2' .,
The second boundary condition now becomes a boundary condition of the third kind (Robin Boundary Condition)
>Robin_BC:= diff(H(eta),eta)+Da*H(eta)=O;
Computes the new eigenvalue equation, now dependent on two variables: lambda and Da
>eigen robin:= proc(lambda,Da) local dif; diff(eigenfunction(eta,lambda),eta); dif:=
subs(eta=1/2,%); dif+Da*eigenfunction(1/2,lambda); simplify(%); end proc;
Robin_BC := (d~- H( '1-») + Da H( '1-) = 0
eigenJobin := pro<: (A, Da)
local dif;
diff( eigenfunction(11,A), '1); dif:= subs(11= 1/2,%); dif + Daxeigenfunction( 1/2, A); simplifY(%)
CDdpro<:
From the second boundary condition involving Da, we extract the Eigenvalue equation: Eigen_robin(lambda,Da)
> eigen robin (lambda, Da);
plot(eigen robin(lambda,Da M),lambda=O ..lOO,title='zeros of the eigenvalue function');
1 (--i=)( (1- A- 1 A-) (~ A- 1 A-) (3 A- 1 A-) (~~- 1 -;.-) -4c M 4-\6'2'4 A--4 M 4-\6'2'4 +4 M -4-\6'2'4 +M -4-\6'2'4 A-
+4DaM(~- ~;,i,~-))
zeros _oUhe _eigenvalue Junction
20
10
o
-10
-20
This section determines the first nb_max eigenvalues. NOTE: The algorithm to extract the roots does not always work, so verity
that all eigenvalues returned are different and ordered. Consult the plot above to be more sure.
>lambda_set:=evalf([seq(fsolve(eigen_robin(lambda,Da_M),lambda= 5+16*(k-
l)),k=l ..nb_max)]);
>
lambda_set := [3.10203107606564 ,17.9834445985570 ,33.7725218722339 ,49.6770562288525 ,65.6208527732453 ,
81.5831642921751 ,97.5558321622730 ,113.534942614764 ]
We define here an inner product used to compute the coefficients of the eigenfunction expansion
> inner_prod: = proc(f,lambda,Da) int(2*(1/4-
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eta^2)*eigenfunction(eta,lambda)*f,eta=0..1/2); evalf(%); end proc;
innerprod := proc (f, , Da) int(2x( 1/4 - A^2)xeigenfunction(r, X)xf, = 0 .. 1/2);evalf(%) end proc
This is an example of the use of the inner product to calculate the value of the first eigenfunction against itself
>innerprod(eigenfunction(eta,lambdaset[l]),lambda_set[1],Da_M);
0.149393019151426
This computes the norm of the first nbmax eigenfunctions. <GkIGk>=normk. NOTE: I /sqrt(norm)= normalization coefficient
of the eigenfunctions such that <GknormlGknorm>=1
Computationnally intensive (- 15 s per term)
>
normset:=[seq(innerprod(subs(lambda=lambdaset[k],eigenfunction(eta,lambda)),lambda_
set[k],DaM),k=1..5)];
norm set :=
[0.149393019151426 ,0.101480463966268 ,0.0993169102141278 ,0.0987663349991022 ,0.0985423412600415 ]
This procedure computes the first coefficients of the eigenfunction such that F(eta, zeta=O)= sum(ai*Gi(eta)). It is done for the
initial condition f(eta,zeta=0)= 1.
This step is computationnally intensive (-15 seconds per term)
>acoeffset:=
[seq(inner_prod(1,lambdaset[k],DaM)/inner_prod(eigenfunction(eta,lambdaset[k]),lamb
da_set[k],Da M),k=1..5)]
acoeff set := [1.05439953081752 ,-0.0702247611159831 ,0.0231974022075540 ,-0.0116350579600006
0.00704945979000803 ]
The full solution thus writes:
>Theta(eta,zeta,tau)= Sum(a[n]*eigenfunction(eta,lambda[n])*exp(-
lambda[n]^2/6*zeta)*(1-exp(-kappa^2*tau)),n=l..infinity);
>
2)x ( n }(rl , ,T)= aM - X IA rl 2 e e e (1-e(K2 ))
n=l Y4 16 2' e
The value of kappa is not calculated here because the Graetz problem assumes time steady state. We put it for completion, but the
steady state assumption proved to be satisfied (pseudo-steady state) for our particular problem.
Also, from an engineering point of view, it is not important to know the concentration distribution in the eta direction. A more
compact solution to be used is found using velocity-averaged coefficients:
>Theta[b] (zeta)= Sum(A[n]*exp(-1/6*ambda[n]^2),n=l..infinity);
with coefficients A:
A_coeffset:=
[seq(6*inner_prod(1,lambda_set[k],Da_M)^2/innerprod(subs(lambda=lambdaset[k],eigenfu
nction(eta,lambda)),lambdaset[k],le12),k=1..5)];
(1/6 X-)
)(4)E A e 
n=lI
A coefset := [0.996533637294252, 0.00300271584423889 ,0.000320666178029567, 0.0000802227029977920
0.0000293823009124527 
The sum of the coefficients at the origin (zeta=O) should give 1:
:>test sum:=sum(Acoeffset[k],k=1..5);
test sum :=0.999966624320431
Sherwood number
This section computes the Sherwood number for the fully developed region including the effect of reaction limit at the wall. It
also computes the diffusion/reaction mass transfer coefficient kd/r found in the Chem. Eng. Sci. Paper (Gervais et. al, 2005).
>eig_Da_l:= proc(Da) fsolve(eigen_robin(lambda,Da),lambda= 6.6*(Da+O.01)/(l+Da)); end
proc;
>eigDal(Da_M);
-> 'D/h*(1/k[m]4-1+/k[r])=(1/(3/(lambda[1](Da))^2+1/Da))'=
(1/(12/eigDal(DaM)^2+i/DaM));
>k[dr]:= 'ambda^2/6'=eig Da 1(DaM)^2/6;
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>
eig_Do_1 := proc (Da) fsolve(eigen_robin()., Do), A. = 6.6x( Da + 0.01 )/( Do + I » end proc
3.10203107606564
__ 3_1 +_1_] =0.445025030400917
A. (Da)2 Do
I
k dr:= ~2 = 1.60376613281283
This section computes the diffusion reaction mass transfer coefficient kdr for various Damkohler numbers.
> kdr:= Da-> eig_Da_l (Da) "2/6i
> seq_Sh:= [seq ([milO, kdr (mIlO) ),m=O ..20) ):
With the upper limit being:
">kdr(le20)i
>
kdr:= Da -.~eig_Da_I(Da)2
7.54070087406943
A vector is built containing the value ofkdr at various Da numbers:
>mmax:=30i seq_m:=[seq(m,m=l ..mmax)): seq_lambda:=[seq(eig_Da_l(-m*4/mmax"2+m"2*2/mmax
),m=O ..mmax)): seq_plot_lambda:= [seq([-m*4/mmax"2+m"2*2/mmax,eig_Da_l(-
m*4/mmax"2+m"2*2/mmax )),m=O ..mmax)):
>
mmax:= 30
The vector values are plotted
> It kdr vs Da
> plot (seq_plot_lambda) i
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END of Code.
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A1.2 Solution to Graetz Problem in Parrallel Plate Geometry With First
Order Reaction at Only One Wall
Initializes the Work sheet. Assigns the domain of validity of the main variables.
>.restart; unassign('eta', 'GP(eta)'): assume(eta>=O): assume(lambda>=O):
alias('M'=KummerM): Digits:l=15:
General Solution for Planar Geometries
Full PDE expression:
>Graetz:= diff(C(x,z,t),t)= D*diff(C(x,z,t),x$2)-6*U*x/h*(1-x/h)*diff(C(x,z,t),z);
Using dimensionless notation: eta=x/h, zeta=z/Pe/h, tau= Dt/h^2, Theta= C/C[0]
>Graetzadim:= diff(Theta(eta,zeta,tau),tau)= diff(Theta(eta,zeta,tau),eta$2)-
6*eta*(1-eta)*diff(Theta(eta,zeta,tau),zeta);
a2 ) x( -x a xzt))Graetz :=C(xz, t ) D C(x,z, t ) -
Graetz adim := aT -(n~, ~,T) a-2 6(n, q') -n(--) ( ,q,)
Using separation of Variables, the problem can be divided in three ordinary differential equations of the form:
>pdsolve(Graetzadim, Theta(eta,zeta,tau));
Which we rewrite, using the separation variables -lambda^2 and -kappa^2
>eq_tau:= diff(T(tau),tau)+kappa^2*T(tau);
>eq_zeta:= diff(Z(zeta),zeta)+lambda^2/6*Z(zeta);
>eq_eta:= diff(H(eta),eta$2)+lambda^2*eta*(1- eta)*H(eta);
((11, , 1) = _FI (~) _F2(q) F3(QT) &where { d _F2() =_c 2 _ F 2 ( 4), _F3(T) = _c3 _ F 3 ( T),
'C2 d'r- _3 F(t
dq2 _F1 (-) =(6 1_Fl(q-) -6 q2 FI(q~)) C2 + FI(q-) _c _ 3 }
eqtau := (d T( )) + K2 T(T)
eq_zeta := ( Z()) + _2 Z()
eqeta :=d H(rl-) + 2- (1 -- )H(~-)
The first two ODEs possess simple solutions:
>dsolve(eq_tau,T(tau)); dsolve(eq_zeta,Z(zeta));
T(r)=_C1 e
(43Z(4)=_Ce 6
The ode expressing the vertical concentration profile H(eta) is more complex:
>G-plan-diff:=diff(diff(GPl(eta),eta),eta)+eta*(1-eta)*lambda^2*GPl(eta);
The solution to G_plandiff provides the problem's eigenfunctions
>Gplan:= dsolve(G_plan_diff): G_planKum:= simplify(convert(Gplan,hypergeom));
G_plandiff:= d 2 GPI(q-) +_( I -_) GPI (, )
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( n-X-(-X~n-)) (El A~1 X~(2 rl~- 1) 28
G plan_Kum :=GPI(q-)=e (C hypergeom 1- 1 z 2 4 
....~~~~~~ 4[ /T- ~~4
3_XF][3] r.~(2 -l)21 3y-1F31 _________
+2 _C2 hypergeom( ( J A 1 [ (~- C2hypergeo - )2 
Boundary Conditions on H(r) for fully diffusion-limited problem
The general boundary conditions are:
1- No flux at the top wall
>diff(H(eta),eta)[eta=l]=0;
2- Instantaneous consumption reaction at the lower wall
> H (eta=O) =0;
(d H(71-) =°
H(~= 0) =0
This procedure applies the first boundary condition to find the form of the eigenfunctions
>Gp_bcl:= proc(eta_,lambda_) local Cl,C2,sol; diff(op(2,G_plan_Kum),eta);
simplify(subs(eta=l,%)); C2:=solve(%, _C2); sol:=subs(_C2=C2,op(2,G plan_Kum)); C:=
subs(eta=0,%); subs(lambda=lambda_,eta=eta_,simplify(sol/Cl)); end proc;
Gpbcl := proc (eta_, lambda_) Cl := subs(q =0, %);
local C, C2, sol; subs(k = lambda_, l = eta_, simplify(sol/CI ) )
diff(op(2, G planKum ), ); end proc
simplify(subs(rl = 1, %));
C2 := solve( %, _C2);
sol := subs(_C2 = C2, op(2, GplanKum));
The eigenfunction can be expressed using confluent hypergeometric functions or Kummer functions as:
:>Gpbcl(eta,lambda):
Maple does a poor job at simplifying the equation, so we rewrite, using M as the Kummer Function Symbol:
'>eigenfunction:= (eta,lambda)-> exp(lambda*eta*(1-eta)/2)/2*(M(1/4-
lambda/16,1/2,lambda*(1/2-eta)^2)/M(1/4-lambda/16,1/2,lambda*(1/2) 2)-Cst(lambda)*(1-
2*eta)*M(3/4-lambda/16,3/2, lambda*(1/2-eta)^2)/M(3/4-lambda/16, 3/2, lambda*(1/2)^2));
>Cst:= lambda-> ((lambda-4)*M(1/4-lambda/16,1/2,lambda*(1/2)^2)+(lambda+4)*M(-3/4-
lambda/16,1/2,lambda*(1/2)^2)) / ((lambda-12)*M(7/4-
ambda/16,3/2,lambda*(1/2) 2) + (lambda+4)*M(3/4-lambda/16,3/2,lambda*(1/2)^2)) * (M(3/4-
lambda/16,3/2, lambda*(1/2) 2)/M(1/4-lambda/16,1/2, lambda*(1/2) 2));
M 2I (33 1 2
1 - X, 1- Cst(X) (1 -2r1)6M k-- -,X 
I (/2 Xn ( -)) M(4 16 '2' 2 (4 16 2 (2
eigenfunction := (, ) e I I I 3 1 3 1
M(4 ) M(4 -16 '2'4X
Cst (- (4 16 2 4- + 4 16 24 ) (4 16 2 4- 
3 1+(+4)M31_1_X, 31 1
Applying the second boundary condition to the eigenfunction provides the eigenvalue equation:
>dirichlet 1 Ci:= subs(eta=O, eigenfunction(eta,lambda));X- ~ ~~~ 3 1- 31
-4M X- 3 ( I- )) M(3 X- 3 I-)'
.I - 4)M(4- 16 4 +(A + 4)M( 4 16 '2' 4 16 2 416 '2' 24 -
-4 r T6--2'4:=42- e (( ) (4416 '4  -16 ' 2' 4 )
~~ ~-(Solving For Eigenvalues X-Solvin Fo E i gn4au4
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This section finds the first n eigenvalues of the expansion
> eigen_f: = lambda_ -> exp (-
lambda/4)*numer(simplify(subs(lambda=lambda ,dirichlet 1 ell));
eigenJ:= lambda_ ~) -~) numer(simplify( subs(A. = lambda_. :riChlet_I_Cl )~
The zeros of this plot correspond to the eigenvalues of the problem. They can be roughly located and then precisely calculated
using built-in Maple function solver "fsolve"
>plot(eigen_f(lambda),lambda=O ..lOO);
8
4
o
-4
-8
Da_M:= I
nb max := 8
first eigenvalues:
>eig_l:= fsolve(eigen_f(lambda),lambda=3.5);
evalf([seq(fsolve(eigen f(lambda),lambda=6.6+l6*k),k=0 ..4)));
- eig_1 := 3.81866604154175
[3.81866604154175 , 19.9241377002544 ,35.9473172831151 .51.9582841340956 ,67.9648784118355
Sherwood number
This Sh is normalized on a per surface basis and compared with the value found in Shah and London.
> 'Sh[infinity]=l/6*lambda[l]A2'=l/6*eig lA2; Shah:= 2.43037;
(Sh", =~A.,2f= 2.43036838947068
Shah := 2.43037
Partially Diffusion-Limited Surface reaction
To include the effect of partial reaction limitations at the surface due to finite Damkohlers, we use the same reasoning. The
eigenfunctions remain identical, but we modify the boundary condition that yields the eigenvalue equations.
THIS IS THE MASTER DAMKOHLER NUMBER FOR WHICH THE SOLUTION IS COMPUTED BELOW. Changing the
value of this Global Variable will modify the calculations for the entire page.
> Da_M:=l;
THIS IS THE NUMBER OF TERMS TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT
> nb_max:=8;
As above, the eigenfunctions read:
> eigenfunction (eta, lambda);
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The second boundary condition now becomes a boundary condition of the third kind (Robin Boundary Condition)
>Robin_BC:= -diff(H(eta),eta)+Da*H(eta)=O;
Computes the new eigenvalue equation, now dependent on two variables: lambda and Da
>eigen_rob~n:= proc(lambda,Da) local dif; diff(eigenfunction(eta,lambda),eta); dif:=
subs(eta=O,%); dif-Da*eigenfunction(O,lambda); exp(-lambda/4)*numer(simplify(%)); end
proc;
Robin_BC := {d~- H( T1-») + Da H( T1-) = 0
eigenJobin := pro<: (A., Da) end pro<:
local dif;
diff( eigenfunction( T],A.),T]);
dif:= subs( T] = 0, %);
dif - Doxeigenfunction( 0, A.);
exp( -1/4xA. )xnumer( simplify( %) )
From the second boundary condition involving Da, we extract the Eigenvalue equation: EigenJobin(1ambda,Da)
> eigen_robin (lambda, Da) :
plot(eigen robin(lambda,Da M),lambda=O ..50,title='zeros of the eigenvalue function');
- - zeros_oUhe_eigenvalueJunction - - -
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This section determines the frrst nb_max eigenvalues. NOTE: The algorithm to extract the roots does not always work, so verify
that all eigenvalues returned are different and ordered. Consult the plot above to be more sure.
>lambda_set:=evalf([seq(fsolve(eigen_robin(lambda,Da_M),lambda=
3* (Da_M+O. 01) / (l+Da_M) +8* (k-l) ),k=1. .nb_max) ]),:
>
lambda_set := [2.08370936349027 ,9.67057458266985 , 17.5722960288822 ,25.5244311762319 ,33.4951883718695 ,
4\.4751291717432 ,49.4603556151630 ,57.4489365660124 ]
We define here an inner product used to compute the coefficients of the eigenfunction expansion
> inner_prod: = proc(f, lambda, Da) int(eta*(l-eta)*eigenfunction(eta,lambda)*f,eta=O ..l);
evalf(%); end proc;
inner "'prod := pro<: if,A.,Do) int( T]x( I - T])xeigenfunction( T],A.)xf, T]= 0 .. I);evall{ %) cod pro<:
This is an example ofthe use of the inner product to calculate the value of the first eigenfunction against itself
> inner prod(eigenfunction(eta,lambda set[l]),lambda set[l],Da M);
- 0.0505550675938755 - -
This computes the norm of the first nb_max eigenfunctions. <GkIGk>=normk. NOTE: IIsqrt(norm)= normalization coefficient
of the eigenfunctions such that <GknormIGknorm>=1
Computationnally intensive (-15 s per term)
>
norm_set:=[seq(inner_prod(subs(lambda=lambda_set[k],eigenfunction(eta,lambda)),lambda_
set[k],Da_M),k=1 ..5)];
norm_set :=
[0.0505550675938755 ,3.51447474265826 ,0.0170860343982727 ,8.86169471352404 ,0.0133972245553723
This procedure computes the first coefficients of the eigenfunction such that F(eta, zeta=O)= sum(ai*Gi(eta». \l is done fot'the
initial condition f(eta,zeta=O)= I.
This step is computationnally intensive (-15 seconds per term)
> a_coeff_set: =
[seq(inner_prod(l,lambda_set[k],Da_M)/inner_prod(eigenfunction(eta,lambda_set[k]),lamb
da_set[k],Da_M),k=1 ..5)];
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a coeffset :=[1.80850349503230 ,-0.0177919561047078 ,0.0897772414543372 ,-0.00203146483027679
0.0321345285764554 ]
The full solution thus writes:
>Theta(eta,zeta,tau)= Sum(a[n]*'eigenfunction(eta,lambda[n])'*exp(-
lambda[n] ^ 2/6*zeta)*(1-exp(-kappa ^2*tau)),n=l..infinity);
-1/6 n24 ( t(r, ,T)= E a eigenfunction(l, )e,) e(-K2 )
n= I
The value of kappa is not calculated here because the Graetz problem assumes time steady state. We put it for completion, but the
steady state assumption proved to be satisfied (pseudo-steady state) for our particular problem. Also, from an engineering point
of view, it is not important to know the concentration distribution in the eta direction. A more compact solution to be used is
found using velocity-averaged coefficients:
>Theta[b](zeta)= Sum(A[n]*exp(-1/6*1ambda[n]^2),n=l..infinity);
with coefficients A:
>Acoeffset:=
[seq(6*inner_prod(1,lambda_set[k],Da_M)^2/inner_prod(subs(lambda=lambda_set[k],eigenfu
nction(eta,lambda)),lambdaset[k],le12),k=1..5)];
(1/6 2 )
Ob(') Ace
n=l
A_coeff set := [0.992098174621656 ,0.00667511994291540 ,0.000826275813763026 ,0.000219425274764092
0.0000830060893074228 ]
The sum of the coefficients at the origin (zeta=0) should give 1:
>test sum:=sum(Acoeffset[i],i=1..5);
testsum :=0.999902001742405
Sherwood number
This section computes the Sherwood number for the fully developed region including the effect of reaction limit at the wall. It
also computes the diffusion/reaction mass transfer coefficient kd/r found in the Chem. Eng. Sci. Paper (Gervais et. al, 2005).
>eig_Da_1:= proc(Da) fsolve(eigen_robin(lambda,Da),lambda= 6.6*(Da+0.01)/(l+Da)); end
proc;
>eigDal(DaM);
>'D/h*(1/k[m]+l/k[r])=(1/(3/(lambda[l](Da))^2+1/Da))'=
(1/(12/eigDa_ (DaM)^2+1/DaM));
:>k[dr]:= 'lambda^2/6'=eigDa l(Da_M)^2/6;
eigDa_l :=proc (Da) fsolve(eigenrobin(, Da), x = 6.6x(Da + 0.01 )/(Da + 1 )) end proc
2.08370936349027
h 3 1D 31(Da)2 + 0.26568877554215
kd := = 0.723640785249505
This section computes the diffusion reaction mass transfer coefficient kdr for various Damkohler numbers.
>kdr:= Da-> eigDa l(Da)^2/6;
>seqSh:=[seq([m/10,kdr(m/10)],m=0..20)]:
With the upper limit being:
ckdr(le20);
kdr :=Da eigDa_l (Da)2
2.43036838947068
A vector is built containing the value of kdr at various Da numbers:
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>mmax:=30; seq m:=[seq(rn,m=l ..mmax)]: seq lambda:=[seq(eig Da 1(-m*4/mmaxA2+mA2*2/mmax
),m=O ..mmax}]: -seq plot lambda:= (seq([-m*4/mmaxA2+mA2*2/mmax;eig Da 1(-
m*4/mmaxA2+mA2*2/mITiax )],m=O ..mmax)] : - -
mmax:= 30
The veclor values are ploUed
> # kdr vs Da
> plot (seq_plot _lambda) ;
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
o 10 20 30 40 50 60
END of Code.
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A2. Modeling Convection/Diffusion/Reaction transport under
arbitrary conditions using FEMLABTM
In this section, we provide a step by step guide on how to simulate time-dependent
concentration profile in the presence of convection, diffusion and bimolecular surface reaction
under arbitrary conditions. The simulations use the multiphysics capabilities built in the
FEMLAB software and uses geometry coupling to link the reaction occurring at the surface to
the reaction in the bulk. The specific example used was used to generate the data used in the
analysis performed in Chapter 2. In particular, refer to figure 2.6 and 2.7 for the physical
understanding). This tutorial will work on FEMLAB versions 3.0 and 3.1. It will not work on
earlier versions and cannot be guaranteed to work on more advanced versions of the software.
A2.1. Physics Model
The physical model solves the dimensionless equations system summarized in Table 2.1 (right
column) for the case of asymmetric reactions with the data from Table 2.2 (entry 2). The
convection-diffusion PDE in the bulk is couple to the bimolecular surface reaction ODE though a
flux boundary condition at the reacting walls. The resulting system is nonlinear due to the
multiplied surface and bulk concentration in the surface reaction equation.
A2.2. Channel geometry
To simulate transport and reaction at a channel surface one must define two different
geometries in FEMLAB: a bulk geometry and a surface one. Since in most sensors studied in this
work, the channel width is much larger than its height, we proceed to a simplified 2D model
assuming parallel plate geometry. The resulting geometries in FEMLAB are thus very simple:
In FEMLAB 3.1, do:
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I- Open "MultiphysicsIModel Navigator";
2- Remove all existing geometries using the remove button;
3- Click on "Add geometry". Add a 2D geometry named "Bulk" with independent variables zeta and eta (in
that order to yield a zeta normalized axial variable and eta normalized height variable);
4- Click on "Add geometry". Add a ID geometry named "Surface" with independent variable zeta;
5- Click "OK" to close window;
6- Select the "Bulk" in the geometry tabs (Fig. A3.1);
7- Go to "Draw\Draw Objects\Rectangle-Square". Draw a rectangle whose lower left base point is located at
the origin (0,0) of dimension lOxI (Fig. A3.1). The channel we seek to model has normalized height
e/a=x/h from 0 to I and length zeta= D=lUh] from 0 to 10. (x and z are the real device dimensions.) We use
the scaling factor a) to reduce the computational cost of the simulation. In I: I units, modeling a I I!m-thick
and 2 mm long channel would mean a Ix2000 grid with unnecessary resolution. Thus we fix the aspect
ratio of our simulations and adjust the length scale instead;
8- Similarly, select the ID "Surface" geometry tab and draw a 10 unit-long line in 4 segments of 3.5, 3, 3,
and 3.5 units respectively. The first segment split is positioned at the relative starting point of the cantilever
in the channel (0.7mm/2mm =3.5/10). The second segments represents the first half of the path inside the
cantilever (see Fig. 3.3). The third segments represents the second half of the channel path inside the
cantilever. Finally, the last segments represents the remainder of the channel to the outlet. These segment
splits will be useful when using the model to compute frequency shifts in appendix A3). This is the
corresponding surface domain;
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Figure A2.1: FEMLAB 3.1 main interface. The Geometry tabs are right above the drawing region. The drawing
tools are located on the right. The simple geometry drawn is the side view of a parallel plate channel 10 times longer
than high.
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A2.3. Physics Model Setting and Domain Coupling
Once the two geometries are drawn, the type of physics model must be selected from
FEMLAB's Chemical Engineering Module. Then extrusion variables must be specified to link
the two geometries together. Finally, the subdomain equations and boundary conditions must be
specified with user-defined experimental parameters.
Choosing the physics models:
9- In "Multiphysics\Model Navigator", select for the 2D geometry "Chemical Engineering Module\ Mass
Balance\ Convection and Diffusion\ Transient Analysis". Rename the dependent variable "Theta" for the
normalized concentration variable and click "Add";
10- Similarly create another transient convection-diffusion module in the 2D geometry with dependent
variable "Theta_b" for the velocity-averaged normalized bulk concentration (see chapter 2);
11- In the 1ID geometry, create a transient diffusion module (convection is not necessary at the surface) with
dependent variable "Theta_s" for the normalized surface concentration;
12- Click "OK" and return to FEMLAB's main window;
Domain Coupling:
A priori, variables are only defined with respect to the geometry in which they operate.
Coupling two domains together so that the change of one dependent variable in a domain affects
the change of another in another domain is possible using the extrusion variable feature. To do
so, the variable "Theta_s" in the 1ID geometry must be redefined in the 2D domain with a
different name. Similarly the variable "Theta" must be redefined in the 1ID domain to represent
the concentration at the wall. The procedure is the following:
13- While in the "Bulk" Geometry, select "Options\ Extrusion Coupling Variables\ Boundary Variables" to
bring up the extrusion variables window;
14- On the boundaries corresponding to the upper and lower wall enter the following:
a. On the lower wall (#2), create the variable Theta_wall = Theta,
b. Under the destination tab, select the "surface" geometry as the destination and the boundary #2
and #3 as the origin,
c. Under the source vertices tab, enter the starting and ending point of the boundary to be extruded
(vertices # 1 and 3),
d. Under the destination vertices tab, enter the starting and ending point of the domain to which it
corresponds in the ID geometry (vertices # and 5).
15- Repeat step 14 in the "Surface" geometry and create another extrusion variable Theta s up =Thetas
which links the surface concentration in all of the 1ID domain to the upper boundary in the 2D domain;
16- Repeat once more to add another variable Thetasdown =Theta_s and link it to the lower boundary in the
2D domain;
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Even though "Theta s-up" and "Theta-s down" represent the same variable, they must be
speficied individually since every extrusion variable can possess only one destination.
Furthermore, should the problem be generalized to account for different reaction rates at both
walls, it is more convenient to have the two walls represented with different variables.
Constant and Variable Specifications
17- In "Options\constants" enter the problems experimental parameters, one per line, within a consistent unit
system. The constants entered are global:
a. Initial bulk concentration of analyte: cO=l e-7 [M],
b. Total number of surface receptors (bBSA binding sites): csO=7e-8 [M mm],
c. Number of walls participating in the reaction: nw=2 [s.u.] (this value can be 1 or 2),
d. Diffusivity of the analyte (Streptavidin): D=6e-5 [mm2/s],
e. Channel height: he=O.001 [mm],
f. Channel length: L=2 [mm],
g. Length of the geometry: L_geom=10 [s.u.],
h. Association rate constant (A33 protein with anti-A33 IgG): kon=2.4e5 [M's'],
i. Dissociation rate constant (same reaction): koff=O [s-'],
j. Average fluidic velocity: U=2 [mm/s].
Even though the dissociation constant of Biotin-Streptavidin binding is essentially 0, we define
all reaction with the dissociation term so that the model can be directly used with arbitrary
dissociation constants
18- In the "Bulk" geometry tab, select "Options\Scalar Variables". Enter the variables that apply to the bulk
and the surface. The variables entered are local to one particular geometry:
a. Normalized Poiseuille velocity profile: V=6*x*(1-x),
b. Peclet Number: Pe=U*he/D,
c. Damk6hler number: Da=kon*csO*he/D,
d. Diffusion time scale: td= he^2/D
e. Normalized dissociation constant: KD= koff/kon/cO,
f. Relative surface capacity: epsilon= cO*he/csO,
g. Length scaling factor: al = L_geom*td*U/L, this factor dilates the geometry such that the true
sensor length traveled at zeta= 10 is the length of the sensor L.
h. Effective front velocity: Ueff=U*(l+nw*cs0/cO/h/(l+KD)),
i. Normalized bimolecular reaction term at the upper wall:
reac_wall_up=epsilon*Da*(Theta* (-Theta_s_up)-KD*Thetasup),
j. Bimolecular reaction term at the upper wall:
reacwall_down=epsilon*Da*(Theta* (-Theta sdown)-KD*Theta s down),
19- In the "Surface" geometry tab, select "Options\Subdomain Variables":
a. Enter the surface reaction rate as seen from the surface:
reac s=epsilon*Da*(Thetawall* (-Thetas)-KD*Thetas).
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Subdomain equation settings:
20- In "Multiphysics\Model Navigator", select the concentration model with variable "Theta". In "Physics\
subdomain settings" enter the following parameter (linked to the variables previously defined) in the
convection-diffusion equation ("Theta" tab):
a. Time-scaling coefficient: ts= td (since = t/td)
b. Diffusion coefficient: D anisotropic = (al/Pe)^2 0 0 1 (Since the normalization constants are
different axially and vertically, the effective diffusion in the geometry becomes anisotropic),
c. Reaction rate : R= 0 (there is no reaction in the subdomain)
d. z-velocity: u= al *V (accounts for the normalized length)
e. leave the "init" and "element" tab unchanged,
21- In "Multiphysics\Model Navigator", select the concentration model with variable "Theta b". In "Physics\
subdomain settings" enter the following:
a. Diffusion coefficient: D isotropic = 0,
b. Reaction rate: R= Theta*V,
c. x-velocity: u=1,
d. leave the other tabs unchanged.
Looking carefully at the equations, step 20 is specified such that the value of "Theta_b" becomes
the integral of the concentration times the velocity profile, thus yielding the velocity-averaged
concentration profile in the bulk Ob(z).
22- In "Multiphysics\Model Navigator", select the concentration model with variable "Thetas". In "Physics\
subdomain settings" enter the following:
a. Time-scaling coefficient: ts= td (since = t/td)
b. Diffusion coefficient: D isotropic = 0,
c. Reaction rate : R= reac_s,
d. leave the other tabs unchanged.
With the diffusion coefficient at the surface set to 0, the model computes the time dependent
bimolecular reaction rate at the surface. This rate will vary with z depending on the
concentration Thetawall right above it in the bulk.
Boundary conditions settings:
23- For each of the models (variables Theta, Theta_b and Thetas) enter the boundary conditions in
"Physics\boundary settings":
a. for the "Theta" variable:
i. boundary (inlet): concentration cO= 1,
ii. boundary 2 (lower wall): flux = -reac walldown/epsilon,
iii. boundary 3 (upper wall): flux= -reacwall_up/epsilon,
iv. boundary 4 (outlet): convective flux.
For an asymmetric reaction, set the upper wall flux to 0 instead.
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b. for the "Thetab" variable:
i. boundary 1 (inlet): insulation/symmetry,
ii. boundary 2 (lower wall): concentration cO=0 (initial condition for the integral),
iii. boundary 3 (upper wall): convective flux,
iv. boundary 4 (outlet): insulation/symmetry,
c. for the "Thetas" variable:
i. boundary 1 (left vertex): flux=0,
ii. boundary 3 (right vertex): flux=0.
A2.4. Meshing
The meshing of the geometry must be fine enough to resolve the sharp spatial distribution of
analytes that may occur near the reacting walls. In the bulk, some memory can be saved by
specifying a coarser mesh since the gradients present there are lower than at the surface. We
therefore propose the following meshing method:
24- Select "Mesh\Mesh parameters" from the main menu to bring up the customized mesh window. For the
"Bulk" geometry, enter the following:
a. In the subdomain tab, enter a maximum element size of 0.2. This size limits ensures that, for a
geometry of height 1 as in the present case, there will always be at least 5 grid points across it,
b. In the boundary tab, enter a maximum element size of 0.05 along the reactive walls (boundaries 2
and 3) to ensure a finer characterization of these regions,
c. Click on remesh to recreate the mesh. The default mesh growth rates are sufficient in our case.
25- Select the "Surface" geometry and select Mesh\Mesh parameters" from the main menu;
a. In the subdomain tab, enter a maximum element size of 0.05. This number of points at the surface
will be sufficient to match those specified at the boundary in the "Bulk" geometry.
A2.5. Solver Parameters and Solver Manager
The solver parameter and solver manager windows, in the "solve" menu are necessary to
specify the type of solving algorithm used, the number of time points to compute and which
variables to solve for. Prior to setting these parameters, a quick scaling of the problem provides
the appropriate time range to be specified. The diffusion, convection and reaction time scales in
this problem yield: tc = L/U=ls, td= he2 /D= 0.02s, tr = he/konCsO= 0.12s. The convection
time scale is clearly the largest which means that transport should occur from the inlet to the
outlet at effective velocity Ueff, and therefore the saturation of the whole channel's surface
receptors should occur on a time scale of it - L/Ueff = LIU (1 + nwCso /he/(C O + KD)-1400s
if the two surface are participating (nw=2).
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Solver Parameters:
26- In "solver\solver parameters", select the "general" tab and specify the following:
a. Time stepping: times= 0:100:1500, a time larger than the predicted 1400 seconds to capture the
full saturation time scale with time increments of 1 00s each (middle value),
b. Direct Solver: UMFPACK. Given the relatively small size of the model (18000 degrees of
freedom), direct solving is the most convenient numerical method,
c. Solution form: select "General" or "Weak". "Coefficients" is too rigid for such highly coupled
problem,
d. Other tabs can be left as they are for now,
e. Click "Ok" to return to the main window.
Solver Manager:
27- In the "solver\solver manager" window,
a. select the "initial value" tab and specify: Initial value: "Initial value expression", the rest can be
left untouched,
b. In the "solve for" and "output" tabs, values can be left as default (i.e. solves for all variables). In
some particular cases, it may save time to solve only for certain variables. However, all coupled
variables must always be solved together or the solution will yield a trivial solution,
c. Click "OK" to return to the main menu.
Solving the problem:
Solving the problem can be done by simply clicking on the "equal" in the toolbar icons.
Alternatively, it can be done by going to "solver\solver manager" and clicking solve in that
window. The solution here takes about 2 minutes to compute on a Pentium 4, 3GHz processor
speed and 2Gb RAM (you surely have better than that at hand as you read these lines...).
A2.6. Data Postprocessing
The simulations results can be handled in many ways using FEMLABs postprocessing mode. A
few of the most useful ones are succinctly described here.
Plot parameters:
Selecting from the main menu "Postprocessing\plot parameters" brings forth the postprocessing
window. In the "surface" tab, all dependent variables, including their derivatives are available to
display in the main window. To plot a customized formula including multiple dependent
variables and constants from that geometry (e.g. cO*Theta +cO*Thetab) enter the formula in the
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"expression" box. Isotherm lines can be added in the "contour" tab. The "animate" tab allows to
create and to save movie files by using the multiple time data series produced.
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Figure A2.2: Main FEMLAB window in postprocessing mode. The solution exhibited is the one calculated for
t=1500s. A figure containing Cross-section plot data is exhibited.
Plotting multiple time curves simultaneously:
It may be useful to plot several times curves in the same plot window and to extract the data
produced to another software to create figures such as Fig. 2.6C. The procedure is the following:
28- Select in the menu "postprocessing\cross section plot parameters";
a. In the "Iine\extrusion" tab select the variable "Theta_b" to display,
b. In the "cross section line data" box, type zetaO=O,zeta I= 10, etaO=1, eta I= I,
c. Select zeta as the x-axis data, and click apply.
To confirm that the wave propagates at constant velocity across the sensor length, it is
convenient to plot all lines with a spatial shift prop9rtional to 6z = Ue~t, such as in Fig. 2.6C'.
This shift can be implemented using the variable transformation ~'=~-UeJ!U.t/td.
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29- In the "x-axis data" box, activate the expression button. Enter the expression zeta-al *Ueff/U*t/td and click
"OK".
The data (Fig. A2.2) can be exported by clicking on the "ASC=" icon in the figure and later
processed using Igor pro, Excel, etc.
A3. Use of Integration Variables in FEMLAB to Model Frequency
Output Signals in Resonators
As derived in chapter 4 for suspended microresonator sensors, the determination of the
frequency output signal submitted to non-uniform loads requires the computation of the
displacement-weighed average of the surface concentration, as described in section 4.5. In
appendix A2, we constructed a model in FEMLAB to calculate the bulk and surface
concentrations inside a straight channel. Using FEMLAB's integration variables, it is possible to
conveniently build over the previous model an extension to the model that will compute the
displacement-average integral and yield the cantilever output directly. In doing so, we make a
few important assumptions. First, the cantilever is much longer than it is wide, and the fluidic
path inside can be approximated as a straight line with a sharp U-turn at the cantilever extremity
(Fig. 4.5). Therefore, from zeta=0 to zeta=5 in appendix A2, the fluid goes from the base to the
tip of the cantilever. From zeta=5 to zeta=10, the fluid returns from the tip to the outlet of the
device. Secondly, the lateral position of the concentration on the cantilever (width-wise) is
irrelevant to compute the signal. This assumption states that a half filled channel (from the base
to the tip but not back) would yield exactly half the signal of a fully filled channel as the lateral
vibration modes are do not resonate at the driving frequencies used. Finally, the fluidic channel
inside the resonator is wide enough that parallel plate geometry can be assumed. For most
devices, the channel's aspect ratio is 20:1, which means that the effective hydraulic resistance pf
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the channel differs from the parallel plate case by only 3% [90]. The change in flow profile at the
tip due to the turn is also neglected in first approximation to keep the model bidimensional.
A3.1. Specifying the cantilever deflection profile
Implementing the code for measuring the output frequency in FEMLAB 3.1 is performed
using the following protocol. As a prerequisite to this appendix, the model in appendix A2 must
be constructed and solved.
1- In the "Surface" geometry, select "option\constants" and add the following constants to the existing
ones:
a. Cantilever length in real units: Lc = 0.3 [mm],
b. Length of the cantilever in model units: Lc_geom = 3 [s.u],
c. Position at the base of the cantilever: zetabase=3.5 [s.u],
d. Sensitivity parameter: gamma = 1 (normalized to here for convenience).
2- In the "Surface" geometry, select "option\expressions\scalar expression" and add the following
variables to the existing ones:
e. Lever deflection profile from inlet to tip (eq. 4.18):
xzeta in tip = 1/2*((cosh(1.875*zeta/Lcsimul)-cos(1 .875*zeta/Lcsimul))-
0.7341*(sinh(1.875*zeta/Lcsimul)-sin(1.875*zeta/Lc_simul)))),
a. Lever deflection profile from tip to outlet:
xzetatip_out = 1/2*((cosh(1.875*(2-(zeta-zetabase)/Lc_geom))-cos( 1.875*(2-(zeta-
zetabase)/Lc_geom))-0.7341 *(sinh( 1.875*(2-(zeta-zeta_base)/Lc_geom))-sin(1.875*(2-(zeta-
zetabase)/Lcgeom)))),
f. Total frequency change: delta f tot = -gamma/2*(integralin tip+integraltip_out)
A3.2. Integration Variable implementation
The variables computing the displacement-weighed average, equivalent to the total kinetic
energy of the cantilever motion is conveniently defined using integration variables in FEMLAB.
3- In the "Surface geometry", select "options/integration coupling variables/ subdomain variables".
a. In segment 2, corresponding to the first half of the fluidic channel inside the cantilever, enter the
following integration variables:
i. First displacement-weighed integrand (eq. 4.38):
integralintip = 4*Theta_s*x_zeta in tip^2/2/Lcgeom,
b. Similarly, in segment 3, enter the integration variables:
i. Second displacement-weighed integrand (eq. 4.38):
integral tip_out = 4*Theta_s*x_zeta tipoutA2/2/Lcgeom,
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A3.3. Solution and Data Visualization
When the FEMLAB solver has already provided a solution to all dependent variables specified in
the integrand of the integration variables (Thetas only in our case), then it does not need to run
again to perform the integrals.
4- Using the command "solve\update model" updates all integration variable and expressions defined;
5- Once the model update is performed, select from the main menu "postprocessing/cross section plot
parameters.
a. In the "point" tab, enter the expression "deltaftot". Enter also any value on the domain in the
coordinates box (e.g. 1). (For an integration variable, the value of the integral is independent of the
surface position). Click "OK" to plot the value of the frequency output.
This type of modeling was used to produce and analyze Figs. 4.7-4.10. The results are
generalizable for any kind of cantilever geometry. However, solving 3D models in FEMLAB
requires special care due to the high physical memory required to run the software.
A4. Calculation of the Natural Resonance Frequency of the
Suspended Microresonator Sensor
In this section, we determine the resonance frequency of the unloaded cantilever. We proceed
by studying the geometry of the device (Fig. 4.3) and its material properties (see below) and by
applying the theory of static bending of beams.
A4.1. Physical Assumptions
The device poses certain difficulties since the buried channels inside it yields non uniform
material properties. Furthermore, the device is not entirely rectangular (Figure 4.3). However,
the problem can be simplified to rectangular cantilever and yield an excellent approximation of
the real device by making (and justifying) the following assumptions:
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1. We assume that the fluidic channel contributes to neither the elasticity modulus nor the
area moment of inertia. The shear modulus of water in an unconfined space is indeed
negligible. The modulus of low stress silicon Nitride, E=180GPa, is taken from the
literature[13 7].
2. The region of the cantilever which is not rectangular (the tip) is very short compared to
the device's total length (25pm/315pm=8%). The region also possesses a silicon nitride
volume fraction very similar to the rectangular part of the lever (75% Si3N4 for the
trapezoidal tip and 71% for the rectangular section). For a trapezoid-shaped cantilever of
tip width b and base width w, the spring constant is found by solving eq. (4.9) with a
length dependent area moment of inertia
3 (l_( 1 )(4.50)
2 ) w AL
AL is the length of the trapezoidal portion of the lever.
The result gives an effective spring constant of( 1- b)3(4.51)
ktrapezoid = krectangle (lbw) 3 45
ln( w)+(1 b ) (1 -) 1)
w w) w 2 
For b = 25gtm and w= 53pm, we get an effective spring constant ktrpezoid =0.85 krectangle. A
variation of 15% on the spring constant over a region comprising 8% of the device length, even
at the tip, can be neglected with no significant loss in precision.
3. A 40 nm thick chromium layer is deposited on 75% of the cantilever surface. The layer
has a total mass of 4.5 ng (4% of the cantilever mass). The mass is added to the total
cantilever mass as if it were uniformly distributed on the surface.
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A full characterization of the device geometry is provided below. With the assumptions made
above, and using eq., we obtain a resonance frequencyfo=34 kHz. The experimentally measured
range for devices, depending on where they come from on the wafer is 32-35 kHz.
A4.2. Calculations performed in MAPLETM
by Thomas Gervais, November 2004
Initialization of the worksheet:
>restart; Digits:=5:
Material properties of the hollow cantilever [Units are in g, cm, s, Hz]:
Material densities [g/cm^3]:
>rho[SiN]:= 3.2: rho[water]:= 1:
Material Young Moduli [dynes/cm^2]
>E[SiN]:=1.8e12: Ewater]=0:
Cantilever Geometry:
Fluidic channel height, Top and Bottom wall thickness, Total cantilever thickness:
>h[channel]:= le-4: h[top]:=0.8e-4: h[bottom]:= 0.8e-4: htot]:=
h [channel]+h[top]+h[bottom]:
Width of the outer SiN fluidic walls, Width of the Middle SiN wall, Channel width, Total cantilever width,
>W[out]:=5e-4: W[mid]:=3e-4: W[channel]:=20e-4: W[tot]:= 2*W[out]+W[mid]+2*W[channel]:
Total cantilever length
> L:=315e-4:
Cross sectional area calculations:
Silicon Nitride Cross section area
>A[SiN]:=(h[top]+h[bottom])*W[tot] + h[channel]*(W[mid]+2*W[out]);
>A[channel]:=2*W[channel]*h[channel]; A[tot]:=A[SiN]+A[channel];
ASiN := 0.978 10-6
A ./:= 0.40 10-6
A :=0.1378 10'5t
Effective Material Properties:
The effective material properties of the cross section can, in first approximation, be assumed to be the area-weighed average of
the quantities:
Average density:
>rho[eff]:= (rho[water]*A[channel]+rho[SiN]*A[SiN])/A[tot];
Area Moment of Inertia I
I for a solid cantilever (inside walls W[out] and W[mid])
>-Isolid:= W[tot]*h[tot]^3/12;
I for a purely hollow cantilever (As if it were two cantilevers of thickness 0.8 um suspended 1 um apart.)
>I_channel:= W[tot]*2*int(x^2,x=h[channel]/2..h[channel]/2+h[top]);
Springs added in parralel add up their spring constants (k- I). The total width-averaged area moment of inertia becomes:
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> Ieff: = ((2*W[out]+W[mid])*Isolid+2*W[channel]*Ichannel)/W[tot];
Peff = 2.5614
Isolid := 0.77627 10-'14
Ichannel :=0.73212 10- 14
Ieff:= 0.74294 10-'14
Spring constant of the cantilever:
>k:= 3*E[SiN]*I eff/L^3;
k := 1283.6
Total Cantilever mass:
Cantilever Mass:
>M[d]: = rho[eff]*A[tot]*L; #in grams
Mass of deposited chrome in grams (assumed uniformly distributed)
>m[cr]:= 4.5e-9;
Total mass:
> M[tot]:= M[d]+m[cr];
Ml:= 0.11118 10-6
m :0.45 10-8
M :=0.11568 10-6
tot
Hollow Cantilever Resonance Frequency:
First normal eigenfrequency mode:
>omega:= sqrt(1.875^4*k/3/M[tot]):
The final frequency in Hertz is:
:>f[hollow]:= evalf(1/2/Pi*omega);
h.w := 34027.
Resonance Frequency of a solid cantilever (For comparison)
> f[solid]:= evalf(1/2/Pi*sqrt(1.875^4*E[SiN]*Isolid/(rho[SiN]*A[tot]*L+m[cr])/L^3));
solid =31242.
A5. Construction of a 3D Coupled Fluid-Structure Interaction
Model in CFDACEm
A5.1. Construction of a 3D Microchannel Structure in CFDGEOM
In this section we proceed to the drawing of a 25pm x 500p m x 10mm fluidic channel
surrounded by a solid elastic region of 2mm x 2mm x 10mm for the study of fluid-structure
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interaction in elastic media. For the pressures applied (-1 atm) deformation is small enough
(<50pm) that a 2mm-thick solid slab can be considered as an infinite medium. Furthermore, the
physics of the problem offers a vertical symmetry plane at the very center of the fluidic channel.
Therefore, only one half of the channel and of the solid block covering it needs to be modeled.
In order to fully specify the geometry in CFDGEOM, one must first draw the geometry, then
construct the mesh. Finally, the different surface created must be named and their material and
geometric properties defined.
This work has been performed using CFDGEOM version 2004. Some basic knowledge of
CFDACE maybe required prior to following this protocol. The reader can get quickly
familiarized with the software's basic operation (3-button mouse operation, viewing tools, object
picking, etc.) through the CFDACE tutorials (available on-line).
The procedure yielding the meshed geometry, in its three distinct steps, is the following:
A5.1.1. Device Drawing
Far from the channel inside the solid region, displacements and strains are assumed to vanish.
We can take computational advantage of that observation by creating a solid region with several
compartments. The compartments closest to the channel will be assigned a finer mesh and the
ones far from the deformed region a coarser one. Axially the geometry and also the mesh will be
invariant.
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Figure AS.): Cross section view of the device geometry in CFDGEOM. In the z-direction. the channel is simply a
10mm long extrusion of the cross-section. The fluidic channel is the bottom left rectangle. Other rectangle are
modules of different mesh size.
1- Point Creation: In CFDGEOM, click on the "geometry" tab and select the "point creation options!
coordinates-screen pick". Enter the following points as the 2D vertices of the surface cross-section (the
dimensions are in meters):
a. Base line: (0,-2.5e-5,0), (2.50e-4,-2.5e-5,0), (5e-4,-25e-6,0), (0.00 I,-2.5e-5,0)
b. y=O line: (0,0,0), (2.5e-4,0,0), (5e-4,0,0), (0.00 I,0,0)
c. 1st line: (0,2.5e-4,0), (2.5e-4, 2.5e-4,0), (5e-4, 2.5e-4,0), (0.001, 2.5e-4,0)
d. 2nd line: (0, 5e-4,0), (5e-4, 5e-4,0), (0.00 I, 5e-4,0)
e. 3rd line: (0,0.00 I,0), (5e-4, 0.00 I,0), (0.00 I, 0.00 1,0)
f. 4th line: (0,0.002,0), (5e-4, 0.002,0), (0.00 I, 0.002,0)
2- Line Creation: In the "geometry" tab, select the "Iine\ create polyline" option. Link all points together
through lines as in Fig. A5.1;
The basic 20 geometry is now created. For the sake of simplicity, we take advantage of
CFOGEOM's drawing features to mesh the cross-section and later to extrude it to create the 3rd
dimension.
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A5.1.2. Mesh Generation
Contrary to the FEMLAB software, meshing in CFDGEOM has to be performed entirely
manually. The user can choose between two types of meshes: structured (composed of
rectangular units) or unstructured (composed of polyhedra). In CFDACE v2004, the grid
deformation algorithm accepts only structured meshes and we shall therefore proceed with that
option.
Edge Creation
A structured mesh is defined in CDFGEOM by first specifying the number of grid points at the
edges and then by extrapolating that grid to a surface. The mesh to be constructed will be coarse
and optimized for a quick solution. Finer meshes can be created later for higher resolution of the
solution.
3- In the "grid" tab, select the "structured edge options\ create-edit edges". Do the following:
a. On the channel level, select the channel's side walls and the two other lines in the solid region one
by one. They are 25 m high lines located at x-position 0, 250, 500 and 1000 im. For each of
these lines, enter a "# grid points" in the parameter tab of 9. Click apply,
4- Repeat the "create-edit edges" action with the other edges in the cross-section according to the diagram
provided in Fig. A5.2;
For each edge, grid points do not have to be equidistant. For the upper edges and the one on the
far side, a better matching between the cell is obtained by placing a higher concentraiton grid
points on a given edge closer to the fluidic channel. This grid distribution is specified in
CFDGEOM the following way:
5- For each edge to transform, select "structured edge options\ create-edit edges". In the parameter tab, enter a
power law distribution with a value of 1.5. The position of the edges to modify in such a way is provided in
Fig. A5.2. On the diagram, a + besides the number of grid points means a "forward" power law while a -
sign implies a "backward" power law. The orientation of these edges (+ or -) may vary according to the
order in which they were drawn in step 2. It is therefore easier to remember that the grid distribution must
display a higher concentration of points closer to the fluidic channel;
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Figure A5.2: Structure of the edge grid of the mesh. The numbers indicate the number of grid point on the
neighboring edge. A + sign indicates a forward 1.5 power law while the - sign indicates a backward one.
Surface specification
Once all edges are created, surfaces must be specified everywhere as the basis of the fture 3D
grid.
6- In the grid tab of CFDGEOM's main window, select "structured face options\ faces from edges". For each
surface in the cross-section (there are 11 in total and they are all rectangular), perform the following:
a. Pick all edges necessary to make one face of the surface. Accept the selection using the middle
mouse button,
b. Repeat for the 3 other surface edges. Once the last edge selected is accepted, a white cross appears
in the surface, indicating that it is recognized as a meshed surface,
c. Repeat for all surfaces in the cross section.
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The device's cross section is now fully defined. To view the structured mesh, make sure the
faces are not blanked and toggle the grid on using the icon on top of the main drawing window.
Cross-Section Extrusion
The advantage of performing the cross-section extrusion to form the channel is that the lateral
edge grid points and surfaces are automatically created. Only the back side surface remains to be
completed manually. The procedure is the following:
7- In the "grid" tab, select "structured face options/ face via extrusion".
a. Select all edges created so far and accept using the middle mouse button,
b. Enter the extrusion distance 0.01 (10 mm),
c. Specify the number of edge grid points in "# points" to 101,
d. Click "apply". The 3D structure is created.
8- Select now all the side edges (# points = 101) and distribute them according to a power law of 1.3 (see item
5) with the highest concentration of points towards the inlet (z=0);
9- To complete all outside surfaces of the geometry, repeat item 6 for the back surfaces of the devices;
The deformation is indeed greater closer to the inlet and an uneven distribution of grid points at
z=O is therefore desirable. At this point, all surfaces, both inner and outer, should be marked with
a white cross indicating that CFDGEOM recognizes them as such (make sure to toggle off face
blanking to observe them).
Volume Block Specifications
The volume blocks must now be delimited so that they can later be associated with either a
fluidic or an elastic solid domain in the solver. There are 11 rectangular blocks in this geometry.
Each one of them must be specified in the following way:
10- In the "grid" tab, select the "structured block options\ block from faces"
a. In a way similar to the surface specification, select all surfaces pertaining to a block's rectangular
sidewall. Accept the selection using the middle mouse button,
b. Select all 5 other block surfaces the same way, making sure that each surface selected is adjacent
to the previous one (not all orders work). Once the final surface is selected, purple lines
converging the block's center appears, confirming that the block has been created,
c. Repeat with all of the 11 blocks in this geometry.
Volume and Surface Condition Specifications
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The final step in the geometry creation consists in assigning to each domain and surface
geometric and material properties that will later be used in the solver. To proceed:
11- Bring up the larger toolbar under the viewing window and select the "BC/VC editor" tab;
a. Select "Model\Volume" in the 3D geometry model tree
i. Select the block corresponding to the fluidic channel and enter the properties: Type:
"fluid", Material: "water", Name: "Channel". Click apply,
ii. Using the ctrl key, select all 10 remaining blocks. Enter the properties: Type: "Solid",
Material: "PDMS", Name: "Solid". Click apply.
b. Select "Model\Surface" in the geometry model tree
i. Select the channel end surface at z=0. Type: "inlet", Name: "Inflow",
ii. Select the opposite channel end at z 10. Type: "Outlet", Name: "Outflow",
iii. Using the ctrl key, select all other surfaces pertaining to both ends of the channel. Type:
"Wall", Name: "Ends",
iv. Select the channel bottom (at y=-2.5e-5) Type: "Wall", Name: "Channel_Bottom",
v. Using the ctrl key, select the two surfaces adjacent to the channel bottom wall (at y=-
2.5e-5). Type: "Wall", Name: "no_disp" (these walls will bear a no displacement
boundary condition in the solver),
vi. Select the channel top and right (x=2.5e-4) surfaces. Type: default, Name:
"deformupper" and "deform side" (these surfaces will be allowed to deform in the
solver),
vii. Select all other interior surfaces in the solid. Type: "default", Name: "interfaces",
viii. Select the channel's left surface (x=0) and all surfaces in the plane x=0 along the left side
of the channel. Type: "symmetry", Name: "symm_line" (a symmetry boundary condition
will be applied to that plane),
ix. Select all surfaces pertaining to the top wall (y=0.002) and the right side wall (x=0.001).
Type: "Wall", Name: "Freedisp" (these walls will be unconstrained surfaces).
The geometry construction is now finished and must be exported to CFDACE to specify the
physics occurring in the system.
12- To view the number of cells in the current model, select "tools\model info". The current
model consists of 11 domains totalizing 112000 rectangular 3D cells;
Saving the file
13- First save the whole structure as a geometry file (.GGD) by selecting "file\save" in the
main menu;
14- Repeat the procedure to save the file as a .DTF file, containing all the information
required for the solver to operate;
a. Select "file\save as DTF".
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The .DTF file can later be opened in CFDACE to continue with the specification of the fluid-
structure coupling on the geometry.
A5.2. Walkthrough to build Fluid-Structure interaction models in CFDACE
Prerequisites: This walkthrough assumes that the structure is already created, meshed, with the
volume and boundary conditions labeled in CFDGEOM (previous section). The model has then
to be saved as a .DTF file and this file must be opened in CFDACE. This walkthrough will only
be exact in CFDACE V2004.
The general procedure presented below describes how to perform fluid flow coupling to
elastic deformation in the medium surrounding the channel. The algorithm in CFDACE uses a
grid deformation module as described in section 5.2.5.
To achieve structural analysis such as the ones presented in Fig. 5.2 and 5.4 one needs to
process the solver solution in the CFDVIEW module. Operating CFDVIEW is fairly straight
forward and it will not be described here. Several tutorials, howewer, already exist to learn how
to operate this piece of software.
A5.2.1. Step by Step Description of CFDACE Solver Programming
15- In the "PT" tab, activate "Flow", "Grid Deformation (Deform)" and "Stress";
16- Under "MO" with subtab:
a. "Shared": Title your model (optional),
b. "Deform": Autoremeshing scheme: Select Solid body elasticity analogy,
17- Under the "VC" tab:
c. Under VC setting mode "property":
i. Select the solid deformable part of the device and click group to lump them together (not
to have to enter properties for each of them individually). Name your material with the
same name specified in CFDGEOM (here: PDMS),
ii. In subtab "Structure", enter the PDMS young modulus (E=7.5e5 Pascals) and the poisson
ration (nu=0.4999, CFDACE does not take 0.5 as a value),
iii. In the VC setting mode, select "liquid" for the "fluid subtype",
iv. Select the fluid part of the device (the channel) and name your fluid with the same name
as in CFDGEOM in the "material" section,
v. In the "phys" subtab, set the density to 1 kg/m^3 such that any mass flux can be
interpreted as a volumetric flow rate,
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vi. In the "fluid" subtab, enter the viscosity of water (mu=0.001 Pa s),
d. Under "VC" with VC setting mode "stress", make a group with the deformable solids.
i. Click on activate stress,
ii. In element options, select enhanced elements,
18- Under the "BC" tab, specify the BC type, the deform and stress types the following way (it is convenient to
group all BCs of the same type together first):
e. For fixed boundaries which cannot move (e.g. plama sealed interfaces), select "BC type = wall",
"deform=prescribed displacement", "stress=prescribed displacement" (leave the three directions,
x,y and z checked),
f. For outer wall which are free to move, such as the side walls and the top of the device, select "BC
type = wall", "deform=prescribed displacement", "stress=free",
g. For solid-solid interfaces, select "BC type = interface", "deform=prescribed, displacement",
"stress=free",
h. For the symmetry line, select "BC type - symmetry", "deform=prescribed displacement", there is
no option for stress,
i. For channel outside walls where the stress solution is not activated, select "BC type = wall",
"deform=prescribed displacement", there is no option for stress,
j. For the ends of the channel (i.e. walls in the same plane as the inlet and outlet), it is sometimes
more realistic to constrain the z-displacement in the device as if the channel were attached to the
rest of a PDMS device. To do so, select "BC type = wall", "deform=prescribed displacement",
"stress=prescribed displacement" (unclick the x and y direction to free them, leave the z direction
clicked on). Otherwise, for freely moving end walls, select stress=free,
k. For outlet, select "flow=fixed pressure" (fixed to 0) ,"BC type = outlet", "deform=prescribed
displacement",
1. For inlet, select "BC type = inlet", "flow=fixed pressure" (fixed to the imposed pressure P, say e5
Pascals), "deform=prescribed displacement",
m. For Liquid-solid interfaces, select "BC type = interface", "deform=implicit displacement",
"stress=load", under the submenu, click on "implicit pressure",
19- Under the "IC" tab
n. Select "Flow" and set the axial velocity W to e-6, just to help convergence,
20- Under the solver controller ("SC") tab:
o. Under "iter" (iterations) enter
i. "Max iterations": several thousands (say 4000). This will depend on the size of the mesh,
ii. "Coupling frequency iterations": set to 100 (it has to be enough to allow significant
convergence of the flow solution, but too much will slow down the general solving),
p. "Spatial": select "Central" with a blending of 0.1,
q. "Solvers": set the number of sweeps to 100 for velocity, 500 for pressure, 200 for grid
deformation and 2000 for stress. You can modify these if you see any message in the output file
saying that the solver has not reached convergence or that a variable was unable to be updated.
When the problem is very large, it is recommended to set the pressure solver to AMG.
r. "Relax": For the average problem, it can be left as is.
i. If negative volumes appear in the output (an error occurring when the cells of the mesh
have large aspect ratios), the relaxation for pressure can be set to around 0.3,
ii. The grid deformation relaxation can also be lowered to 0.3. This will significantly slow
down the convergence but negative volumes are less likely to appear,
s. "limits": Were always left untouched
t. "adv":
i. Make sure that the "maximum available memory" input is always bigger than the
problem size,
ii. Under "Gd deformation" set the "BC node interpolation" to "solver". This appears to
solve most negative volumes problems,
21- In the ouput "OUT" tab
u. Under "print" click on the "mass flux summary". You can also have access to certain integral
quantities, such as area, volumetric flow or mass flux" at the interfaces by clicking the "BC
Integral Output" box. If so, you need to create a .FMT file using Notepad with the same name as
the .DTF file you are running and located in the same folder. If you don't provide it, CFDSolver
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will give an error message and a help file on how to create such a .FMT file. The template is easy
to understand. Interesting quantities to monitor are channel volume, total pressure for at walls and
volumetric flow rate,
v. Under "Graphic" select the variables you need to post process your simulation:
i. I recommend as a minimum, Velocity vector, Static pressure, Displacement, Cartesian
Stress tensor, Cartesian Strain tensor,
22- Under the "RUN" tab
w. Click on "Submit to solver" to solve your model. Click on "output" and "View Residual" to open
these windows. They are invaluable to monitor the progress of your solution and to debug it.
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